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FOREWORD
By Suzanne Chesterton

Building the infrastructure and talent
pipeline for a green and connected CCR
There’s little doubt that 2021 has been a
watershed year for the communities, businesses
and governance of Southeast Wales. The last
12 months has seen our region reset to become
a digitalised, connected, green and re-skilled
economy - and each of those key areas have
continued to be progressed across CCR in the
final quarter of a year that has changed our
world.
The CCR Digital Series, run over the past three
months, has shown the many ways in which digital
is powering our priority sectors and reshaping
our region as a whole - inspiring incredible
innovations, building centres of excellence,
transforming public service provision, framing
our future skills base and giving birth to the
potential unicorn businesses that are beginning
to distinguish CCR as the place to be for digital
enterprises with global ambition. As Colan
Mehaffey, CCR’s recently appointed Head of
Digital & Data Innovation, says: “digital will be
a key factor in delivering our economic success,
inward investment, social value and social benefit”
- and you can explore both the Digital Series and
our interview with Colan in the following pages.
Having the right ‘Skills’ in place is a recurring
theme across our digital series - and regular
readers will know that the whole subject of
nurturing talent and developing skills has been
a constant thread in CCR’s mission to date - so
autumn’s launch of Venture, CCR’s very own
Skills & Talent Hub, has been met with great
anticipation and excitement. This edition scopes
the bold ambitions for Venture held by Jane Mudd
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and Nicola Somerville, key stakeholders in the
establishment of this transformational skills and
talent hub - and we also talk with Geraldine
O’Sullivan and team about the pioneering
Graduate Programme we offer to the employers
of our region, through Venture.
No review of the final quarter would be complete
without detailing the vital work being undertaken
by CCR to contribute to the COP agenda and
deliver on decarbonisation - and this has
been spotlighted in our ‘Talking Transport’
series. Creating an infrastructure that connects
communities and enables sustainable economic
growth is at the very heart of CCR’s race to zero
and drive to generate inclusive prosperity - and
the Metro Plus Programme articles and audioss
run in December have showcased the vision and
progress being made in encouraging sustainable
travel and opening up new horizons through
major investments that will transform our cities
and hinterland, from Abertillery, Barry, Caerphilly
and Ebbw Vale, to Merthyr, Pencoed, Pontypool
and Porth.
As ever, I hope you enjoy exploring the many
dimensions of our work here at CCR. It’s been (yet
another) extraordinary year - and I look forward
to updating you on our progress in 2022!

Suzanne Chesterton

Head of Governance, Policy & Communications
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She states that although the Venture Graduate
Scheme works in partnership with the
universities in South East Wales, the team are
not ‘exclusive’ to those graduates.

Venture Graduate
Gets Off to a
Flying Start

“For us, it is very much about making sure
that we can pull in talent as well as keeping
the talent here as well.”
Although the Venture Graduate Scheme is
fairly new, we can’t wait to see what new talent
it brings in the future…

LISTEN NOW

The Venture Graduate Scheme aims to enhance
productivity, innovation and economic growth
by linking talented graduates with ambitious
businesses in the Cardiff Capital Region.
This is done by offering businesses a range
of free services to overcome barriers to
recruitment, including human resource support
and region-wide marketing of their role, while
graduates on the scheme get to participate
in a coherent graduate scheme and complete
a fully funded internationally recognised ILM
qualification, improving employability skills and
career prospects of our Venture Graduates.
Nicola Somerville, who works for the Cardiff
Capital Region City Deal Team chats to Business
News Wales about the Scheme.
“The graduate scheme is a fantastic offer
that we have available for SME’s across the
10 local authorities. We give them support,
engagement and encourage [businesses]
to take on a graduate.”
She adds that the scheme will bring “all the
excitement that a graduate brings” to South
East Wales.

JANE MUDD

The aim of the Venture Graduate Scheme is
to ensure that the Cardiff Capital Region is an
attractive destination for graduates to begin
their careers, retaining talent within the region
as well as enabling business growth through
having a skilled and driven workforce.

WHY THE VENTURE SKILLS
HUB SHOULD BE THE GO-TO
PLACE FOR CCR EMPLOYERS

After launching the Scheme, Nicola said the
response has been ‘absolutely fantastic’ and
the first cohort was received very well.
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Why The Venture Skills Hub
Should Be The Go-to Place
for CCR Employers
Jane Mudd
Leader of Newport City Council and CCR Cabinet Member

Giving people employable skills for the future –
and nurturing the natural talents that lie within
everyone – is a driving force for Jane Mudd. As
Leader of Newport City Council and the CCR
Cabinet member responsible for Learning, Skills
and Talent, Jane’s zeal for realising the potential
of people – and her passion for building great
employment destinations – has seen her take a
lead role in championing the establishment of
Venture, the new CCR Skills & Talent Hub.

The spirit of collaboration
that’s made Venture
possible shows just how
powerful we can be when
we work together across
this region

As the deadline of 17th October approaches
for employers to sign up to Venture’s next (free)
graduate recruitment programme, we asked Jane
about her vision and ambitions for a pioneering
hub that’s focused on fulfilling the employment
opportunities for all stakeholders in the region…
“My own career background is in Higher
Education, and I’ve witnessed at first-hand how
the right skills and training can motivate and
inspire people to achieve their ambitions and build
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a fulfilling future. So, Venture to me is vital to both
creating inclusive economic success and giving
people the life chances, they deserve – because
skills and economic growth go hand in hand.
“It’s been a real privilege to make an informed
contribution to this pioneering new hub,
using both my professional relationship with
educational establishments and understanding of
the qualification frameworks. I genuinely believe
Venture has the potential to become a worldclass model for providing the skills required by
people and employers in the post-pandemic
world – the ‘go-to’ place that delivers the
expertise and knowledge people need for a life
of meaningful work, tailored to the requirements
and workforce plan of employers in all sectors
across south east Wales.

Venture is all about helping people in
all communities and employers from all
sectors achieve success together
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“Over time, Venture will be here to provide a
diverse range of skills programmes, helping
people in all communities and employers from
all sectors achieve success together – building
confidence and resilience in both organisations
and potential employees. So whatever the future
holds – and as a Newport County season-ticket
holder I know that life can be unpredictable
– Venture will be there to help people find
themselves and the role that’s right for them
in that future.
“Why am I so confident? The spirit of collaboration
and innovation we have shown in bringing
together all the constituent parts behind Venture
leaves me in no doubt that we’re building
something special. We’ve already experienced
how close collaboration between 10 unitary
authorities can be the catalyst for building
a strong foundation that delivers more than
could ever have been thought possible. Now
imagine unleashing the full potential of people
and employers across our whole region – with
everyone working together to make the most of
all opportunities. That gives some idea of how
transformative Venture can be – and why I
believe in it so strongly.
“In many ways Venture is a brilliant example of
the key strengths in this region: that passion for
collaboration and our capacity for co-production.
We seem to have an innate willingness to come
together to understand what’s needed – and
then act upon that. I’ve seen this in the much
stronger relationships between FE and HE, the
growing connectivity between industry and
academia – and the way that employers and
training providers have sat around the table and
been overwhelmingly supportive of our strategic
approach. The strength of these relationships and
this ‘coming together’ are both vital, as we have
the opportunity to build something exemplary
from the economic shock of the last 18 months.

We’ve got a real mix of interesting
innovation challenges with proposals
coming from health boards, local
authorities and housing associations.
We’ve got quite a broad span of
challenges coming through!”

The spirit of collaboration that’s made
Venture possible shows just how powerful we
can be when we work together across this
region
“We’re at the beginning of the Venture journey of
course – and have many different programmes
yet to develop and deliver. But I’m already
particularly excited about the next graduate
recruitment programme which we’re offering as
a totally free-of-charge service to any employer
in CCR. We have already made 100 successful
graduate appointments in a wide range of
employers across the region. This newly designed
graduate programme will be even more effective,
as we’ve engaged with all the career services
as well as the academic departments in our
universities, to get an even greater understanding
of the courses undertaken. This, together with
our deeper dive into the exact need of each
employer we work with, means the graduates
we deliver are ‘employment-ready’, with the
core attributes and behaviours needed for each
individual workplace. So, we’re bringing a real
‘quality assurance’ to every employer, as well as a
rewarding experience for every graduate.
“I know from first-hand experience how much
hard work and insight has gone into bringing
together the best recruitment practices from
quality employers and top universities – and I’d
urge any employer who wants to tap into this
service to do so before the closing date of 17th
October. It will bring you a high-calibre graduate
who matches the culture of your enterprise and
the role you need to fulfil – helping you develop
your organisation, enabling your new graduate
employee to bring all their energy and talent to
the workplace; and giving a glimpse of the way
Venture will help realise the full potential of this
region moving forward”.

The CCR £10m Challenge Fund is aimed at
re-building local wealth through bringing
innovative solutions to tackling some of the
CCR’s most urgent societal problems.

Encouraging
Interest in the
Cardiff Capital
Region’s
Challenge Fund
The Cardiff Capital Region is transforming the
economy, business landscape and potential for
inclusive prosperity across the most populous
region of Wales.
At the heart of the CCR’s work sits the City Deal,
a collaborative programme committed to being
the catalyst for regional growth and sustainable
success, through astute investment, ambitious
upskilling and next generation connectivity.
With Challenge-Fund funding now closed for the
Cardiff Capital Region, Gareth Browning chats
to Business News Wales.Although the Venture
Graduate Scheme is fairly new, we can’t wait to
see what new talent it brings in the future…
Regarding the funding, Gareth said:
“We’ve had a fantastic level of engagement
from a broad range of public sector bodies
across the region.
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Working in partnership with Cardiff University
and YLab, the fund will invite public sector
bodies to develop challenges and connect
with organisations that are able to provide
innovative solutions to the challenges
identified. This approach aims to draw on
the region’s creativity and ingenuity and
bring together the public and private sector
in order to deliver novel solutions, where no
commercial solution currently exists, and to
provide a route to market for the solution.
Three priority themes have been identified.
The first is accelerating decarbonisation
– specifically, in relation to improving
air quality, and transport. The second is
improving the health and wellbeing of the
region’s citizens, looking at issues such as
food and health, and food security. The third
is supporting, enhancing and transforming
communities, with a focus on town centres,
high streets and rural communities.
While these are all long-term problems
public sector bodies would grapple with,
their urgency has intensified following the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. For
example, local and national restrictions have
raised new questions about how we organise
our transport and improve air quality. They
have also increased the need to find new
solutions to help our struggling high streets
and town centres, which have been faced
with economic downturn.
Gareth has said that although the Challenge
Fund response is in the early stages, the level
of interest has been encouraging.

LISTEN NOW
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First Challenge
supported by
CCR Challenge
Fund making
great progress
Following a successful phase one
where four companies presented
some fantastic potential solutions
to the challenge of creating virtual
tracheostomy simulation training
for the Cardiff and Vale ‘Simulation
Technology for Healthcare Training
challenge’ – supported through funding
by Welsh Government and SBRI Centre
of Excellence for delivery – TWO
companies were selected to go through
to the second phase (where funding is
provided for the physical development
of prototype demonstrators).
With such a quality field of competitors,
selection was a tough process, but the team
are confident that both selected solutions
have the ability to totally transform how
complex clinical training is delivered in much
more immersive ways, showing the huge
benefit of taking a different challenge led
approach to problems where off the shelf
solutions simply do not exist.

10
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The successful companies making
it through to phase 2 were:

Rescape Innovation Ltd – a virtual reality
distraction therapy provider specialising in
solutions that support pain relief, anxiety
and stress and improving the overall patient
experience and;

Nudge Reality Ltd – a company who
personalise learning experiences through
augmenting reality software for children with
autism. Congratulations to both on being
taken through to Phase 2 of the Simulation
Technology Challenge.
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Matthew Wordley, Founder and CEO of Rescape
Innovation Ltd said “Rescape’s knowledge of VR
and deploying its medical device DR.VR® into
the healthcare system for pain and anxiety has
allowed us to find innovative immersive solutions
for delivering training. Through a combination of
modules which allow trainees to observe, practice
and then perform, as part of a multiplayer team,
we believe this will achieve the desired learning
objectives and help create high performing teams,
ultimately positively impacting patient safety. With
an initial focus on Tracheostomy, Bronchoscopy and
Intercostal Drain, it has created a foundation for a
training platform for both clinical and non-clinical
skills that can be deployed quickly and at scale.”
Dr Alastair Buchanan, CEO Nudge Reality said
“We’re developing a highly immersive mixedreality training programme for tracheostomy
care. This combines virtual simulations with
real-world objects to provide visual and tactile
feedback. This helps trainees learn how to
perform these procedures and develop ‘muscle
memory’ for each. Combined with a multi-user
environment our goal is to create a realistic,
engaging and effective training programme.”

promises to unlock new and exciting businesses
opportunities for our already thriving creative
sector in the region. I hope to see these innovations
commercialised and scaled in the very near future
and demonstrating the value of Challenge-led
innovation”.
Paul Twose, Consultant Therapist at Cardiff and
Vale University Health Board and Clinical Lead
for the challenge said “The simulation technology
challenge continues to develop at incredible pace,
and we are very excited with the solutions that are
being created by Rescape and Nudge Reality. We
are extremely hopeful that we will end this project
with a market ready solution that will change the
way we deliver tracheostomy education, as well
as wider healthcare scenarios. I’m really excited to
see how things progress over the last few months
of the project and to see how the results of the
collaboration between the NHS and industries will
make meaningful change to staff education and
patient outcomes.”

Phase 2 continues until November when a decision
will be made on which company solution will be
selected to complete the third and final phase which
is when the demonstrator will be tested in a live
operational environment in the Cardiff and Vale
Health Board.
Gareth Browning, Head of Challenges in the CCR
commented that “it’s fantastic to see such rapid
progress in the development of this new immersive
simulation technology for Welsh NHS clients. This
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Cllr. Huw David, Chair of the CCR
Transport Authority, said:
“I am delighted that today the Cardiff Capital
Region is launching the ‘Try Before You Buy
Scheme’ funded by the Welsh Government.
This scheme is just the beginning of the CCR’s
ambition to create a fully decarbonised
integrated transport network which as we
increasingly see projects move from planning
into physical roll-out is quickly becoming the
reality as we move ever closer in our race
towards net zero carbon emissions by 2050.”

Andrew Elkin, General Manager Day’s
Rental, said:

‘Try-BeforeYou-Buy’ Green
Taxi Launched
by Cardiff
Capital Region
and Welsh
Government
Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) has launched
a Green Taxi ‘Try before you buy’ pilot in
partnership with Welsh Government.
The scheme was launched by Cllr Huw David
at the South East Wales Clean Transport
event scheduled as part of the Cop Cymru
programme running in parallel with COP26
in a series of roadshows across Wales with
the CCR concentrating on the theme of clean
transport. Bookings commence on the 10th of
November 2021 with cars being released from
1st December. Cardiff Capital Region will be one
of the first UK city regions to take part in a trial
of this kind.

12
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The scheme allows licensed taxi drivers across
the 10 local authorities in the Cardiff Capital
Region to try a fully electric, wheelchair
accessible taxi, free of charge for 30 days,
including free charging, insurance, and
breakdown cover. The ‘Try Before You Buy
Scheme’ for the Ultra Low Emission Vehicle
(ULEV) Taxis is aimed at encouraging taxi
drivers to transition to 100% electric, wheelchair accessible vehicles. The scheme has 44
Nissan Dynamo vehicles available to be utilised
for a three-year trial.
The drivers will be able to book online from
Wednesday (10th November), and able to
take a car from 1st December. (http://www.
electrictaxiswales.co.uk/)
The trial will run to the 30th Nov 2023 with the
total funding from Welsh Government being
£3.4m for the Cardiff Capital Region and
£111,000 for Pembrokeshire.

Lee Waters, Deputy Minister for Climate
Change, with a responsibility for
transport said:
“This trial scheme is an excellent opportunity
to support and provide taxi drivers with the
confidence that they need to make the switch
to an electric vehicle, whilst playing a part in
helping to make our transport system cleaner,
greener and more sustainable.”
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“We are delighted to play an active role in
the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Hackney
Taxi “Try before you Buy” initiative. Following
lengthy consultation, it was determined that
as a management partner, we were best
equipped to provide the expertise necessary
to deliver the scheme and achieve the success
everyone expects it to be. In anticipation
of the challenge and using our branch
network locations across South Wales, we
are confident in delivering the EV Taxi CCR
(Cardiff Capital Region) scheme with the
associated high levels of customer service
we offer with a joint aim of creating a better
and healthier environment that New EV Taxis
deliver. As a Welsh family business operating
since 1926, this is an exciting collaborative
venture with Welsh Government and the
Cardiff Capital Region”.
The COP26 Regional Roadshows, which
began on 4 November, saw a number
of experts involved in sustainable,
environmentally friendly initiatives come
together to share best practice and engage
in important conversations on the climate
emergency.
The events formed part of the wider COP
Cymru campaign, which will conclude with
Wales Climate Week later this month, where
members of the public can register to tune
into a variety of virtual events, from Wales’
current response to the climate crisis to an
exploration into the role nature plays in
climate resilience.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Matt Ball
Matt is from Cardiff, has a BA in Politics from
the University of Exeter and has a passion for
photography and videography.
“I found out about the CCR Graduate scheme
online via google jobs and saw it as an amazing
opportunity to work in an ambitious organisation
that is passionate about developing Cardiff (the
town in which I was born and raised) and the
wider region. I currently work in the governance
department in which I assist in improving the
overall quality of quarterly performance reporting
and other governance activities like helping
project leaders in the identification and reporting
of risk. I am also hoping to use my passion for
photography and videography by assisting in the
activities of the Marketing and Communication
team.

Meet our Extended Team:
the CCR Graduates
On November 1st we were extremely excited to take on our first cohort of
graduates into the Cardiff Capital Region City Deal team. They have all
come from a wide range of disciplines and backgrounds but are all united
on one thing with one objective in common – wanting to add value and
contribute to achieving the vison of the CCR and do their bit to create
greater economic prosperity throughout our region. They all spoke brilliantly
about wanting to add real value in linking our goals and ambitions in being
a more connected, competitive and resilient region for all and we are
already seeing the value of their hard work and ambition starting to come
into fruition.
So now they are 5 weeks in we caught up with each of the 10 to find out a bit
more about each of them from what their backgrounds are, how they found
out about the scheme and the CCR and what they hope to gain from their
time with us.

14
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“I believe that this Graduate scheme will give
me an amazing opportunity to gain experience
in working within the public sector; develop
my skills in working successfully in a team
environment and to play my role in increasing the
overall prosperity of SE Wales. I have an ambition
to work for the UK government or Civil Service
in the future and believe that the CCR Graduate
Scheme provides me with the perfect first-step
in this journey.”

Nat Hughes
Nat is from Old Colwyn, a small village in
North Wales, and moved down to Cardiff after
graduating from Bangor University with a first
in Business and Management in 2018.
“I found out about CCR’s graduate scheme
through Cardiff Council’s website when I was
searching for graduate roles more suited to my
studies and experience. I was delighted to be
offered a role with the team and have since been
working across the Investment and Innovation
teams, looking specifically at the development
of CCR’s priority clusters. This suits me as I get
to speak to a wide variety of people, from all
different sectors and businesses, and have learnt
so much already whilst gaining insights into the
various strategies and processes. I hope to forge
strong business relationships with those I work
with across the industry and continue to build my
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confidence and ability, working with government
and private sector companies to improve the lives
of those across SE Wales and I’m excited to see
where this experience takes me!”

Ynyr Clwyd
Ynyr grew up on a small farm on the outskirts
of Denbigh in North Wales and completed an
undergraduate degree in Politics and Economics
and a Masters in Welsh Government and Politics
at Cardiff University.
“After deciding that I wanted to move back down
to Cardiff, I learned about the CCR graduate
scheme whilst looking for jobs on Linkedin. I
applied more on the off chance really, so I was
delighted to be offered a role with this brilliant
team. I am working in more of a general
capacity as part of the skills hub – engaging with
businesses, listening to their needs and helping
them develop, whilst also working with the
region’s workforce, developing and highlighting
the roles available to them. I have a keen interest
in the general work that the CCR does as a whole,
and therefore working across the board with
everybody is an ideal opportunity for me to gain
insight into the brilliant work each person does.
“As for my future career ambitions, I do not have
an overarching goal that I want to achieve or a
particular avenue that I want to go down, and so
this role with the CCR is a fantastic opportunity
to network with a wide variety of people from
a whole host of different sectors to continue my
professional development. Above all, I am very
eager to make a positive contribution to the
region, helping development and deliver a real
improvement to the lives of the people of South
East Wales.”

Jake Thompson
Jake is from Caerphilly and studied Business
Management (Finance) with a year in industry
at Swansea University. He graduated in 2021,
completing his final year following a year in
industry at the Football Association of Wales.
“I found out about CCR’s graduate scheme from
Cardiff Council’s website, having been searching
for graduate roles, and I felt that it suited my
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abilities and previous experience. I was ecstatic
to have been offered the role, and have since
been working across the infrastructure team,
looking at Energy, Transport, Housing and Digital.
This suits me as it involves engaging with a wide
variety of stakeholders, and I pride myself on
being an excellent communicator, so I hope to
be able to make a meaningful impact not only in
the aforementioned areas, but also on South East
Wales as a whole. I haven’t got a specific career
progression in mind so far, but I would say that
I’m interested in Project Management and believe
that the CCR graduate scheme provides great
experience in this area.”

“I was made aware of the Graduate Associate role
at CCR through LinkedIn. Following a year away
from Cardiff I knew the opportunity on behalf of
the largest region in Wales was an opportunity
that I had to grab. I am working on a range of
different projects which aims to foster innovative
solutions to the issues caused by, and to alleviate,
climate change. I am honoured to be part of these
projects that aim to bridge the gap to net-zero as
part of central and local government prerogative.
Hopefully, during my time working for CCR I can
prove my worth within the Energy and Transport
team as I look to pursue a career in sustainable
development policy making.”

Jac Perry

Fariah Rahman

Jac grew up in west Wales in a village called
Upper Tumble and moved to Cardiff to study
Biomedical Sciences at Cardiff Metropolitan
University. He was a member of the British squad
in the sport of Tumbling and competed a number
of times internationally.

Fariah was born and brought up in Cardiff
and graduated from University of South Wales
studying BSc Human Biology. She has a passion
for learning about new businesses in different
sectors.

“I came across Cardiff Capital Region online one
day after searching for a new job for a while. I
work in the Venture Graduate programme which
is a part of the larger Venture portfolio. This
programme is designed to retain and attract
graduates to the CCR. We do this by working
closely with universities, regional businesses,
and graduates, helping to find those graduates
excellent jobs in the region. This role is perfect
for me as I thrive from meeting new people
and helping others getting a good start in their
careers. During my time with CCR I hope to gain
a thorough understanding of the relationship
between the public and private sector and
what we as the public sector can do to attract
and nurture new business to Southeast Wales –
creating more well-paid jobs and increasing the
quality of life for all those that live in the region.”

Rhys Owen
Originally from Melbourne, Rhys grew up
In Wrexham and moved down to Cardiff to
undertake an undergraduate degree in Politics
at Cardiff University. Following graduation, he
decided to enrol onto the Welsh Government and
Politics postgraduate degree at Cardiff University.
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“I found out about the CCR graduate scheme
through my University Career website when
searching for graduate job roles. CCR was one
of the first application I had submitted, and
I was delighted to be offered a role with this
fantastic company after my interview. I am
currently working as a Graduate Officer within
the Venture Team, my role involves helping to
recruit for graduates to find Graduate Schemes
with SME businesses within Cardiff and our other
surrounding local authorities. Also engaging
with various businesses in Wales, engaging with
current cohorts who have successfully already
been placed in current Graduate Jobs, and
working with our 4 local Universities including
Cardiff Uni, Cardiff Met, USW and Open
University.
“Landing myself a position in this department has
really suited me as I have a passion for helping
others and hope to build my confidence even
more when communicating with different people
from various backgrounds and abilities. In the
future I aspire to build my own business with
the influence of other successful entrepreneurs
around me and hope to inspire other women to
become their own entrepreneurs. This will also
help with the economic growth within Wales and
beyond.”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

Charlotte Davidson
Charlotte graduated earlier this year with a
degree in Business Management from Cardiff
University and has a passion for travelling and
exploring new places.
“I found out about the CCR Graduate scheme
through Cardiff Council’s website after I had
graduated and was seeking an exciting role
suited to my studies and professional interests,
and I found just that! I currently work in the
Energy and Transport team where I am engaged
on a range of projects that aim to create the
conditions for a carbon neutral economy and
society in the CCR and improve the connectivity
across the region whilst maintaining a laser-focus
on clean growth.
“I am really excited to take this opportunity of
working at CCR with both hands, a committed
organisation pioneering the development of
the South East Wales region. I believe that this
graduate scheme will give me the opportunity
to gain experience of working within the public
sector, the ability to connect and liaise with a
variety of people from different sectors and
businesses as well as strengthen my ability. I am
keen to start a career in project management and
believe working at CCR will provide me with the
insight of working on various projects, build my
confidence and ability and ultimately allow me to
acquire the knowledge, skill and competencies to
embark on my career.”

Rory Pugh
Rory was born in Cardiff, raised in small village
near Caerphilly and had a seven-year stint in
Cornwall until the age of 18. He completed an
undergraduate degree in Business Management
at Cardiff University and a postgraduate in
Logistics and Operations Management.
“Throughout my life I’ve been a keen sportsman,
with a particular passion for rugby, tennis and
boxing. I like to spend my free time partaking
in sports and socialising with friends & family.
I have a longstanding interest in regional and
economic development in the UK, and particularly
in the context of Wales. Therefore, when I saw
the graduate opportunity on CCR’s LinkedIn, I
didn’t hesitate in applying for it. Since joining
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CCR, I have been placed in the Innovation and
Cluster Development team. I am thrilled with this
placement, and I am enjoying the challenge of
how best to nurture, strengthen and build upon
the strong asset base in the region. I am looking
forward to developing both personally and
professionally in the next 12 months, and I hope
to develop transferable skills that will stand me in
good stead wherever my career may take me.”

Jack Harrison
I was born and raised in Penarth and attended
a Welsh medium school in Barry. He studied
Archaeology at Cardiff University and graduated
in 2020. He’s a big lover of rugby and has played
for school, club, county and represented Cardiff
at various levels.
“I was drawn to CCR by its ambition to tackle big
issues facing the region that I grew up in. Having
taken advantage of the Cardiff region throughout
my life I saw an opportunity not only to give
back to the region but also play a role in guiding
its future and improving people’s lives. I was
ecstatic when I was offered a role. So far, I have
had the opportunity to meet a huge variety of
people from all over the region and its sectors. It
is exciting to see the enthusiasm the people of the
region have for this project and the possibilities it
presents.”

We are delighted at the impact our 10
talents are having already and would
urge any business to consider the benefits
that employing graduate talent can bring.
Our Venture graduate programme offers
businesses a free service to overcome
barriers to recruitment, including human
resource support and region-wide
marketing of their role, while graduates on
the scheme get to participate in a coherent
graduate scheme and complete a fully
funded internationally recognised ILM
qualification and we would be delighted to
discuss your requirements with you.
For an informal chat get in touch with us
at ccrgraduatescheme@cardiff.gov.uk
or take a look at our website
www.venturewales.org
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As part of the COP26 commitment, the CCR
Cabinet has agreed to apply to be part of
Race to Zero – a global campaign focused
on rallying leadership across business, cities,
regions and investors to create a healthy,
resilient and zero carbon recovery that
unlocks sustainable and inclusive growth.
Robert O’Dwyer, the Head of Infrastructure
at Cardiff Capital Region chats to Business
News Wales about CCR’s involvement in
COP26.

LISTEN NOW
“The forthcoming COP26 event is clearly a
fantastic opportunity to share some great
work that is underway within South East
Wales but it is also, a great opportunity to
learn some new ideas from around the
world.”

CCR Takes
Part in Race
to Zero at
COP26
CCR will attend the COP26 UN Climate
Change Conference as part of SWITCH
– South Wales Industrial Transition from
Carbon Hub. This unique academicindustrial-business collaboration aims
to decarbonise the industrial base and
communities in the region; with CCR’s
participation at the Summit providing the
platform to contribute to key discussions,
build an international decarbonisation
network, exhibit the CCR Energy Vision
& Strategy in a conference setting – and
make a meaningful contribution in light
of the UK’s G7 presidency.

18
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CCR joins 708 cities, 24 regions, c.2400
businesses, 163 global investors and 624 HE
institutions in the Race to Zero – and this is
no passive commitment: demanding that
minimum criteria must be met, backed by
pledges, formal support and publication of
a robust plan. This represents a significant
challenge in terms of timeframes – but
signing up to this global endeavour signifies
the City Region’s serious commitment to
Net Zero.
Beyond the Race to Zero commitment,
full endorsement was also given by
Cabinet for CCR to sign up to the Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP): a worldwide
environmental disclosure system that helps
cities, regions and companies disclose their
environmental data and impact. CDP is a
globally recognised reporting framework
that allows local governments to present
one unified platform for climate reporting
– streamlining the process of reporting and
ensuring simplicity and standardisation.
Robert stresses that it is vitally important to
target the opportunities to meet the targets
set by the net zero carbon goal of 2050. In
attending COP26, Cardiff Capital Region
looks set to certainly do that.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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The Digital
Drivers Reshaping
Cardiff Capital
Region

potential to deliver a better experience of
the world to people everywhere: enhancing
our enjoyment of life, empowering our
participation in society, enabling businesses to
create a more resilient future, strengthening
the delivery of public services and the work
of government – bringing a new outlook and
capability to solve problems old and new.

Digital is more than computers, tools
and technologies. It’s changing our
culture to be more open, data-driven
and designed around ‘Us’.

With the digital revolution continually
redefining the way we all live, work and
play, Cardiff Capital Region today begins
a series of features on the digital dynamics
of our region – exploring the key drivers,
discovering the up and coming innovators,
spotlighting the major service providers
and employers, celebrating the key
collaborations, investigating the talent
pipeline – and identifying where CCR can
lead the UK (and the world) in digital …

In essence, Digital is changing our whole
culture – making us more open and
transparent, allowing us to take data-driven
decisions; and ultimately creating a new world
where services are designed around the needs
of the user, whether it’s the 24/7 Always On
‘How & When’ of making a transaction, or
the individualisation of bespoke healthcare
programmes tailored to the specific needs of
one person.

One momentous day in late 2005, the number
of people using the internet reached the
landmark number of One Billion, causing
social scientists to start talking in earnest
about the onset of a third industrial revolution,
characterised by a globalised society and
economy being driven by Web 2.0, social
media, smartphones and digital TV.

CCR is a region at the epicentre of
digital evolution.
In so many different yet all-encompassing
ways, Digital is critical to CCR’s goals
of building a region that’s Connected,
Competitive and Resilient. It’s a connector of
people, their ambitions and the opportunities
to fulfil their true potential. It’s a catalyst for
the continuity of investment that brings key
clusters and the foundational economy to
life. It’s a focus for creating the conditions
where our businesses and our 1.5 million
population are best equipped to embrace
the future. And it’s why CCR is at the very
epicentre of this technological, social and
economic transformation – as a co-investor in
a diverse range of digitally-based enterprises
such as Creo Medical, FinTech Wales and
Pharmatelligence; in a region that’s home
to some of the most pioneering digital
innovations, most notably in the CCR priority
sectors of Artificial Intelligence, Creative
Economy, Compound Semiconductors,
Cybersecurity & Analytics, Energy &
Environment, Fintech, MedTech and Transport
& Engineering.

A mere 16 years on, with 67% of Earth’s human
species now ‘connected’, those same scientists
now describe the world as moving into a
fourth industrial age: an era technologically
defined by increasingly advanced artificial
intelligence that permeates our everyday lives,
be it as a ‘live’ chatbot conversation when
making a purchase, or an augmented reality
experience when we’re at work or play.

A revolution that’s become an ongoing
evolution
‘Digital’ is at the heart of these extraordinary
transformations: a revolution that’s become an
ongoing (and fast) evolution, to such an extent
that most of us simply couldn’t imagine a nondigital world – and understandably so. Digital
has ceased to be just about the computers,
tools and technologies that constantly shape
and reshape every part of our lives. It’s far
bigger than that. Digital now offers the
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There are four key pillars underpinning the CCR digitalscape
The foundation is already in place to build an inclusive, prosperous digital future in CCR,
with four key pillars underpinning the wide and varied South East Wales digitalscape. We’re
a region being built on Digital Collaboration, Digital Connectivity, Digital Skills and Digital
Opportunity – and it’s that combination of factors that may ultimately define the depth of
digital success we enjoy for the decades to come.

Pillar 1: Pushing the boundaries
through Digital Collaborations
Increasingly, companies of all sizes and
sectors across CCR are working in close digital
collaborations with academia. That could be a
12-month-old start-up such as Eat Sleep Media
working with the Data Innovation Accelerator (DIA)
at Cardiff University to get the insights into how,
where and when their audience wants their content
delivered; or industry leaders like Airbus, BT, General
Dynamics and Northrop Grumman working in key
partnership with the University of South Wales (USW)
to establish the National Cyber Security Academy
at USW’s Newport Campus.
The Cardiff Capital Region is fast becoming an
ecosystem of ecosystems, built on digital centres of
excellence and business-academia collaborations –
and we’ll be exploring this in much deeper and
wider detail later on in our series.

Pillar 2: Building the Digital
Infrastructure that drives
Connectivity

connectivity they need to flourish. Openreach Cymru
has been working valiantly throughout the COVID
crisis to build superfast and ultrafast broadband
networks across CCR and the rest of Wales, with
newly established locally based digital providers
such as OSGi also playing an increasing part in
making sure that every business and community
benefits from an inclusive infrastructure.
Connecting everyone to everyone is more important
than ever, with the pandemic cramming an
estimated five years of digital acceleration into less
than 12 months – and CCR has been far-sighted in
looking to power the regional digital economy in
the most reliable and eco-friendly way, with our
plan to incorporate a green-powered Data Centre
Gigaplant as part of the proposed Fusion Nuclear
Prototype Project at Aberthaw. Strong infrastructure
needs sound governance of course – and the Welsh
Government has been a pioneer in crafting the
public sector framework that can make the very most
of a super-robust network, launching the Centre for
Digital Public Services in 2020 to embed consistent
digital service standards across all public services.
The result? CCR will be an exemplar of digital usercentricity, in all sectors, businesses, homes and
communities.

First class digital infrastructure is critical to achieving
social and economic prosperity for every community
– and it’s vital that all areas of our region have the
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Pillar 3: Nurturing Digital Talent
and a Future-proofed Skills
Pipeline
When the fintech start-up Wagonex moved from
the digital capital of Shoreditch in London to the Tec
Marina in Penarth, they cited our region’s 20,000+
people fintech talent pipeline as a key reason for
their relocation. With the Fintech Research Group
at Cardiff University boasting 13 academics and
a range of courses, it’s little surprise that CCR is
fast-becoming a major player in this fascinating
and highly valuable field – and that investment in
skilling-up is being replicated across all our digital
specialisms in the region, including unique ground
breaking facilities being established at the National
Digital Exploitation Centre at Ebbw Vale and the
Institute of Compound Semiconductors at Cardiff
University.
Our skills strategy for the region is focused on
bringing together schools, colleges and employers,
to make career pathing much more seamless,
through developments such as the Venture Skills
& Talent Hub. There’s no room for complacency,
but ‘Digital’ has been front and centre of the CCR
Regional Skills Partnership 2019-2022 Skills Strategy
– and despite the disruption of the pandemic, we
remain on target to reach our goals and meet our
ambitions across all the training programmes,
with notable digital skills collaborations and
development milestones achieved with each of
the region’s six FE providers.

Pillar 4: Delivering Digital
Opportunity

attract, retain and develop digital talent in our
region. Across South East Wales, we have a number
of prestigious employers who house digital centres
of excellence – at Admiral, Airbus, Alert Logic,
BAE, BT, Cap Gemini, CSC, General Dynamics,
National Office of Statistics, Next Generation Data,
Openreach, SPTS Technologies and the Royal Mint
– accompanied (sometimes spectacularly so) by
digitally-led world-leading SMEs such as Amplifi,
Antiverse, CoinCover, Credas, Digital Health Labs,
Doopol, Jellagen, MyPinPad, Sonovate and TrakCel.
Giving these enterprises the conditions, they need
to recruit, grow and inspire digital hearts and
minds will be critical to our success as a home for
outstanding human capital and an economy that’s
committed to realising world-class ambitions.
In this series we’ll be looking in detail at these
companies to understand how digital is driving their
operations, helping define their offer – and enabling
them to shape the digital industry itself. And in a
region where there are record number of digital
start-ups year-on-year, we’ll also be discovering
how co-working spaces such as IndyCube, Tec
Marina and Tramshed Tech (which is expanding fast
across CCR, building strategic partnerships with
the likes of Barclays EagleLabs and Microsoft) are
playing such an important role in incubating and
accelerating digital enterprises with real promise.
With every organisation being driven in some
shape or form by technology, we’re focusing our
next feature on the stand-out digital performance
(and performers) in our priority sectors –
discovering ‘The Exceptional’, celebrating ‘The
Outstanding’ and gauging our global status as a
centre of digital excellence.

Creating a richly diverse employer-base that offers
a wide variety of career pathways is essential to
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Digital: Driving & Transforming
Every CCR Priority Sector (Part 1)
The first feature in our CCR Digital Industry spotlight looked at the key drivers of a revolution
that’s continually redefining the way we all live, work and play across the Cardiff Capital
Region – revealing how every organisation is being powered or influenced by ‘digital’. in some
shape or form.
Today, we’re publishing the first in our two-part
investigation into how the CCR Priority Sectors
are transforming in the fourth industrial age;
discovering the underlying trends and stand-out
performers in Artificial Intelligence, Compound
Semiconductors, the Creative Economy and
Cyber & Analytics...

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence – the simulation of human
intelligence processes by machines – is reshaping
our understanding of how our products can be
made and our services can best be delivered.
Like the Cyber & Analytics revolution, digitallypowered AI is serving and transforming all our
sectors through expert systems, natural language
processing, speech recognition and machine
vision – with the mainstream AI tools of machine
learning and deep learning being applied across all
industries here in South East Wales.

and detection programmes being inspired at Life
Sciences Hub Wales – right through to the neural
modelling and Bayesian statistical techniques of
the Airbus Endeavr Wales programme, focused on
improving the current COTS Intrusion Detection and
Prevention tools at use in the world.
The research, application and continual
development of AI across CCR will come to greater
and greater fruition in the next decade. Machines
already understand verbal commands, distinguish
pictures, drive cars and play games better than we
do – and in the coming years those machines will
reach and exceed human performance on ever
more complex tasks; with CCR in the vanguard of
this crucial data-led, digitally powered intelligence.

Digitally-powered AI is serving and
transforming all our sectors across
the region
Right now, in CCR, intelligent systems handling
huge amounts of data and making complex
calculations very quickly are at play, every minute
of every day, in all our priority sectors – often in
close collaboration with the wide range of ground
breaking AI centres of excellence at Cardiff
Metropolitan University, Cardiff University and the
University of South Wales. The real-life applications
of that AI innovation can be seen everywhere, from
the world-leading bespoke product development
being conducted at The Catapult and the gamechanging healthcare innovations in diagnostics
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Compound Semiconductors
Compound Semiconductor technology is both a
child and a parent of the digital age – and is at
the heart of the fourth industrial revolution. It’s
the technology that underpins most of today’s
high-tech products and services – from 5G
networks and the latest smartphones to robotics,
e-cars and autonomous vehicles – functioning at
speeds much faster than traditional silicon-based
semiconductors. Without the atomically engineered
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compound semiconductors, many of our digital
devices and applications simply would not exist
– and the good news is that CCR’s world-leading
Compound Semiconductor cluster based around
Newport (which includes the pioneering companies
of IQE, Microchip Technology Caldicot, Newport
Wafer Fab and STPS Technologies) is a catalyst for
Wales to become the leading centre of compound
semiconductor expertise in the world.

Our world-leading centre of compound
semiconductor expertise is both a child
and a parent of the digital age
CCR’s investment of £38m into the Compound
Semiconductor Foundry has helped root a worldleading industry in our region – supporting a cluster
and supply chain that employs more than 2,000
people in high-value jobs, generating more than
£600 million for the CCR economy each year. The
Catapult Innovation Labs sat in the very engine of
the Foundry also provide a state-of-the-art facility
for local companies to develop their digital and
advanced manufacturing ideas in a ‘safe’ and
supportive environment – and this spirit of expert
collaboration has brought the world to the door of
South East Wales, with North American tech-startup Rockley Photonics choose to make use of the IQE
and Newport Wafer Fab facilities, to perfect their
revolutionary “clinic-on-the-wrist” technology.
None of the above would have been possible
without the digital prowess we now possess. It’s
powering a high-potential network, translating
state-of-the-art research and innovation
capabilities into world-class Welsh manufacturing,
for new and emerging global technology markets –
enabling a “next generation” technology to shape
our lives today and improve our experiences of
tomorrow, through everything from electric vehicles
and face recognition to space applications and
ever-more-powerful smartphones.
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It’s a warming thought that much of the digital
application integral to these innovations owes its
very existence to the Compound Semiconductor
Cluster here in the Cardiff Capital Region.

The Creative Economy
This is a golden age for the Creative Industries of
Cardiff Capital Region – and along with exceptional
home-grown talent, digital is very much the
alchemist of our success, helping build a world-class
sector that contributes £361 million to the Cardiff
Capital Region, employing over 5,000 people in
more than 1300 companies across our region.
Over the past few years, the Oscar, BAFTA and
Emmy award credits have been teeming with South
Walian-produced TV blockbusters and cinema
box-office hits – including Discovery of Witches,
Hinterland, His Dark Materials, Sherlock, The War of
the Worlds – and in 2021 alone the shortlist for the
93rd Academy Awards saw 22 University of South
Wales (USW) graduates nominated for their work on
some of the most successful films of the past year,
in the digitally-based Animated Feature Film and
Visual Effects categories.

Digital is part of the alchemy that’s created
the golden age for the Creative Industries
of CCR
Those graduates studied Animation, Computer
Animation and Visual Effects & Motion Graphics
at USW, working on some of Hollywood’s
highest-grossing films of recent years, including
Farmageddon, The One and Only Ivan, Over The
Moon, The Midnight Sky and Wolfwalkers. The
‘digital-element’ of the courses available at USW
(which include the increasingly important digital
discipline of gamification) places the USW Film and
TV School Wales among the most celebrated film
schools in the world – a fitting tribute to the genius
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and hard work undertaken by the inspirational Tom
Ware (Director of Production and Performance at
USW) and his team at the Cardiff, Newport and
Pontypridd campuses.
That digitally based creative ecosystem based
around the Welsh capital is home to a number of
genuinely world-class employers, such as Richard
Moss’s post-production team at Gorilla Group – or
multi-Oscar-BAFTA-and-Emmy-award-winning
RealSFX, which under the tutelage of Danny
Hargreaves has become one of the top Special
Effects providers of choice to major productions
around the world, from its state-of-the-art base in
eastern Cardiff.
It’s important to namecheck Danny, Richard, Tom
and the thousands of other exceptional creative
professionals in our region because digital,
ultimately, is an unleasher of human potential: it
enables and empowers people to achieve what they
might never have thought possible. The Creative
Economy of CCR is certainly showing what is
possible when the powers of digital are put in the
hands of outstanding talent ….

Cybersecurity & Analytics
According to government figures, the Welsh tech
sector now employs 45,000 people and contributes
more than £8.5 billion a year to the Welsh economy.
Those are incredible figures. And they couldn’t be
achieved without world-class Cybersecurity. Cyber
is the digital sector’s most important enabling
technology. It drives all our priority sectors and
wider business community (with a particularly
important place at the heart of our phenomenal
Fintech success). Without it, there is no Industry 4.0.
Comfortingly, it’s a sector where we punch heavily
above our weight, with CCR enjoying one of the
most sophisticated cyber security ecosystems in
Europe – enabling, encouraging and supporting
multinationals, SMEs, start-ups and academic
centres of excellence across our region. As a result,
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we are the engine for one of the largest
centres of cyber in the UK: bringing resilience
and reassurance to thousands of homegrown tech companies across our region,
making our capital city one of the fastestgrowing digital centres in Europe (chosen as
location for the UK’s first 5G network) and a
key motivator for companies like Airbus, Aston
Martin, BT, General Dynamics, the SANS
Institute and Thales to locate either their
European headquarters or significant cyber
operations to South East Wales.

DigitalSeries

CCR is a European centre of
excellence for the digital sector’s
most enabling technology
Exceptional CCR-based cyber companies
(including Wolfberry, which in the past 12
months has been named ‘Most Innovative
Cyber Security Company in the UK’) have
seen our region acknowledged as top-tier
around the world – and become a base for
the South Wales Cyber Security Cluster, the
Cyber Resilience Centre for Wales (which
has set-up centres in the CCR to support
businesses against cyber crime) – and
the National Digital Exploitation Centre,
established in Ebbw Vale to open the eyes
and minds of schools, colleges and people of
all ages, to the opportunities being offered by
cyber. With expert resources now at hand to
grow our cyber ambassadors and broaden
the cyber horizon, we have everything
in place to build the talent pipelines we
undoubtedly need for this critical discipline.
We can’t underestimate or overstate the
advantage Cyber gives us in terms of
attracting inward investment, building back
better and shaping the inclusive, resilient
economy that we’re committed to creating
– and we’ll be exploring our Cybersecurity
credentials in much deeper detail in a
subsequent article. For now, we can rest easy
knowing that we’re establishing a worldclass cyber ecosystem that we’re continually
looking to strengthen and future-proof for the
benefit of businesses and communities across
our region.
In our next feature, we’ll be completing our
exploration of the digital revolution that’s
reimagining and reshaping the CCR Priority
Sectors, looking at the transformation
underway in Energy & Environment, Fintech,
MedTech and Transport & Engineering…
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Digital: Driving & Transforming
Every CCR Priority Sector (Part 2)
‘Digital’ is revolutionising services and Industries across our region – and in our last feature,
we explored the key drivers of this digital transformation across Artificial Intelligence,
Compound Semiconductors, the Creative Economy and Cyber & Analytics. In this “Part 2”
feature, we discover how digital is driving fundamental change in Energy & Environment,
Fintech, Life Sciences and Transport & Engineering – completing a rounded view of the
quantum digital leaps being made across the eight CCR priority sectors…
Digital capabilities and networks are critical
components of the low-carbon technologies that
will put Fusion, Geothermal, Hydrogen, Marine,
Solar and Wind at the core of our energy supply. Just
name any green energy pilot, project or programme
in CCR and you will detect a strong digital pulse
running through it – from the Llynfi Valley minewater project that’s become a demonstrator for
the UK Government-led Smart System and Heat
Programme, to the trailblazing Gas Turbine facility
at Cardiff University.

Name any green energy pilot, project or
programme and you will detect a strong
digital pulse running through it

Energy & Environment
Digital is an integral part of our transformation to
green energy. Indeed, it’s a foundation stone of
the pathway we are about to journey on towards
a decarbonised and sustainable Cardiff Capital
Region.
Without digital, it would be simply impossible to take
the quantum leap we are about to make in the way
we power our industry, fuel our transport, heat our
homes, distribute and store our energy – and work
in a more intelligent, future-friendly way.
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Digital is also at the forefront of transforming the
energy efficiency of our buildings – helping power
the fuel pumps, hydrogen boilers and solar panels
that constitute the core of the forthcoming domestic
refit – as well as joining up the many moving
parts of the game-changing active buildings that
turn homes and offices from energy consumers
to energy providers. And when the South Wales
Industrial Cluster (a partnership between Welsh
industry, energy suppliers, infrastructure providers,
academia, legal sector, service providers and public
sector organisations) was awarded £1.5million from
UKRI’s Industrial Decarbonisation programme this
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year, to map what is needed to support South Wales
in becoming a net zero carbon region by 2050, it
was clear that digital will be a glue for the many
multi-layered collaborations that will be born in the
next few years and decades.
The heart of the SWIC project is aimed at achieving
net zero and at the same time, reversing the decline
of heavy industry and creating economic prosperity
for Wales. This will be done by developing a plan to
preserve the existing 113,000 manufacturing jobs
and potentially creating thousands of new skilled
jobs by 2050. It’s safe to say that most of those new
jobs (and a major percentage of the current roles)
will be increasingly digital in nature – creating new
digital talent pipelines as well as sustainable energy
pathways that help ensure the wellbeing of future
generations.

Fintech

That digital pedigree saw CCR invest in both FinTech
Wales and its recently launched Foundry – and
we have been delighted to see the Foundry’s first
accelerator cohort group comprise some of the
most exciting fintech ventures in the UK today, with
each of those start-ups – Laytrip, Sero, ShipShape,
Viaduct, Voltric, Wagonex, Yimba and Zing – all
securing the funding and ongoing support they
need in our region.
It’s clear that something very special is happening in
our Fintech sector – with Yoello winning TechNation’s
award for best British fintech, Delio being selected
to join the 2021 FinTech Innovation Lab in New York;
and a 20,000+ fintech talent pipeline estimated to
come ‘online’ in the next few years. Unsurprisingly,
the UK-government-sponsored Kalifa Report has
identified Wales as a key fintech centre of the future
– and that future is built on digital.

Financial Technology is Digital Technology – and
Fintech, along with Artificial Intelligence, is a priority
sector built on the network speed, analytics, data
processing capacity, robust security and almost
endless capacity for multi-user collaboration that
defines digital.
Given the strength and depth of our digital and
cyber centres of excellence across the region,
it’s little wonder that our fintechs are flying
higher, further and faster than ever before –
with established companies such as Admiral,
GoCompare and Principality Building Society (as
well as leading SMEs like CoinCover, Sonovate and
Wealthify), being able to rely on the strong digital
infrastructure that’s so essential to any fintech
business.

Fintech is Digital Tech – and our digital
centres of excellence are powering our
fintechs to go higher, further and faster
than ever before
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MedTech
This is a priority sector where we’ve focused
specifically on medical diagnostics and devices,
with key investments made in Creo Medical’s
COVID-19 Cool Plasma Sterilisation Technology
and Pharmatelligence’s Project Livingstone, a
revolutionary analytical software product which
enables pharma and medical companies to conduct
complex scientific studies in hours instead of
months.

All life science enterprises rely on digital
technology to generate, store and process
vast amounts of critical data
Our region is home to world-leading Medical
Devices and Diagnostic companies, all of which
rely on digital technology that generates, stores
and processes vast amounts of critical data – be
it the cutting-edge genomic research facilities at
Cardiff University or the many projects (such as
the revolutionary “clinic-on-the-wrist” technology)
that are shaping the very future of life science
electronics at the Compound Semiconductor
Cluster.
Our aim is to thread these strands together into
a thriving, R&D-led MedTech cluster, creating an
ecosystem where businesses can work in tandem
and deliver directly into the NHS, improving the
health and wellbeing of the region as well as driving
economic growth. Digital connectivity, processing
and analytics is enabling us to achieve our ambition
– powering the Life Sciences Hub that’s breaking
down the barriers to innovation in the NHS, helping
one of Europe’s largest organisations become more
flexible, streamlined and patient-centric.
And the results are already becoming apparent
within the NHS and healthcare sector itself, where
digital has driven a huge transformation in our

region during the pandemic: managing the data
integrity and providing digital accessibility while
migrating face-to-face GP consultations to a
remote service – with 82% of patients finding this
transition a comfortable one to use. The digital life
science transformation can increasingly be seen
in all aspects of care – from PhysioNow, the digital
musculoskeletal triage and assessment, piloted
at Cwm Taf Morgannwg Health Board to support
the digital transformation of physiotherapy, to
the pipeline of Digital Health Ecosystem Wales
innovations being backed by Welsh Government’s
Digital Solutions Fund.

The planned Patients’ platform will put CCR
and the rest of Wales ahead of the world
Moving forward, it’s digital that’s enabling the
coming together of the many different health,
research and infrastructure enterprises in our region
– with Primary Care, Digital Health and Care Wales
and Digital Inclusion Alliance for Wales being two
of the joined-up stakeholders in the planned Digital
Services for Patients programme.
This world-first single log-in platform will
democratise the flow of information between
patients and ‘the system’ – including an app that
will allow patients to see and update their own
medical records, upload information such as blood
pressure and sugar levels, as well as download
guides on anything relevant such as diabetes or
maternity. CCR and Wales is leading every country
in the world in this area, pioneering the way
patients can feedback health information into their
direct care, helping the NHS identify the patterns of
care needed. It will put our region and the rest of
Wales ahead of everyone else – and it’s all made
possible by digital.

Transport & Engineering
Creating a 21st century integrated transport system,
serving all communities and businesses across the
highly diverse geography and topography of South
East Wales, is a key goal for CCR. That network
and infrastructure will be powered by digital
processes and communications – with the latest
fibre optic and 5G networks at the core of the £50
million Metro Plus programme of schemes being
developed across our region to support the South
Wales Metro.
It’s digital power as well as the latest buses and
trains that will help connect, regenerate and
transform towns and villages throughout CCR –
through wide-ranging schemes that are digitally
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rich in features and facilities such as live
stream information and EV charging points,
embedded in programmes that include the
Abertillery Transport Hub, the Barry Docks
and Caerphilly Interchanges, the Newport
to Cardiff Bus Priority Corridor, the Merthyr
Tydfil Rail and Porth Transport Interchanges
and the Pontypool New Inn Park & Rides.
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Above and beyond these much-needed
Metro programmes, digital is also the engine
for CCR’s far-reaching Passenger Rail Vision,
aimed at transforming the rail network for
passengers, business and freight operators
by deploying the latest digital signalling and
train control technology – decarbonising
journeys, increasing capacity, reducing
delays, enhancing safety and driving
down costs.

Digital signalling, live-stream
communications and EV-charging
points will be key features of our
integrated transport infrastructure
This digitally enabled strategy will give us the
connectivity we need to drive major economic
regeneration in Aberdare, Barry, Bridgend,
Caerphilly, Cardiff Airport and St. Athan,
Cardiff City Centre and the Bay, the Ebbw
Vale Enterprise Zone, Merthyr Town Centre,
Nantgarw, Newport City Centre, Pontypridd
and Treforest – as well as improving links
between South Wales, Swansea Bay, Bristol
and London, enabling CCR to compete on
a level playing field post-HS2 and forming
a base for our region to further grow our
connectivity in the 2030’s and beyond.
In a very real sense, our digital transport
infrastructure will be driving and supporting
sustainable economic development and
social regeneration. It’s a major element in
levelling-up, scaling-up and building back
better – with the digital dimension playing a
crucial role in helping improve the economic,
health and social outcomes for everyone in
the region, as well as a critical part in helping
us achieve net zero carbon emissions.
Our Priority Sector spotlight has shown just
how vital “digital” is to so many services and
industries in our region – and in our next
article, we’ll be looking in more detail at
Cybersecurity, the great enabling technology
at the very core of our digital success.
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“The planned Patients’
platform will put CCR
and the rest of Wales
ahead of the world.”
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expertise has seen them grow a network of
offices stretching from south east Wales to Dubai
– and gauging how CCR’s Cyber capabilities
measure in comparison to the rest of the world…

Making cyber security accessible,
affordable – and understandable

The CCR Cyber
Game-changers
Opening up a
New World …
The digital world is both protected and
enabled by cybersecurity. So, when
Cardiff-based Wolfberry Cyber Limited
were named the UK’s Most Innovative
Cyber Security Company in June this
year, it was a hugely reassuring vote of
confidence in CCR’s cyber credentials –
and a fitting testimony to the trailblazing,
ground-breaking, out-of-the-box thinking
of this remarkable company.
Beating off the competition from 23,180
nominations – finishing ahead of the very best
Cyber enterprises from 32 countries across
the planet – Wolfberry were commended for
making “a huge difference to the world of cyber
security”. We caught up with Wolfberry CEO
Damon Rands to discover the drivers behind
his company’s success – exploring how their
customer care, trusted advice and technical
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“In essence we’re here to make cyber security
accessible, affordable – and understandable”,
reflected Damon.” The last couple of years
has seen cyber cease to be the harbinger
of doom, as people realise the importance
of security for their business and their
everyday life. But there’s still something of a
misperception around what we can really
do for an organisation. Yes, we’re here to
protect our customers from cyber-attacks and
improve their safety posture. But we’re also
an enabler. We help make things happen by
opening up the true potential of enterprises
and sectors. For example, we couldn’t have
such a thriving and fast-growing fintech sector
in the Cardiff Capital Region without worldclass cyber being part of that ecosystem.
Cyber companies such as Alert Logic, Awen
Collective, and Thales’, along with ourselves,
have helped build a cyber capability that
meets a world standard. Our remit now is to
continually stay ahead of that curve, helping
organisations of every size, as every sector is
impacted by ‘4.0’ and the security risks that
come with a new industrial age.

We’re a business enabler, not a business
blocker
“Because Cyber permeates everything, in
many ways our job is to decipher things for
clients” stresses Damon. “The world is full
of many different vendors, products and
services, all saying the same things. It can
be quite bewildering. So, we have become
a trusted, independent advisor to our clients.
We’re here to test and audit, not sell software
or promote a tech solution. Our role is to
safeguard the client’s business and make sure
they’re ready to optimise on any opportunities.
And we need to nurture new ways of working
too. We try to make sure that before our clients
do anything they understand their own data,
processes, systems – and how everything
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He also devised a strategic delivery plan for
the Health & Social Care Data-Driven
Innovation initiative, a portfolio of £50m of
revenue funding at the Usher Institute of the
University of Edinburgh.

interacts. At some point that will probably involve
‘people’, so it’s clear to us that a safeguarded,
primed-for-success organisation of any size
will need a switched on and fully conscious
workforce, with people who take responsibility
for what they do and how they do it. We need
everyone in an enterprise to ‘own’ cyber – so
we’re as much an educator and culture-builder
as we are a service partner.

We help organisations understand what they
have and what they can do
“Our advice and service enables companies to
size and scale their operations in the best way
possible, because one size certainly doesn’t fit all.
An organisation can go out and buy the biggest,
brightest and most expensive firewall on the
market, but only use 5% of its capacity, leaving the
other 95% unused, unwatched – and vulnerable.
We can guide a client on their buying decisions
across their whole systems architecture, saving
money and increasing efficiencies. Very often,
clients don’t even need to make new purchases,
but simply need to rejig what they currently have.
Being able to give that objective end-to-end
view is an important aspect of what ‘good cyber
provision’ looks like. So even though we’re a
comparatively small and relatively narrow field,
we can influence and improve far and wide, both
within companies and across geographies.

We have an amazing – and unique – cyber
testbed here in the CCR
“We have an amazing testbed here in the CCR.
It’s unique – something that London, New York
and San Francisco doesn’t possess. We have a
number of universities who excel in cyber – and
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more than that, they excel in different aspects
of cyber, which gives us a real advantage. We
have the Cyber Academy in Blaenau-Gwent
and the Software Academy in Cardiff bringing
through a new generation of talent. Crucially, we
have the Welsh Government, the Cardiff Capital
Region, the Police forces and other institutions all
collaborating – giving us the perfect landscape
to develop our expertise for a future that’s
going to come under even greater cyber threat,
through developments such as connected cities.
We’re good at collaborating and sharing. We
just need to cultivate more of the entrepreneurial
spirit through incubators such as the Tramshed –
and knit it all together.”

Ever mindful of risks and potential
vulnerabilities, Damon finished in a hugely
positive vein, tempered by a note of cautious
optimism:
“We have almost endless possibilities for our
digital industries and the cyber security that
underpins it here in our region. We need to
seize every single opportunity because you can
never relax in a global world that operates 24/7.
Bringing through a constant stream of cyber
talent will be critical for us to maximise what we
do here in CCR. There’s a surprisingly wide and
diverse range of roles in Cyber – it’s a place for
people who have attention to detail, who can
spot patterns, who can solve problems and who
can work with customers and colleagues. It’s not
just the domain of the stereotypical digital geek.
Getting that message out there and engaging
with that talent in communities across our region
will be a major factor in our future success.
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With an extensive portfolio of experience,
ranging from strategy production to leadership
of major innovation programmes, Colan’s
work will now underpin CCR’s interventions
in supporting digital and data innovation
capability for the region. That in turn drives
that innovation in CCR’s priority sectors for
economic growth, such as cybersecurity
and the creative economy.

Key to Mehaffey’s work is developing
digital and data innovation in ‘clusters’
related to CCR’s priority sectors.
“When we talk about a cluster, what we’re
talking about is an innovation-led group
of businesses, research organisations,
academia, and the public sector” says
the Irish-born digital leader.

CCR Appoints
Colan Mehaffey
to Head up
Digital & Data
Innovation
A delivery-focused leader and digital strategist
Colan Mehaffey recently joined the Cardiff
Capital Region as Head of Digital & Data
Innovation.

“What we want to make sure is bring in
entrepreneurs as part of the development
of our clusters, and also capital; ensuring
the finances are there to invest in our clusters
for future growth and to make
them robust.”
“Ultimately we want to generate wealth
for our citizens and that can come in many
forms – increased economic development
in the region, inward investment and in
terms of social value and social benefit.”

LISTEN NOW

Mehaffey’s record speaks for itself. In Scotland,
Colan led the delivery of the Green Book business
case to UK and Scottish governments for a stateof-the art data innovation hub in Edinburgh,
securing £67m of capital funding in 2019.
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The World-class
R&D Powering
Best-in-class
CCR Cyber
An interview with Pete
Burnap, Professor of Data
Science & Cybersecurity at
Cardiff University’s School
of Computer Science &
Informatics.
The previous article in our “Digital Drivers of CCR”
series featured the illuminating insights of Damon
Rands, Founder of Wolfberry Cybersecurity,
who shone a bright light on how businesses
throughout southeast Wales benefit from a key
enabler that’s mission-critical for any digitally
powered enterprise – namely, the 24/7/365
cybersecurity that protects the digital connectivity
and highly varied tech environments that
increasingly characterises our region.
Damon noted how close collaboration between
Business, Government and our world-class
Universities has shaped a unique ‘Cyber Test Bed’
here in CCR – and in this ‘Cyber Part 2’ feature,
we get the ‘R&D Perspective’ from Pete Burnap,
one of academia’s foremost global Cyber experts.
The breadth and depth of Pete’s pioneering
work across Cyber and the wider domains of
Data Science is simply astonishing. Beyond his
‘professorial day job’, Pete is also director of the
Cardiff Centre for Cyber Security Research, as
well as director of Airbus’ only global Centre
of Excellence in Cyber Security Analytics …
co-director of the revolutionary CCR-based
Data Innovation Accelerator … and a highly
respected member of the UK Government’s AI
Council. Happily, Pete was able to find the time
to disseminate deep science into a fascinating
overview of how CCR’s academia and industry
are working together to lead the cyber world
– and at the same time offering a compelling
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vision of where these game-changing data
disciplines could be taking us in the nearfuture…
“Collaboration has seen us create advanced
malware detection algorithms and integrate
novel goal-oriented risk assessment models
into the Airbus business”
“Collaboration is at the very heart of Cyber
here in CCR. I lead AI for cybersecurity
research at Airbus Cyber Innovation on a
part time secondment – and I’m director
of Airbus’ only global Centre of Excellence
in Cyber Security Analytics – so I’ve been
able to witness at first-hand how this
spirit of partnership can create major
breakthroughs such as advanced malware
detection algorithms, as well as the novel
models for goal-oriented risk assessment
being integrated into the global Airbus
business. Since 2012 we have established an
interdisciplinary research team of technical
and social researchers, with collaborative
projects receiving significant funding from
Airbus, Endeavr Wales and UK Research
Councils – and this coming together of
industry, Welsh government and the wider
R&D community is a blueprint for the way
forward, globally and here in our region.
“Those commercial collaborations are
really beginning to bear fruit. Our new
Cyber Masters Programme is being run in
partnership with PwC and CCR and bringing
together a 15-strong cohort from across the
region. It’s partnership working in action
and a complete departure from traditional
classroom-based learning, bringing
together world-leading business advisors,
technical experts and industrialists. And
our work with Thales at the National Digital
Exploitation Centre in Ebbw Vale is equally
ground-breaking – showing the strength of
Cardiff University’s reputation for working
with industries to deliver real-world Cyber, AI
and Data Science solutions.
“All of this connected, joined-up, handson partner working is vital in a number of
ways – not just in creating much-needed
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collaborative solutions, but also beginning to build
a critical mass of sustainable cyber skills in parts
of our region that need a strong regeneration. The
Cybersecurity skillset is very practical and suited
to a logical mind that enjoys creating problems
and solving them – and we’re seeing big
recruitment campaigns being run by some our
commercial partners such as CGI in Bridgend, all
of which augurs well for a strong cyber ecosystem
employing a diverse range of people in the CCR.

“Our work with Airbus, PwC and
Thales demonstrates Cardiff
University’s growing reputation
for delivering real-world cyber
solutions”
“It’s really important to know that people sit at the
centre of all our activity in cyber, data, analytics
and AI. The safety of systems, processes and data
has a huge impact on all of us, at work and in
our everyday lives. So, yes, we have made huge
strides in machine learning over the past ten
years, to the point where we’re now really getting
to grips with the actual ‘nature’ of a dangerous
entity such as a malicious link – and building the
automated response environment that can make
the right decision in dealing with that threat.
But it’s still about people – the people we need
to protect and the people who are ultimately
creating that threat. That means we’re working
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closely with social scientists as well as data
scientists – partnering with psychologists and
criminologists as well as experts in STEM –
to build the knowledge systems that are capable
of making the right choices and taking the right
decisions.”
“The scope and scale of our work in this field
can’t be underestimated. Its importance can be
measured on a societal and even philosophical
level, as well as in terms of greater organisational,
financial and economic performance – throwing
up real-life questions such as “Why are people
creating this malware?” and “What’s their true
motivation?” These are questions we need to
fully understand if we are to provide the right
cybersecurity answers – which is why our
20-strong team has been involved in over £19m
of awards and investments focused on fusing
artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, risk and
human capital, giving us a greater understanding
of the ‘Why’ behind cyber-crime and security
threats as a whole: with cyber security analytics
allowing us to study the actual ‘modus operandi’
of the attackers. It’s an incredibly complex field
that’s entwining the data science disciplines with
thought process patterns and the nuances of
human behaviours – putting our work here in CCR
at the very forefront of a cyber industry that can
drive and safeguard our whole digital world.”
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journey is reflected in the transformation already
being seen across our region – with the CCR
appetite for collaboration, connectivity and coproduction proving to be a catalyst for oftenpioneering public sector innovation.

to a remote service that 82% of patients found
comfortable to use. Looking forward, a blended
approach of ‘physical’ and virtual service remains
the probable ‘best possible outcome’ but achieving
100% digital inclusion remains the absolute goal.

Tangible digital transformation, everywhere
across the CCR

Away from GP Surgeries, the digital transformation
can increasingly be seen in all aspects of care
across Southeast Wales. Pilots such as ‘PhysioNow’,
the digital musculoskeletal triage and assessment
being run at Cwm Taf Morgannwg Health Board is
just one CCR example of a pipeline of Digital Health
Ecosystem Wales innovations being backed by
Welsh Government’s Digital Solutions Fund.

Those examples of tangible digital
transformation are literally all around us.

The Digital
Transformation
of a Public
Sector Across
CCR
With a digital revolution changing the face
of enterprise in every commercial sector,
it’s easy to forget that our public sector has
been reshaping delivery of the frontline
services relied upon by a whole population
– and in the process leading a level of
digital innovation that would have been
unimaginable a short time ago.
This latest feature in our ‘State-of-CCR-Digital’
series explores how public sector organisations
across the region have embraced and continue
to champion digital change, with a focus
on improving essential services throughout
Southeast Wales….
When the Welsh Government’s ‘Digital Strategy
for Wales’ was published in March 2021, it
reflected a vision that is becoming a reality for
our public sector organisations. The government
strategy is built on pursuit of six digital missions
(Data & Collaboration, Digital Services, Digital
Inclusion, Digital Skills, Digital Economy and
Digital Connectivity) and every step of that
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Blaenau Gwent and Torfaen Councils have been
collaborating with Neath Port Talbot Council on
a ground-breaking project to improve people’s
experience of accessing adult social care
services online – with first-hand insights from
both the end user and social care staff being
used to develop better digital services, such as
a more user-friendly referral process.
Caerphilly County Borough Council has
embraced digital automation to process
applications for free school meals, resulting in
a much speedier process that ensures eligible
school children are accepted on to the free
school meals programme on the day of their
application – which means many more children
can now enjoy healthy and nutritious meals.
Across our region, digitally-driven change is
happening in all areas of our public services,
underpinned by the Superfast Cymru Public
Sector Broadband Aggregation (PSBA)
infrastructure that enables our public sector
to deliver digital services through a safe and
speedy network which supports community
engagement and public service partnerships
throughout CCR.
A five-year evolution achieved in 12 months
It’s estimated that the pandemic crammed
five years of digital evolution into 12 months’
transformation – and given the scale of the
COVID-19 health crisis, it’s perhaps little surprise
that healthcare in CCR saw some of the biggest
and most visible digital leaps made in our public
service provision.
The results have been both dramatic and
inspiring, with the health services of our region
embracing digital platforms both to manage
data integrity and provide digital accessibility
while migrating face-to-face GP consultations
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Every public sector digital pilot and project is
delivering enhanced learning and the promise of
incremental value – but the truly game-changing
Digital Services for Patients’ programme is perhaps
the most pre-eminent transformation about to take
place in our region…
A collaborative glue creating a world-leading
healthcare platform
This world-first single log-in platform will
democratise the flow of information between
patients and ‘The System’, featuring an app that
will allow patients to see and update their own
medical records, enabling individuals to upload
information such as blood pressure and sugar
levels, as well as download guides on anything
relevant (such as diabetes or maternity).
CCR and Wales is leading every country in the
world in this area, pioneering the way patients
can feed health information back into their direct
care, helping the NHS identify the patterns of care
needed. And digital is the power and enabler
underpinning this radical healthcare platform. It
has brought together the many different health,
research and infrastructure enterprises in our
region. It has joined up the knowledge and expertise
of Primary Care, Digital Health and Care Wales and
Digital Inclusion Alliance for Wales. It is the engine of
radical change – and, indeed, a catalyst for a new
culture …
A catalyst for a new way and a new culture
When the Welsh Government this year invested
£4.9m in digital public services to drive more
innovative and user-friendly approaches across
our region and the rest of Wales, it represented
more than funding for an inclusive infrastructure.
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Directed to a Centre for Digital Public Services
established in 2020, this is an investment in a whole
new way of designing and delivering digital public
services.
The investment is supporting specialised training
programmes and digital squads to work with
our public sector organisations, helping drive up
their digital knowledge and improve their online
services. The aim? For every CCR citizen to enjoy an
exceptional customer experience when accessing
public services digitally, through a ‘UX’ that’s as
easy and user friendly as when shopping or banking
online.
This is true culture change. It means that the
delivery of our public services will be designed
around the needs of the customer – the citizen. As
such, it sits at the very centre of CCR’s purpose and
values, enabling our public services to evolve to
meet the changing expectations of the people who
need and use them. Empowering people to easily
access the services they want through a few clicks
of the mouse or taps of the screen will ensure that
first class digital services become the norm in our
public services – and is at the heart of inclusion,
engagement, wellbeing, connected communities
and, ultimately, economic growth here in the
Cardiff Capital Region.
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of our future economy and wellbeing, will only bring
further investment into a CCR that holds the vision
to become a pioneer region built around a data
powerhouse.

How CCR’s
Data-led
Innovations are
Being Driven
by Digital
The digital age is igniting data-led
innovations that are transforming the
private sector, the public sector and R&D
across Southeast Wales – and in this latest
feature in our ‘State-of-CCR-Digital’
campaign, we discover how and where
Southeast Wales is taking pioneering steps
to harness the power and potential of a
data-driven revolution…
‘Data’ has been with us for millennia, in the form
of facts, figures and theorems, hieroglyphics,
folk stories and even the configuration of
ancient standing stones. But the rapid growth
of our increasingly data-driven world – where
almost incalculable volumes of information
are transmitted as ‘quantities’ and ‘characters’
through an electronic signal – simply wouldn’t
be possible without ‘Digital’.
In every sense imaginable, the digitalisation of
data generation, manipulation and transmission
has changed just about every facet of our
lives. Our ability to digitally transform dry stats
into dynamic real-world solutions was at the
heart of our response to the pandemic: from
the lightning speed at which researchers,
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universities and companies mobilised data to
pivot manufacturing operations into ventilator
production, to businesses being able to map
genomic patterns and develop the wireless
sensor systems that scan for the virus – right
through to the UK’s Chief Scientific Adviser Sir
Patrick Vallance being able to appear on our
TV screens every evening, showing us the trends
that were evidencing government decisions
during the height of the crisis.

Digitally enabled data driving modelling,
operations, innovation and decisionmaking on all levels
It’s notable that Kellie Beirne, Director CCR City
Deal sits alongside Sir Patrick as a member of
the Science and Innovation Advisory Council for
Wales. To Kellie, the value of digitally enabled
data in driving forward our region can’t be
overstated, as it shapes the modelling, directs
the operations, inspires the innovation and
increasingly drives the decision-making on all
levels of most organisations across southeast
Wales:
“Data-driven science and innovation is all
around us but to date we’ve underfunded it
at UK level. We need to be at least equal to
other OECD countries; and that’s prompted
the CCR and Government commitment to 2.4%
of national spend being invested in innovation
and research in our region by 2027, and 3%
over the medium term.”
With every £1 spent in data-led R&D translating
into £7 of economic and social benefits (by
helping attract investment, boost productivity
and create new jobs) the Chancellor’s recent
Comprehensive Spending Review, which
acknowledged data-led R&D as a cornerstone
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Just imagine the value of the information held by
the Office of National Statistics in Newport, the
Royal Mint in Llantrisant and (just outside our
boundary), the DVLA in Swansea. All that data can
tell us a great deal about people, organisations,
society – and the probable future, as Pete Burnap,
Professor of Data Science & Cybersecurity revealed
in our previous article, when he showed how his
team at Cardiff University can use data to model
the future behaviours of cyber attackers.
That predictive power and ability to identify
patterns of behaviour are some of the key positives
of the digital drive towards embracing artificial
intelligence and machine learning – and CCR
has the potential to harness the full potential of
this, unlocking breakthroughs to improve our
health, create a better environment and boost our
economic performance throughout the region.

The always-on Digital Age is the era of
on-demand Data
Given the profound impact of this computing and
analytics revolution, it’s easy to make the mistake of
thinking that Data is just for the ‘Big Organisations’
or the ‘Big Questions’. In fact, it’s being used by
enterprises of all sizes to understand their markets,
hone their propositions and shape their businesses
– with the Data Innovation Accelerator at Cardiff
University working in close partnership with SMEs
of all descriptions, to open up many different
horizons.
CCR is itself exploring and investing in this data-led
transformation. For example, we are investigating
the potential for developing the concept of a
smart region operations centre for digital data:
combining the data sets from local authorities
and other key stakeholders to provide a realtime awareness of the data we hold in the region.
This data consolidation could inform our future
decision-making, help us measure the success of
our investments and interventions – and develop the
partnerships and relationships that will enable us
to continually adapt and improve. To this end, we’ve
already agreed partnerships with both Cardiff and
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Swansea universities to undertake work around
behaviour change, so we can understand what
motivates businesses and individual citizens to take
immediate action that will benefit the green energy
and decarbonisation agenda. And as part of signing
up to the Carbon Disclosure Programme and Zero
Carbon Disclosure Programme, we’re collecting a
whole raft of data to report back in 2022. So, we’re
evolving a culture of data ourselves, in every area
we can.

Digitally powered Data is opening up the
potential of new business models, new ways
of working and even new types of ‘economy’
The more we invest, the more our digitally driven
data will give us the opportunity to really optimise
on our capacity to innovate and develop our
region. Our philosophy at CCR sees data as an
enabler that can mobilise challenges and missions,
encouraging our region to take more risk for more
reward, actively supporting innovation and the
entrepreneurial state. It’s key to the success of our
priority clusters and foundational economy, critical
to connecting individuals and communities to each
other and the world; and crucial for prioritising
the investments required to seed, support and
strengthen the physical infrastructure and human
capital programmes we need for a changing
21st century.
It’s clear that the combined power of Data and
Digital is opening up the potential of a new role
for both private and public sectors in developing
new technologies, new business models, new ways
of working and even new types of ‘economy’ –
and in our next feature, we’ll be discovering how
our public sector is already undergoing a digital
transformation in the way it provides services
across the CCR.
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Digital Competence Framework is already helping
young people across Southeast Wales become
enterprising, creative and critical thinkers by
emphasising the importance of digital from an
early age, setting out how digital competence is
integrated across the curriculum – and, crucially,
giving digital the same emphasis as literacy and
numeracy.
Similarly, the Digital 2030 Framework articulates
a shared vision for post-16 digital learning in
Wales, scoping the digital support required for
the whole learner journey, recognising that the
combined elements of leadership, business
processes, security and infrastructure need to
be in place for effective digital delivery.

A Foundation and Framework to
Meet Our Digital Skills Needs
Our CCR Digital Series has already shown how digital is revolutionising our priority sectors, transforming
our public sector, opening up new R&D horizons – and powering data-driven services that underpin the
whole economy of Southeast Wales.
But as the pace of automation and digitisation
seemingly outstrips the supply of digital skills in the
UK as a whole, can CCR nurture the human talent
with the right competencies for this 4.0 world?

Creating a workforce that has the digital
skills, capability and confidence to excel in
the workplace and in everyday life
With our capital city now acknowledged as one of
the fastest-growing digital hubs in Europe – and our
whole region becoming internationally recognised
powerhouses for digitally enabled sectors such as
Compound Semiconductors, the Creative Industries,
Cybersecurity, Fintech and MedTech – stakeholders
from across the CCR ecosystem are increasingly
asking: “Are we producing sufficient skills to sustain
the digital industry in our region?”
The answer to that question is being provided
across our region every day, through a fast-evolving
digital curriculum being implemented in our schools,
FE colleges and universities – as well as through
pioneering skills programmes and workplace
projects geared to making sure that CCR has a
workforce with the digital skills, capability and
confidence to excel in both the workplace and in
everyday life.
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Building a strong skills foundation
for a sustainable digital economy
Our schools offer the biggest opportunity to bridge
the digital divide in all its forms – providing a
platform to deliver the skills, sustained economic
performance and social equity that’s at the heart
of CCR’s commitment to inclusive prosperity. The
need and opportunity to build that foundation is
huge, with the first ever Digital Connectivity index
published in October by Oxford Analytica (using
OECD datapoints) showing that the Cardiff Capital
Region stands to gain a £896 million economic boost
by 2026, with consistently higher GDP growth rates
(0.88%) thereafter, if sufficient investment is made
in digital connectivity and skills.

Giving digital the same emphasis as literacy
and numeracy
With transformative economic growth capable
of creating tens of thousands of new jobs and a
fairer society at stake, the learning of digital skills in
primary and secondary education is at the core of
our future talent provision: and Welsh Government’s
Digital
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A foundation built in schools and a
framework for life-long digital skills
learning
As the Brown Review concluded in 2019, with over
80% of the 2030 workforce having left compulsory
education, CCR will be a region of lifelong
learning, with our working population continually
adapting their skills to the future needs of the
economy and the strengthening of public service
delivery. Digital skills will be the engine of this,
with everyone in our region – regardless of age,
background, gender and ethnicity – becoming
‘digitally included’ through basic digital skills
that can be developed into more advanced
and employable skills, able to adapt as our
increasingly digitised economy and society
shapes and reshapes.
Since 2020, CCR has been evolving a strategic
response to this ongoing need and opportunity
to skill, reskill and continually upskill our
population in essential digital competencies –
and that region-wide skilling evolution can be
found in our Future Ready Skills Framework …

Taking the lead in Future Ready Skills
CCR’s ‘Future Ready’ Skills Framework recognises
that although the school’s curriculum will help
everybody to develop digital skills at the earliest
possible opportunity, everyone’s skills and
confidence will also need to evolve with the pace
and scale of technology change.
Working on the findings and recommendations
of Nesta (the world-acknowledged Future of Skills
experts who have produced seminal blueprints in
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both the UK and USA), our Future Ready Skills
Framework is evolving to leverage the potential
and impacts of CCR’s investments and
programmes – working towards creating an
inclusive and entrepreneurial ‘future-oriented’
system for jobs and skills, through a framework
built on eight pillars that include connecting
learners and employers, developing a CCRwide Shared Apprenticeship Scheme with
learner pathways into our priority sectors;
and delivering real-time employment market
information to understand where any skills
shortages will occur.

CCR will be a region of lifelong digital
skilling
Closely aligned with our Regional Skills
Partnership strategy, our Future Ready Skills
Framework has seen us establish the CCR
Venture Skills & Talent Hub. This major new
destination for skills development in our
region already features a revamped Graduate
Programme working closely with employers
to expertly match graduates to employment
opportunities, as well as being home to
the ground-breaking INFUSE Public Sector
skills programmes (aimed at accelerating
decarbonisation and developing supportive
communities) which includes a Data Lab to
support employees in collecting, managing,
analysing and understanding how to use data
in decision-making.
Venture’s growing range of programmes
also includes our unique Cyber Masters
Programme: an advanced cyber security
programme developed by Cardiff University in
partnership with PwC, focused on preparing
best-in-class employment-ready cyber security
professionals – with CCR funding 15 places that
will build a valuable talent pipeline for one of
our most successful priority sectors.
Venture is just one example of a skills
investment that’s helping shape and satisfy
CCRs digital talent provision – and having
explored the foundation and frameworks that
underpin the digital skills pipeline in our region,
our next feature will spotlight the many other
game-changing training programmes that
are ‘making digital happen’ for employers and
potential employees across Southeast Wales …
Issue 8 | Cardiff Capital Region Update
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It’s difficult to overestimate the success and
importance of Tramshed Tech in driving the
development and establishing the credibility of
our co-working digital ecosystem. The brainchild
of co-founders Mark John and Louise Harris, this
beautifully designed regeneration of the historic
Tramshed in Upper Grangetown is just a few
minutes walk from the centre of our capital city
and home to leading digitally-enabled businesses
such as the unicorn-in-waiting Amplyfi, the marketleading Business News Wales and the worldprotecting Wolfberry Cybersecurity – as well as 50+
other companies at their Cardiff site, ranging from
pre-revenue start-ups to scaling companies, as well
as more than 600 registered members from the
local digital and tech community.

The Coworking Digital
Communities
that Spark Our
Ecosystem

Our digital series has already shown how
a voracious appetite for collaboration and
co-production has driven the growth of the
digital economy across Southeast Wales. This
capacity for sharing knowledge, resources
and opportunities can be found at many
levels throughout our region – perhaps most
remarkably in the co-working communities
that are a key characteristic of digital SME
success across CCR.
These magical digital spaces can be found in
many different places throughout the region.
Within a fifteen minute drive of Cardiff City
Centre, you’ll discover digital enterprises
enjoying the benefits of co-working at Barclays
Eagle Labs, Gloworks, Hackspace, Meanwhile
House, Rabble Studio, Tec Marina, The Arcade
Vaults, The Sustainable Studio and Welsh ICE,
to name just a few. The list of collaborative
communities in every part of CCR seems to grow
year by year – testimony to the fast-tracking of
our local digital economy – with much of the
inspiration being drawn from the national and
increasingly international success of Tramshed
Tech.

“A collaborative co-working
community of start-ups, scaleups and potential unicorns”
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Building that ‘Community’ is at the very heart of
the Tramshed Tech vision. When Mark and Louise
first took on the regeneration of the Tramshed in
2016, one of their first priorities was to organise a
street party and ‘open house’ for the highly diverse
local community that lived around this disused but
iconic building. That people-centred approach
has seen them nurture a digital community one
person at a time, one business at a time, building an
onsite partnership with Barclays Eagle Labs in their
Cardiff hub – developing a business model that
has seen them open their Newport hub and grow
their offering across the CCR and beyond. October
brought the much-acclaimed news of a Tramshed
Startup Hub in Swansea’s Palace Theatre as part of
a major landmark regeneration; and last week, they
went international – with Mark John travelling
to Paris to sign a pioneering tri-nation partnership
between England, France and Wales, bringing
together the combined visions of Tramshed Tech,
TechSPARK UK and Communauté d’agglomération
de Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines.

emotional courage everyone needs to pursue their
business vision in a competitive digital world.
Providing such an all-encompassing facility, service
and ‘home’ means that the Tramshed is many
different things to many different digital enterprises.
To some, it’s a whole start-up ecosystem in itself –
the fastest-growing business incubator in Wales,
featuring a recently launched Startup Academy
– with introductory workshops taking place every
Thursday. Those start-ups who secure a place
enjoy a 12-week programme that covers all aspects
of building a successful business – from idea
generation and planning to product development,
finance and team building. The final week involves
pitching to a panel of investors, with one lucky
business receiving £10,000 in equity-free cash and
mentoring support from Google for Startups to help
with future business growth.
The Tramshed has also become a stage for other
organisations to showcase what they do – hosting
Fintech Wales’ prestigious Annual Awards and
pioneering Foundry Accelerator Investor Event.
And it’s a place where people can discover and
explore, becoming a community focus for important
initiatives such as Black History Monthly.
Ultimately, Tramshed Tech and the many other
co-working spaces across our region are the
incubators, accelerators and ‘safe places’ that
give our emerging digital enterprises the home,
the testbed and the permission to Think and Do:
vital ingredients for success in any market. And in
our next features, we’ll be looking at some of those
start-ups who have grown up in our region
to become market-leaders across the world …

“Creating an environment where
digital people feel they belong”
What has been the secret to building such
collaborative digital success? It’s clear that creating
a co-working community means much more
than just providing a comfortable, well-equipped
space where people can work and collaborate.
It’s about creating an environment where people
feel safe, supported and ‘at home’. The Tramshed
is founded on this feeling of ‘togetherness’: helping
give entrepreneurs a sense of purpose and the
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The Platform
Powering
Smarter Pay
for a New
Working World
When Sonovate secured the coveted ‘Fintech
Company of the Year’ accolade at this year’s
Fintech Wales Awards, it capped an incredible
year, even by the astonishing standards of this
extraordinary company.
This latest in a long line of prestigious awards
recognised Sonovate’s achievements as one of
the UK’s most established and scalable fintechs
– but the Sonovate story runs much deeper and
even more impressively than that.
A journey that began in 2015 has seen
this Cardiff-based team grow to become
one of the most client-focused, purposeled digital solutions in the field of human
capital: providing finance and tech solutions
to recruitment agencies, consultancies and
labour marketplaces around the world –
enabling employers to engage contractors and
freelancers seamlessly in the ever-growing
global gig economy.

“£2 billion of total funding, multiple
industry awards and a widespread
expectation to become the first
Welsh ‘unicorn’”
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Having surpassed £2 billion of total funding
during September 2021, this remarkable team
is getting used to receiving widespread plaudits
(not least for keeping the contract labour market
moving despite the economic shock of the
COVID crisis), with a roll of honour that’s seen
them crowned winner of the Deloitte-sponsored
‘Talent Tech Scale Up Award’ – and being tipped
to become the first Welsh ‘unicorn’ by both the
UK government’s Digital Economy Council as
well as the industry experts at Dealroom.co.
Such phenomenal success is unlikely to go to
the heads of anyone in the Sonovate team.
Co-founded by Damon Chapple and Richard
Prime, this is a business rooted in deeply-held
values and a shared vision – and we caught up
with Welsh-born-and-bred Co-CEO Damon, to
discuss how the Sonovate philosophy of smarter
pay for the new working world has achieved
such growing global recognition in just a few
short years…

“Sonovate is a story of
superlatives and success
built on vision and values”
“Richard and I had nearly 20 years experience
between us in contingent staffing across the
UK, Europe and globally – and we came
together in 2015 to solve one big problem.
There has traditionally been a fundamental
disconnect in the contingent worker space,
causing real payment headache problems
for companies who supply contingent or
temporary workers. Our platform enables
the payment of the worker as soon as the
work is completed and allows the agency
or intermediary to make their margin – by
providing the funding, payment system
and infrastructure that deals with all the
complexities in a really easy manner. So in a
very real sense, we’re a platform that’s here to
fund the future of work.”
How does Damon explain the extraordinary
success achieved since Sonovate started its
current journey in January 2015? “It really
is down to the team”, emphasises Damon.
“Both Richard and I come from a recruitment
background and we have challenged ourselves
to bring in the right people at every stage of
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Sonovate’s development. That means investing
in people who share the values and buy into the
vision. Those people are the driving force, not
Richard and I. We have done all we can to create
the environment for those people to succeed; and
as the business has changed and matured, we
have been careful to put the right places in place –
processes that have enabled us to set and achieve
quarterly goals, which is something we believe in
strongly.

“We’re a tech platform that’s here
to fund the future of work – and
it’s all been made possible by our
people”
“Creating a transformational tech platform has
obviously enabled us to deliver and grow – and
we were conscious to invest in a CTO and tech
team that allowed us to take ownership of the
product, putting our customers front and centre.
But ultimately any achievements have been the
result of having a collective drive to succeed.
Everyone has bad days and there are always
bumps in the road – having a whole team
that believes in the vision and grows with the
processes is the underlying reason why we
have been able to continually progress.”
“We live by a Values Playbook that was created
by the whole team itself. We recruit against those
values and base our personal development
reviews on them too. Elise Lockyer, our Chief
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People Officer, has been amazing in helping
embed these key pillars to working at Sonovate.
Our four values are being able to adapt to
change, taking ownership, solving problems
and giving a s*** – because ultimately we want
people who care about what they do and how
they do it, people who value their customers, their
colleagues and the world that we’re trying to
improve through our service. We’re a 124-strong
team right now, with open opportunities that
extend across all areas of the business – and
I’m proud that we’ve been able to attract, retain
and develop most of our people because of our
value-set.”
What else makes Damon proud, beyond building
a strong and high-performing team that shares a
common vision and values? “Our service evolution
has taken us from providing a full workflow and
funding solution for small contingent agencies in
2015, to providing a novel funding solution that
attracted larger businesses from 2018 onwards.
And right now, we’re launching a unique lendingas-a-service solution that can be accessed through
five simple steps on a single platform. It’s the only
lending as a service solution providing invoicing and
funding to anyone in the contingency worker supply
chain – which represents a $4 trillion global market.
If we consolidate our position as number one in the
UK market and continue to grow our presence in the
US and worldwide, we’ll be proud of the progress
we have made.”
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Delivering
Digital Futures
for 20 Years
and More

DigitalSeries

Every ecosystem is driven by pioneering service
providers capable of delivering the expertise
needed to continually develop – and frequently
transform – customer organisations in an everchanging world.

Each Box UK customer trusts this extraordinary
team to execute their digital strategies,
develop their enterprise-level custom software
platforms and deliver their award-winning
multi-channel experiences – through services
that extend across Digital Transformation,
Ecommerce Development, User Experience
Services, Bespoke Software Consultancy and
Development, and Platform Management. It’s
a tremendous success story, and testimony to
the Box UK client-partnership ethos that helps
businesses reimagine the possible through a
pragmatic approach centred on delivering the
right digital solutions at the right time – enabling
organisations to adapt and grow at pace.

Box UK is one such catalyst: an enterprise
software development company that’s been
meeting the digital requirements of CCR (and
the wider world) for 23 years – and as our Digital
Series begins to draw to a close, we explore how
Box UK Managing Director Benno Wassersein is
leading a multidisciplinary team in evolving its
own services to power countless customer digital
evolutions …

The growth of Box UK itself has been both a
reflection of the maturing CCR digital sector
and a key driver of it – with this Cardiff-based
operation now ranked 14th in The Drum’s list of
Top 50 Client Rated Digital Agencies in Britain,
in recognition of exceptional client satisfaction
scores across a range of criteria including
value for money, quality of work, teamwork
and collaboration.

The incremental growth and sustained success
of this enterprise software development
company is truly inspirational, with Box
UK’s client base now including blue chip
organisations on many continents – from global
retailers to manufacturing giants, public sector
bodies to leading healthcare providers.

“Trusted worldwide to execute
digital strategies, develop
software platforms and deliver
multi-channel experiences”
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“Multi-award-winning industry
recognition, including gold
award for the world-first
GPWales platform”
The knowledge and wisdom accrued over two
decades is driving innovation and shaping
transformation like never before, to much
industry acclaim. Last week saw Box UK win
“SME of the Year” at the Cardiff Business
Awards and over the past 18 months the team
has attained ‘Highly Commended’ status in the
‘Development Team of the Year’ category at
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the prestigious Digital Technology Leaders Awards,
been named winner in the ‘Technology & Innovation’
category of the Cardiff Life Awards, honoured in
four categories by the international Communicator
Awards for its work with Cymru Wales, OKdo,
Sodexo and RS Components – and celebrated by
Clutch as one of the best service providers in the
UK’s development scene (as well as one of the UK’s
top Drupal development companies) in recognition
of its portfolio of work, online presence, brand
reputation and customer reviews.
The GPWales platform created by Box UK has
secured perhaps the most poignant piece of
silverware. It was named a Gold Winner in the
“Best Use of Digital” category at the International
Digital Experience Awards and also received a
Silver Award for “Best Digital Response to the
Crisis – SME”, in recognition of the significant
positive difference made to Wales’ COVID-19
pandemic response. This critical online jobs and
shifts database for the healthcare sector is in effect
a template for the digitalisation of our healthcare
service. It’s been shortlisted in the ‘Healthcare Tech
of the Year’ category at the iNational Technology
Awards – celebrating the cutting edge ingenuity
shown by Box UK, but more importantly playing a
‘world-first’ role in protecting healthcare delivery
across our region throughout the most serious
health crisis in living memory.

“Over two decades at the digital
coalface, informing the debate and
delivering against customer needs”
Each of those awards showcases the Box UK
penchant for bringing digital ideas to life,
demonstrating state-of-the-art development
practices and processes, a creative approach
to overcoming technical challenges – and a
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commitment to going above and beyond for their
clients. With an enterprise pedigree and a passion
for technology that brings an unrivalled depth and
breadth of experience in creating scalable and
resilient solutions, what’s next for a team that’s
built an enviable track record of success spanning
hundreds of high-priority and mission-critical
projects?
“We’re informing the digital debate as well as
delivering against customer needs – and that
won’t change” says Box UK’s Managing Director
Benno Wasserstein. “We’ve been part of the fast
digital evolution of CCR for over twenty years,
but wherever the fourth industrial age takes us,
certain principles will always remain. Quality
sits at the heart of everything we do – from our
best-practice agile and lean working, to toptier coding standards, user-centric design and
build, the highest levels of customer support,
and in-built continuous improvement that drives
ongoing innovation and optimisation at technical,
operational and strategic levels. Our team lives
and breathes that philosophy; and that’s why
we’re able to sustain our delivery of high-quality,
high-performance solutions.”
It’s rare to find a company that’s been delivering
at the digital coalface for more than two decades
– a team of brilliant thinkers, trusted consultants
and expert developers, able to mastermind worldclass solutions to the toughest web and software
projects. To have such exceptional capabilities in our
region augurs well for a CCR Digital sector which,
as we have already seen, leads in many fields and
drives game-changing innovation throughout the
Southeast Wales economy.
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The Courses
& Programmes
Igniting Our
Digital Talent
Our previous feature focused on the
educational foundation and framework
that underpins digital skilling across
our region – as well as looking at CCRs
very own Venture Skills & Talent Hub,
which has started its journey to provide
a wide range of learning experiences for
the fourth industrial age. There are of
course many other digital courses and
programmes being run across Southeast
Wales, offering lifelong opportunities
to skill, upskill or reskill for a role in the
digital economy, as we discover below…
We have seen how cybersecurity is a critical
component in any successful digital ecosystem –
so it’s incredibly encouraging to know that CCRs
schools and colleges are leading practitioners of
the UK’s national NCSC CyberFirst programmes,
which are designed to identify and nurture
the talent of 11-17 years olds from diverse
backgrounds for the ever-growing number of
cyber security opportunities available.
September this year saw CyberFirst announce 11
‘Gold’ awards for delivering excellence in cyber
security education, with four of those schools
and colleges – Bridgend College, Cardiff High
School, Cardiff & Vale College and Coleg Gwent
– all located in our region.
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Four of the UK’s 11 ‘Gold’ CyberFirst
providers are schools and colleges
in our region
Being home to four of the UK’s eleven Goldstandard cyber schools is a phenomenal
achievement in itself – and with CyberFirst
offering comprehensive bursaries to
financially support students through degree
apprenticeship and undergraduate schemes,
it bodes well for developing our region’s next
generation of cyber professionals, in tandem
with the sterling results being achieved
in higher education, most notably at the
University of South Wales (USW), which has
been voted Cyber Security University of the
Year 2019-2021 for its range of undergraduate
and postgraduate cyber courses.
Collaboration between our educational
establishments, as well as with the employers
of our region, is proving a key factor in growing
our skills. Cyber College Cymru, for example,
is a partnership between Bridgend College,
Coleg Gwent and USW (as well as big-hitting
industry partners such as Admiral, Fujitsu and
Thales) – creating new routes into tech careers
for a new generation of digital learners.
That native appetite for co-production has also
given birth to the National Digital Exploitation
Centre (NDEC) in Ebbw Vale. Delivering a
joint education and outreach project between
the Welsh Government, the multinational
tech company Thales and USW, the NDEC
aims to catalyse economic regeneration and
digital expansion across the region through
technology and cyber support – helping
meet the skill requirements of digital growth
by working with schools and communities
to develop outreach projects and resources,
supporting people from all backgrounds into
both cyber security and wider digital industries.

A wide range of digital skills
development right across the region
Across the region, FE and HE offer the widest
range of digital skill development – from
the digital tutorial badges offered while
studying at Coleg y Cymoedd, to the Welsh
Valleys Engineering Project established
by the Royal Academy of Engineering to
deliver STEM education support – right
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through to the National Software Academy,
part of Cardiff University’s School of Computer
Science and Informatics: a centre of excellence for
software engineering, working closely with Welsh
Government and industry on real-world projects
that are helping address the shortage of skilled
programming and software engineers.
The prowess of Cardiff University’s digital
technology courses is well-chronicled – with
industry-leading graduate and postgraduate
courses in disciplines such as Artificial Intelligence
and Fintech – and our region is fortunate to have
two other distinguished universities in Cardiff
Metropolitan and USW, both of whom enjoy
global repute for their digitally based courses and
programmes.
Cardiff Met has a distinct philosophy towards digital
that puts ‘people at the centre’ – starting with the
problem and then leveraging digital as part of the
toolbox to tackle the challenge. Rather than viewing
‘digital’ as a standalone subject, Cardiff Met view
it as an ‘enabler’ – bringing a cross disciplinary,
problem-solving, outcomes-focused approach that
develops digital skills as part of a broader solution,
through their Global Academy for Health & Human
Performance and Global Academy for Human
Centred Design.

A digital philosophy that puts people at the
centre
This human-centred approach has produced some
incredible breakthroughs, including educating
medical professionals in using virtual surgical
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planning techniques in a key area of digital –
Maxillofacial Prosthetics and Surgery – as well as
leading the field in UV disinfection service robotics
and the treatment of Glue Ear in third world
children.
Cardiff Met have also used their advanced
digital skills to produce the high-profile Creative
Industries Clwstrs funding app – and it wouldn’t be
an exaggeration to say that those same Creative
Industries are fuelled by the digital talent nurtured
at the University of South Wales under the tutelage
of Tom Ware and his team at USWs Faculty of
Creative Industries. Tom and his cohorts have in
many ways built on the pioneering work of Allison
Dowzell at Screen Alliance Wales: designing the
world-class courses and producing a star-dusted
stream of digital creative talent, winning dozens of
Oscars, BAFTAS and Emmy awards – creating some
of the most notable box-office smashes of recent
years and putting Southeast Wales on the world
stage as a leading global destination for Film and
TV production.
It’s somehow apt to finish this feature on the
magical interaction between technology and the
human experience – because that is the critical
dimension delivered by digitally skilled professionals
working in so many industries across our region.
We’ll look closer at that human and digital
interaction in our next article, where we’ll explore
the importance of digital minds coming together in
the collaborative communities of CCRs co-working
spaces, exemplified by the pioneering facilities and
services provided by Tramshed Tech …
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“Our DeepResearch product is an enterprisegrade search engine that helps knowledge
workers find relevant information faster using
federated search across a multitude of internal
and external sources” says Chris. “It then
analyses those results in real-time using Machine
Learning models, so users become what we call
‘five-minute masters’, able to drill down to find
very specific and otherwise impossible-to-find
information.

“AMPLYFI’s ‘DeepInsight’ is the world’s first
Insights Automation Platform”
“Beyond that, we have also developed
DeepInsight, the world’s first Insights Automation
Platform (IAP), which helps organisations
research, analyse and generate insights from vast
quantities of both structured and unstructured
textual content. Using several AI techniques, it
outperforms the largest of human research teams
by analysing hundreds of thousands – or even
millions – of documents in near real-time, at
unprecedented speed and levels of accuracy.

The Intelligent Platform
Unlocking Value from Deep Data
When Chris Ganje and Ian Jones left senior strategic roles at BP plc to establish AMPLYFI in 2015, they
sparked a trailblazing journey that’s seen them develop a pioneering tech platform which empowers
everyone in an organisation to create value from vast quantities of structured and unstructured data.
Headquartered in Cardiff, this comprehensive
business intelligence and research platform
incorporates a series of artificial intelligence
algorithms that unlock both the deep web and
clients’ internal datasets, delivering unique
machine-driven insights. As part of our Digital Series
celebrating the very best in CCR innovation, we
spoke with Chris, the American Co-founder of this
remarkable enterprise, discovering the dynamics of
success that has seen AMPLYFI rise to become one
of the most talked about tech companies in the UK…
“Delivering clear, market-changing insights that
have enabled measurably better decision making
for some of the world’s largest organisations”
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“Our technology reads content faster and more
accurately than any human can” explains Chris
“so we’re able to deliver clear, unbiased, marketchanging insights that lead to measurably
better decision making.”
The AMPLYFI platform is capable of revealing
previously hidden links, trends and opportunities
– enabling this transformational tech and
extraordinary team to change the game for some
of the largest organisations around the world, with
the company’s current product suite including two
platforms, DeepResearch and DeepInsight.
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“That means users can very quickly understand
global trends – and identify the leading nations,
organisations and individuals behind them –
getting profound insight into levels of risk through
functionality that flags up early warning signals
for both supply chain and customer assessments.
It’s a real game-changer in an increasingly
uncertain and ever-changing world.”
Pioneering the development of Machine
Learning and data science across structured
and unstructured data sets allows AMPLYFI to
address many different pain points for many
different industries. “We work with some of the
largest organisations from around the world and
their use cases vary significantly” emphasises
Chris. “For Financial Services, it’s primarily about
gaining a better understanding of customer risk,
especially as we plan to eventually emerge from
the COVID-19 crisis. For industry incumbents, it’s
about horizon scanning and pinpointing sources
of future disruption before it’s too late. While for
governments, defence organisations and security
agencies, it’s about making sense of the sheer
volume of content generated globally on the
internet – allowing them to create actionable
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intelligence that preserves or enhances national
security. Our platform is capable of performing
its analysis across multi-languages – and we’re
conscious that this is a time when budgets are
under increasing pressure, so our self-service
business model is designed to keep costs down,
offering clients the option to choose SaaS or
direct API access.”

“Addressing many different pain points
for many different industries”
As a fellow alumnus at Cambridge University’s
Centre for Science and Policy (and a non-exec
member of Innovate UK) Chris naturally takes a
diverse and wide-ranging world view of emerging
trends – and shared some of those identified by the
AMPLYFI Insights Automation Platform: “ESG – or
Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance –
is increasingly becoming an important performance
metric for investors to assess and build their
portfolios, but the current scoring methodologies
for measuring and benchmarking companies’
performance lack transparency and have significant
limitations. We’re developing new AI-driven
methodologies to create a range of global ESG
indices that will overcome these shortcomings.
“The Environmental element of ESG currently
attracts the most attention, particularly around
sustainability and climate change – with our
analysis revealing some emerging, very earlystage technologies such as nanodiamond
batteries and glucose biofuel cells that could
disrupt future global energy systems. This could
potentially remove the need for large electricity
grids and even render smart grids obsolete
before they are deployed at scale.”
Given this capacity to deliver astonishingly prescient
insights into new and emerging markets, it’s no
surprise to hear that AMPLYFI themselves are
continually developing their capabilities – with some
significant upcoming product upgrades about to be
unveiled: “We currently have three enhancements
in Beta testing and scheduled for release. We’ve
always given users the ability to customise their
internet searches and we’ll soon launch an ‘autobuild’ facility that enables them to create their own
connectors, whether it’s to their preferred websites
or internal data repositories.
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“Three significant product upgrades about
to be released”
“This is linked to a further option to build
dedicated data lakes, which is particularly
useful for specialist or niche analysis such as
pharmaceutical drug discovery or peer-reviewed
literature in medicine where users demand
repositories constructed from gold standard,
trusted sources. Beyond that, we’re also readying
a new search automation feature that empowers
users to construct complex search strings to focus
on areas such as specific geographies or content
types, raising the quality of analysis even further.”
Given the pedigree of clients, breadth of use and
increasingly business-critical nature of the services
delivered, the future for AMPLYFI holds almost
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endless possibilities – and for Chris, the ongoing
development of the platform is intertwined with a
mission to ‘build trust in the machine’.
“Within our sector of business intelligence, AI is
more about probability and confidence scores
than providing precise answers”, reflects Chris. “So
we’re always striving to engineer transparency
into our platforms’ analysis, allowing users to
dive deeply into the results to build the necessary
confidence and trust needed to act upon its
insights. That’s why we’re an industry partner
in the EINST4INE pan-European initiative which
is seeking to address the challenges of future
industrial systems – and we’re working closely
with the University of Cambridge to progress our
understanding of how to better integrate digitally
and socially-driven decision-making approaches
in contemporary industries. We have come a long
way in the last six or seven years, but in many
ways, our journey has just begun.”
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Powering our Priority Sectors

On a more macro level, we also scoped NHS Wales’
truly revolutionary Digital Services for Patients
programme – the world-first single log-in platform
that will democratise the flow of information
between patients and ‘The System’. Developed
here in Southeast Wales, such ground breaking
innovation is inspiring CCR to investigate the
concept of a ‘smart region’ operations centre for
digital data – consolidating key data from across
CCR, to inform better decision-making, measure the
success of our interventions; and continually enable
us to adapt and improve.

The foundation is already strong. We have seen
how four of the UK’s 11 ‘Gold’ CyberFirst providers
are schools and colleges in our region, how
collaborations such as the Cyber College Cymru
partnership between Bridgend College, Coleg
Gwent and the University of South Wales are
creating new routes into tech careers for a new
generation of digital learners – and how radically
innovative new learning initiatives such as the
National Digital Exploitation Centre, the National
Software Academy and the people-centric digital
philosophy practised at Cardiff Metropolitan
University are all nurturing employable skills:
key competencies that will enable our working
population to adapt as our increasingly digitised
economy and society shapes and reshapes.

A catalyst for collaboration

Framing our future success

Amongst our campaign features, we have
celebrated CCR’s world-class credentials in
the digital-enabling discipline of Cybersecurity,
where Wolfberry (voted the UK’s most
innovative Cybersecurity company), Alert
Logic, Awen Collective and Thales stand tall
– and where key figures such as Professor
Pete Burnap of Cardiff University are
developing world standard R&D-led Cyber & AI
collaborations such as Airbus’ global Centre of
Excellence in Cyber Security Analytics, based
in the CCR. It’s a kaleidoscope that’s created
a unique cyber testbed – something that even
London, New York and San Francisco doesn’t
possess – right here in our region.

Our digital series has also shown how a voracious
appetite for collaboration and co-production has
driven the growth of the digital economy across
Southeast Wales – evidencing a phenomenal
capacity for sharing knowledge, resources and
opportunities throughout our region, perhaps most
tellingly in the co-working communities that are a
key characteristic of digital SME success throughout
the CCR. From the remarkable community built
by Tramshed Tech, to the inspirational digital
‘homes’ provided by Barclays Eagle Labs, Gloworks,
Hackspace, Meanwhile House, Rabble Studio, Tec
Marina, The Arcade Vaults, The Sustainable Studio
and Welsh ICE, it’s incredibly encouraging to see
CCR’s collaborative communities growing year by
year, across the region.

Ultimately, of course, this series has shown how
our digital ecosystem is already producing stellar
performing enterprises: from the potential unicorns
of AMPLYFI and Sonovate, to the digital evolution
services of Box UK – and the Oscar-winning post
production houses that have put CCR’s creative
industries centre stage as a global leader in Film &
TV.

Driving the data revolution

Transforming our talent pool

In every sense imaginable, the digitalisation
of data generation, manipulation and
transmission has changed just about every
facet of our lives, not least in the public sector
– with our series showcasing innovations
that include Blaenau Gwent and Torfaen
Councils’ collaboration with Neath Port Talbot
Council on a pioneering project to improve
people’s experience of accessing adult social
care services online, as well as celebrating
Caerphilly County Borough Council’s digital
automation of applications for free school

Perhaps most pertinently of all, we have detailed
how our educational framework gives us great hope
for nurturing the human capital that’s so essential
for a digitalised future. We live in a region that is
giving ‘digital’ the same emphasis as literacy and
numeracy – through the Welsh Government’s Digital
Competence Framework (which sets out how digital
competence is integrated into the curriculum) and
CCR’s ‘Future Ready’ Skills Framework that will help
everyone develop their digital skills at the earliest
possible opportunity, building a foundation for lifelong digital skills learning.

Let’s make sure we grasp those opportunities –
and realise those ambitions.

From our Compound Semiconductor cluster to
the Artificial Intelligence that’s transforming
every enterprise across the region, we
have discovered how digital is powering
our Priority Sectors. The results are already
quite astonishing, with digital unleashing
game-changers that include major MedTech
breakthroughs such as Creo Medical’s
COVID-19 Cool Plasma Sterilisation Technology,
as well as winning the financial technology
industry plaudits currently being received by
Yoello and their fellow Fintech Wales cohort –
and making possible the South Wales Industrial
Cluster’s Decarbonisation programme that will
lead our race to zero.

Key Takeouts
on the Role
that Digital
is Playing in
Shaping the
Future of the
CCR
Our Digital Series has shone a searching
light across the multiple dimensions
that make up CCR’s highly diverse
digital domain. Many successes have
been illuminated, many challenges
have been revealed – and one thing is
clear. Southeast Wales possesses the
foundation, framework, potential and
prowess to build a digital economy
equipped to excel nationally and
compete globally …
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Creating a Cyber centre of excellence
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meals, resulting in school children being able
to enjoy a nutritious meal on the day of their
application.
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As 2021 draws to a close and we take our next steps
in this fourth industrial age, we’re quietly confident
that CCR stands on the cusp of something special
– a digitally driven era that promises sustainable
prosperity and great opportunity to those who can
continually innovate and consistently deliver on their
digital-enabled visions and ambitions.
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CCR Challenge Fund
Partners with KTN to
Explore Technology
Solutions for Enabling
Zero-emission Local
Authority Fleets

1. D
 igital twin for management of large scale
renewable energy next to depots
Monmouthshire CC have a 5 MW solar farm
already built and wish to relocate all fleet
services to a large, centralised depot next door
to the solar farm farm and use its energy to
power their vehicles. But we need to know how
best to use that energy. Using the digital twin
approach will enable MCC run through different
scenarios and make the right decisions before
they start breaking ground.

2. Z
 ero emission auxiliary energy supplies for
utility and community vehicles.

3 new challenges have been
launched looking for innovative
deployment technology via
KTN’s Innovation Exchange.

The challenge is to increase an ev’s range
by providing backup power – a 10 Kw/h unit
that can sit in the van and provide AC output.
This particular challenge is about powering
microwaves for meals on wheels service, but it
could also work for parks and recreation service
vehicles.

3. Optimisation of on-site renewable energy
for EV fleet charging at council depots
Merthyr are looking at how they can increase
their self-consumption of on-site solar energy at
a depot level through either physical or digital
solutions that relate to the management of
renewable energy for EV charging. They’ve got
70Kw on site at the moment and they’re looking
to increase that.
The aim of these challenges is to help make
local authority fleet journeys smarter, greener
and cleaner, delivering workable, affordable
solutions capable of adoption on a region-wide
basis.
To find out more about the CCR Challenge
Fund, KTN and these particular challenges
listen to our podcast featuring:
• Gareth Browning, CCR Head of Challenges
• Simon Buckley KTN, Knowledge Transfer
Manager, Zero Emission Mobility
• Bruce Mclelland KTN, Knowledge Transfer
Manager, Emerging Technologies & Industries

LISTEN NOW
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Talking
Transport

Talking Transport
In conjunction with Business News Wales we
have created a new 10 part series talking to the
key individuals involved in rolling out the CCR
Metro Plus Programme in their local authority
areas, with a view to explaining what the projects
are about, what the ultimate benefits to the
local communities will be when the projects are
complete, and how and when Metro Plus’ bold
vision is being delivered.

What is Metro Plus?
Metro Plus is a £50m programme designed to
support the creation of the South Wales Metro – an
integrated transport system that will transform the
way passengers travel across the Cardiff Capital
Region.

METRO PLUS
Helping to create a new eco-system
for travel in south east Wales
10 audio features exploring each of the Metro Plus programmes with;
Roger Waters - RCT

Ellie Fry - Blaenau Gewent

Emma Reed - Vale of Glamorgan

Clive Campbell - Caerphilly

Simon Nicholls - Newport

Hywel Purchase - Bridgend

Jane Pratt - Monmouth

Alun Evans - Merthyr

Caro Wild - Cardiff

Michelle Mitchel - Torfaen

The purpose of the programme is to invest in
specific initiatives in each and every local authority
that will complement the South Wales Metro activity
through putting in place additional facilities that will
lead to increased accessibility to public transport for
all travellers across and between each area within
the region. The projects are wide-ranging; from
establishing new park and ride facilities with ev
charging on-site, to new rail and bus interchanges
equipped with secure bike parking and easier
access, not least in Cardiff, where new infrastructure
will allow for 20% of the capital’s commuters to
travel by bus by 2030.

Who’s paying for it?
The Metro Plus Programme is being jointly financed
by the Welsh Government (£15m), Cardiff Capital
Region City Deal (£15m), plus £20m from the local
authorities themselves, along with additional private
investment.

Where are the projects up to?
Most of the Metro Plus projects are actively
underway with some out for consultation, others
with tenders approved, contracts awarded and
ready to start construction and some are still at
the development stage.
Over the next few weeks in the run up to Xmas we
will be sharing 10 audio clips outlining each project.
Watch this space.

Metro Plus is a vital response to the pressing needs
for sustainable travel. It’s about connecting public
transport in new ways, and delivering the essential
social and economic benefits that will bring to
communities. At its heart its ultimate aim is to help
create a new eco system for travel in South East
Wales; revitalising essential travel connections,
encouraging behavioural change and helping
communities prosper.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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A Turning Point for Transport in Porth
Porth is an important gateway to the South Wales Valleys, located within the Rhondda Valley, in the
county borough of Rhondda Cynon Taf (RCT). Largely well-connected to Cardiff and Pontypridd, a
dozen bus services link Porth with the Rhondda Valley, Caerphilly and Cardiff, but Porth has been
severely disadvantaged traditionally by poor transport interchange facilities.

Barry Transport Hub to Connect
Town Centre to Waterfront
A new transport hub for Barry, proposed by Vale of Glamorgan Council, has the potential to attract
new economic investment to the station quarter, the town centre and surrounding area.
Emma Reed, Head of Neighbourhood Services
and Transport at Vale of Glamorgan Council, told
Business News Wales:

“Transport facilities within the town are
disparate; there isn’t currently a focal point
between bus and rail, but using existing RCT
land, we’re about to build an interchange that
will see shared facilities between bus and rail.”

“The proposal includes a new bus interchange,
a new taxi interchange provision of electrical
vehicle charging for buses, taxi and cars, digital
infrastructure and improvements to the access
routes and the station itself.

“We’re creating a seven bay interchange for
buses that will be alongside the rail line. This
will be a huge step forward in promoting public
transport in the Rhondda, and is a corner stone
for our Porth Regeneration Strategy.”

Despite its gateway location, the town has
experienced social and economic deprivation in
recent years, with high unemployment, reduced
town centre footfall and depopulation.
RCT is committed to delivering solutions to the
problem. Roger Waters, RCT Service Director for
Frontline Services, told Business News Wales:

“At the moment, we’re in the process of awarding
contracts. We’ve gone through a tender
process, and designs have been signed off with
Transport for Wales.”
Contractors are expected to start on the project
before the end of 2021.

Including the development of mixed-use
neighbourhoods and multi-functional buildings
close to the railway station, the project has the
potential to incorporate quality accommodation
attractive to young professionals, and develop
retail units and office spaces particularly suitable
for entrepreneurs, small businesses and start-ups.
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“We’ve got a concept design and we’re now
looking forward to move to the next stage of
the process. We’re going to be developing that
design, pulling it into an integrated package,
checking the numbers and the business case,
and then hopefully implementing it in 2023.”

LISTEN NOW

LISTEN NOW
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“What we’re looking to do is provide essential
infrastructure that will lead to the development
of other projects, which need to be looked at the
national level, including more integrated bus
and train travel and integrated ticketing.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Metro Plus Project to Reduce NewportCardiff Car Commutes
A new scheme being undertaken by Newport City Council will see the development of improved
roadside infrastructure to encourage ncreased bus use and quicker journey times, plus a Park and
Ride facility to the east of Newport with EV charging.

All Change for Severn Tunnel Junction
A new project for the Severn Tunnel Junction station, creating an additional 150-200 -space car park
on its south side, plus upgrading the existing car park to include additional bike parking, safer walking
and cycling access, has been set in train by Monmouthshire County Council.
“What we want to do is encourage travellers
to cycle to Severn Tunnel Junction or come
by bus, and then get on a train. It’s all about
encouraging people not to use their car to
reduce our carbon footprint.”

Simon Nicholls, Bus Co-ordinator at Newport
City Council, told Business News Wales that the
project is designed to speed up travel between
the two cities by using a range of sustainable
transport modes.

As part of the Council’s plan, easier access,
especially for buses off the M48, is high on
the agenda.

“The project is looking at whether we can
improve the flow of buses and make them a lot
quicker than they currently are, but also, how we
can improve facilities for walking and cycling.”

This Metro Plus project is part of a wider
programme to deliver alternative sustainable
transport options to an M4 relief road, and will
include a new rapid bus corridor between
Newport and Cardiff.
This will incorporate high quality passenger
facilities, including electronic information and
EV charging for buses, as well as active travel
measures to access the corridor. Part of the
plan is to make bus times more predictable.
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“Newport and Cardiff are the main centres of
the Cardiff Capitol Region and therefore have a
net flow of commuters in the morning and the
reverse in the evening. There’s a large amount
of travel between the two cities and the new
corridor is aimed at dealing with this demand.”

LISTEN NOW
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“We’re going to build a new road so there
will be priority access serving Chepstow
and Monmouthshire bus services, with an
interchange and mixed-use public facilities.
The scheme will include an upgraded bus-rail
interchange, EV charging spaces and improved
station building facilities.
Jane Pratt, Monmouthshire County Councillor
and Cabinet Member for Infrastructure and
Neighbourhood Services, told Business News
Wales:
“We’re building a car park that will be able
to take 300 cars, and we’ll also have electric
vehicle charging points and places where
people will be able to leave their bikes.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“What will be key to the success of the project
will be the fact that people can have regular
services, and they know that they won’t have
to hang around for ages to get a train.”

LISTEN NOW
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Extension of Ebbw Valley Railway Line to
Abertillery Opens New Horizons

Improving Bus Connections, Infrastructure
and Passenger Safety in Cardiff City Centre

The Ebbw Valley Railway (EVR) – a branch line of the Great Western Main Line – has had a significant
regeneration impact in Blaenau Gwent, increasing connectivity and accessibility since its re-opening
to passengers more than a decade ago.

A new strategy from Cardiff Council is aiming to double the number of people travelling by bus in the
capital to reduce congestion and improve air quality.
around a healthier way, we’re giving more
space for buses.”

footfall in the town centre and create retail
growth.

“We want at least 20% of residents and
commuters to travel by bus by 2030. That’s
doubling today’s number. This won’t happen
without a real sea change in the way we
operate our bus services.

Ellie Fry, Head of Regeneration for Blaenau
Gwent, told Business News Wales:
“We worked with Welsh Government on an
assessment which showed the mainline to
Ebbw Vale gave many economic benefits, but
if we put a project together with Abertillery, that
would give us way more economic benefits.”

EVR’s success was demonstrated with passenger
usage numbers far exceeding initial estimates,
and the planned new line extension to Abertillery
including a park-and-ride facility for 100 vehicles,
will further increase accessibility and connectivity
for the Abertillery region.
The success of the EVR is supported with evidence
from local employers who altered shift patterns
for employees travelling by train, and has opened
up new options for local residents in terms of
employment opportunities and access to services
and facilities, both within Blaenau Gwent and in
the region.
The extension to Abertillery will increase these
benefits further, and has the potential to increase
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Key to the Abertillery line has been the Council’s
purchase of land which will enable a new rail station
to be built.

“We’re hoping that the fact that we’ve completed
design work and purchased the land, means
that the Department for Transport will give us
the funds to bring the line back into use.”
“People who want to get to Cardiff and Newport,
and who travel to London will be able to make
use of it. We’re also developing industrial units
around the valley, so we hope people who live
further down the line are going to travel up to
use these units.”

LISTEN NOW
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LISTEN NOW
The eight-week public consultation began on 20
October, seeking views on the Council’s ambitious
strategy to improve bus services. Its proposals
include introducing cheaper fares, working with
Transport for Wales to develop an integrated
ticketing system, putting more low-emission buses
on the road, and building new infrastructure to
make bus travel easier.
Cabinet Member for Strategic Planning and
Transport, Caro Wild, told Business News Wales:
“This is all about the fact that Cardiff has allowed
all of its road space to be dominated by cars,
and over the years it has not allowed space for
buses, for people walking and cycling.
“As part of our plans to make the city centre
better for people to live and work in, to get

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“That’s why we’ve drawn up a strategy on how
we are going to achieve this, in consultation with
the public. We believe, working with partners,
that our nine-point strategy can bring about the
required behaviour change.”
“As a local authority working alone, we know
we are limited on what we can do. Credit has
to be given to the Welsh Government which
has secured funding for bus operators through
the Bus Emergency Scheme, and financially
secured the bus industry during the pandemic.
This now has to be followed up with new policy
to take back more control of our bus services,
and properly fund this vital form of transport.”
Cardiff Council’s strategy involves the completion
of the new central interchange and three regional
interchanges. The plan also includes new bus
priority ‘smart’ corridors on major routes, and
the creation of transport hubs around the city –
enabling customers interchange easily between
train, bus, cycling and walking. Improving
school services and creating a better customer
experience are also targets.
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High Quality Interchange Planned
for Caerphilly
A new transport interchange for Caerphilly will include high quality passenger facilities, including
electronic information displays, EV charging for buses and a larger park-and-ride facility.
Key to the Council’s plans, said Campbell, is;
“to create an atmosphere where Caerphilly as
a destination is a good place to live and work.
Together with other initiatives proposed in the
Caerphilly 2035 Project, we intend to end up
with a interchange facility that will link in with
the major investment for Caerphilly Castle.”

Speaking to Business News Wales, Clive
Campbell, Transportation Engineering Manager
for Caerphilly County Borough Council (CCBC),
said:
“The Caerphilly Interchange is at present the
only genuine multimodal interchange within
the South East Wales region. Our intention is
to renew that facility – to be modern, and up
to date, serving both the town and the wider
region.”
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Connecting Pencoed and Supporting
the Regeneration of Porthcawl
This project is about connecting Pencoed as a whole by removing the level crossing and introducing
a bridge to link both parts of the area creating a more cohesive community. It will also reduce
congestion, provide better access to the M4, speed up journey times and hopefully also encourage
greater use of active travel routes and all the benefit that will bring in terms of reduced carbon
footprints and improved air quality for residents.
Hywel Purchase, Special Project Officer for
Metro Plus schemes for Cardiff Capital Region,
told Business News Wales.

CCBC are looking to the interchange to deliver
on a number of levels, not least increasing growth
opportunities for retail in the town. Having
completed a feasibility study for the interchange
the Council will procure an architectural-led
consultant team to progress the development
of the detailed business case and design. The
interchange facility is due to be delivered by
2025. CCBC’s intention is that the project will
be assisted by the UK Government’s Levelling
Up Fund.

LISTEN NOW
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“We’ve retained grant funding from the Welsh
Government for the south east Wales Metrobus
scheme, which has allowed progress on two
major schemes within the Bridgend borough,
these being Pencoed and Porthcawl.”

In Porthcawl, activity will focus on the
development of an interchange facility as part
of a bigger masterplan for the regeneration of
Porthcawl. This will include new active travel
routes, EV charging hubs, increased parking for
bicycles and in time increased frequency of bus
services provided via the interchange.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“It’s about connecting Pencoed as a whole,
which is currently separated by a railway
crossing and it will encourage better
connectivity for residents and anyone using
Pencoed for business.”

LISTEN NOW
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Merthyr on Track for Greater Connectivity
The building of a new railway station for Merthyr Tydfil is a key strategic aspiration of Merthyr Tydfil
County Borough Council and work has begun to deliver this vital new infrastructure. Part of the
Council’s town centre masterplan, the project will increase Merthyr’s connectivity and accessibility,
and link to the Core Valley Lines network, offering a major expansion in sustainable transport modes.

Pontypool Transport Hub
Reimagines Regional Connections
This project involves updating this remote railway station including providing 160 parking spaces and
EV charging facilities. In so doing the aim is to make the station a vital connector for the region.
“The aim is is to provide an additional 160
parking spaces, including 11 accessible parking
bays and five drop-off and pick-up areas.
There’ll be seven extra-width parking bays
along with 11 EV bays.

increasing connectivity and accessibility to the
wider region.”
Despite its gateway location and transport links,
Merthyr has experienced economic deprivation
in recent years, with unemployment, reduced
town-centre footfall and depopulation. The new
rail station, adjacent to the recently completed
bus interchange, provides an opportunity to
significantly improve the interchange between
the two modes of transport.

Alun Evans, Strategic Infrastructure Programme
Manager for the Council told Business News
Wales:
“As part of the South Wales Metro Project, the
Merthyr Tydfil Interchange Project looks to create
a fit for purpose, modern, high quality gateway
station to the town and the wider Borough.
“It’s a key aspiration of the new emerging town
centre masterplan and will provide a significant
regeneration opportunity within the Borough,
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Improvements to the Core Valleys Lines, in
tandem with the railway station, promises to open
new options for residents in terms of employment
and access to services and facilities. It will also
have a transformative impact for local businesses
and the town centre itself through increased
footfall.

LISTEN NOW
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“In the past it’s been a a poor physical asset in
a remote location. Bringing in Park and Ride is
going to change all that, and there will major
other improvements, improving disabled access,
and improving pedestrian and cycling access.”

The scheme’s aim is to break the current cycle
of poor facilities and services by providing an
interchange provision, enabling the station to act
as a reginal travel hub
The new Park and Ride will be accessed
from the A4042 trunk road, with compliant
disabled platform access and improved station
facilities, including cycle parking. Updated,
the station will be a vital interchange point for
passengers travelling to and from Blaenavon,
Abersychan, Pontypool, New Inn, Usk and west
Monmouthshire.
Michelle Mitchell, Group Leader – Highways and
Transportation told Business News Wales:

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“As a local authority working alone, we know
we are limited on what we can do. Credit has
to be given to the Welsh Government which
has secured funding for bus operators through
the Bus Emergency Scheme, and financially
secured the bus industry during the pandemic.
This now has to be followed up with new policy
to take back more control of our bus services,
and properly fund this vital form of transport.”
The new hub will also support future residents of
the proposed 47 acre Mamhilad 900-home urban
village development to be built at Pontypool’s
Parke-Davis site.

LISTEN NOW
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DigitalSeries

The Digital
Drivers Reshaping
Cardiff Capital
Region
With the digital revolution continually
redefining the way we all live, work and
play, Cardiff Capital Region today begins
a series of features on the digital dynamics
of our region – exploring the key drivers,
discovering the up and coming innovators,
spotlighting the major service providers
and employers, celebrating the key
collaborations, investigating the talent
pipeline – and identifying where CCR can
lead the UK (and the world) in digital …
One momentous day in late 2005, the number
of people using the internet reached the
landmark number of One Billion, causing
social scientists to start talking in earnest
about the onset of a third industrial revolution,
characterised by a globalised society and
economy being driven by Web 2.0, social
media, smartphones and digital TV.
A mere 16 years on, with 67% of Earth’s human
species now ‘connected’, those same scientists
now describe the world as moving into a
fourth industrial age: an era technologically
defined by increasingly advanced artificial
intelligence that permeates our everyday lives,
be it as a ‘live’ chatbot conversation when
making a purchase, or an augmented reality
experience when we’re at work or play.

A revolution that’s become an ongoing
evolution
‘Digital’ is at the heart of these extraordinary
transformations: a revolution that’s become an
ongoing (and fast) evolution, to such an extent
that most of us simply couldn’t imagine a nondigital world – and understandably so. Digital
has ceased to be just about the computers,
tools and technologies that constantly shape
and reshape every part of our lives. It’s far
bigger than that. Digital now offers the
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DigitalSeries

DigitalSeries

potential to deliver a better experience of
the world to people everywhere: enhancing
our enjoyment of life, empowering our
participation in society, enabling businesses to
create a more resilient future, strengthening
the delivery of public services and the work
of government – bringing a new outlook and
capability to solve problems old and new.

Digital is more than computers, tools
and technologies. It’s changing our
culture to be more open, data-driven
and designed around ‘Us’.
In essence, Digital is changing our whole
culture – making us more open and
transparent, allowing us to take data-driven
decisions; and ultimately creating a new world
where services are designed around the needs
of the user, whether it’s the 24/7 Always On
‘How & When’ of making a transaction, or
the individualisation of bespoke healthcare
programmes tailored to the specific needs of
one person.

CCR is a region at the epicentre of
digital evolution.
In so many different yet all-encompassing
ways, Digital is critical to CCR’s goals
of building a region that’s Connected,
Competitive and Resilient. It’s a connector of
people, their ambitions and the opportunities
to fulfil their true potential. It’s a catalyst for
the continuity of investment that brings key
clusters and the foundational economy to
life. It’s a focus for creating the conditions
where our businesses and our 1.5 million
population are best equipped to embrace
the future. And it’s why CCR is at the very
epicentre of this technological, social and
economic transformation – as a co-investor in
a diverse range of digitally-based enterprises
such as Creo Medical, FinTech Wales and
Pharmatelligence; in a region that’s home
to some of the most pioneering digital
innovations, most notably in the CCR priority
sectors of Artificial Intelligence, Creative
Economy, Compound Semiconductors,
Cybersecurity & Analytics, Energy &
Environment, Fintech, MedTech and Transport
& Engineering.
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There are four key pillars underpinning the CCR digitalscape
The foundation is already in place to build an inclusive, prosperous digital future in CCR,
with four key pillars underpinning the wide and varied South East Wales digitalscape. We’re
a region being built on Digital Collaboration, Digital Connectivity, Digital Skills and Digital
Opportunity – and it’s that combination of factors that may ultimately define the depth of
digital success we enjoy for the decades to come.

Pillar 1: Pushing the boundaries
through Digital Collaborations
Increasingly, companies of all sizes and
sectors across CCR are working in close digital
collaborations with academia. That could be a
12-month-old start-up such as Eat Sleep Media
working with the Data Innovation Accelerator (DIA)
at Cardiff University to get the insights into how,
where and when their audience wants their content
delivered; or industry leaders like Airbus, BT, General
Dynamics and Northrop Grumman working in key
partnership with the University of South Wales (USW)
to establish the National Cyber Security Academy
at USW’s Newport Campus.
The Cardiff Capital Region is fast becoming an
ecosystem of ecosystems, built on digital centres of
excellence and business-academia collaborations –
and we’ll be exploring this in much deeper and
wider detail later on in our series.

Pillar 2: Building the Digital
Infrastructure that drives
Connectivity

connectivity they need to flourish. Openreach Cymru
has been working valiantly throughout the COVID
crisis to build superfast and ultrafast broadband
networks across CCR and the rest of Wales, with
newly established locally based digital providers
such as OSGi also playing an increasing part in
making sure that every business and community
benefits from an inclusive infrastructure.
Connecting everyone to everyone is more important
than ever, with the pandemic cramming an
estimated five years of digital acceleration into less
than 12 months – and CCR has been far-sighted in
looking to power the regional digital economy in
the most reliable and eco-friendly way, with our
plan to incorporate a green-powered Data Centre
Gigaplant as part of the proposed Fusion Nuclear
Prototype Project at Aberthaw. Strong infrastructure
needs sound governance of course – and the Welsh
Government has been a pioneer in crafting the
public sector framework that can make the very most
of a super-robust network, launching the Centre for
Digital Public Services in 2020 to embed consistent
digital service standards across all public services.
The result? CCR will be an exemplar of digital usercentricity, in all sectors, businesses, homes and
communities.

First class digital infrastructure is critical to achieving
social and economic prosperity for every community
– and it’s vital that all areas of our region have the
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Pillar 3: Nurturing Digital Talent
and a Future-proofed Skills
Pipeline
When the fintech start-up Wagonex moved from
the digital capital of Shoreditch in London to the Tec
Marina in Penarth, they cited our region’s 20,000+
people fintech talent pipeline as a key reason for
their relocation. With the Fintech Research Group
at Cardiff University boasting 13 academics and
a range of courses, it’s little surprise that CCR is
fast-becoming a major player in this fascinating
and highly valuable field – and that investment in
skilling-up is being replicated across all our digital
specialisms in the region, including unique ground
breaking facilities being established at the National
Digital Exploitation Centre at Ebbw Vale and the
Institute of Compound Semiconductors at Cardiff
University.
Our skills strategy for the region is focused on
bringing together schools, colleges and employers,
to make career pathing much more seamless,
through developments such as the Venture Skills
& Talent Hub. There’s no room for complacency,
but ‘Digital’ has been front and centre of the CCR
Regional Skills Partnership 2019-2022 Skills Strategy
– and despite the disruption of the pandemic, we
remain on target to reach our goals and meet our
ambitions across all the training programmes,
with notable digital skills collaborations and
development milestones achieved with each of
the region’s six FE providers.

Pillar 4: Delivering Digital
Opportunity

attract, retain and develop digital talent in our
region. Across South East Wales, we have a number
of prestigious employers who house digital centres
of excellence – at Admiral, Airbus, Alert Logic,
BAE, BT, Cap Gemini, CSC, General Dynamics,
National Office of Statistics, Next Generation Data,
Openreach, SPTS Technologies and the Royal Mint
– accompanied (sometimes spectacularly so) by
digitally-led world-leading SMEs such as Amplifi,
Antiverse, CoinCover, Credas, Digital Health Labs,
Doopol, Jellagen, MyPinPad, Sonovate and TrakCel.
Giving these enterprises the conditions, they need
to recruit, grow and inspire digital hearts and
minds will be critical to our success as a home for
outstanding human capital and an economy that’s
committed to realising world-class ambitions.
In this series we’ll be looking in detail at these
companies to understand how digital is driving their
operations, helping define their offer – and enabling
them to shape the digital industry itself. And in a
region where there are record number of digital
start-ups year-on-year, we’ll also be discovering
how co-working spaces such as IndyCube, Tec
Marina and Tramshed Tech (which is expanding fast
across CCR, building strategic partnerships with
the likes of Barclays EagleLabs and Microsoft) are
playing such an important role in incubating and
accelerating digital enterprises with real promise.

DigitalSeries

Digital: Driving & Transforming
Every CCR Priority Sector (Part 1)
The first feature in our CCR Digital Industry spotlight looked at the key drivers of a revolution
that’s continually redefining the way we all live, work and play across the Cardiff Capital
Region – revealing how every organisation is being powered or influenced by ‘digital’. in some
shape or form.
Today, we’re publishing the first in our two-part
investigation into how the CCR Priority Sectors
are transforming in the fourth industrial age;
discovering the underlying trends and stand-out
performers in Artificial Intelligence, Compound
Semiconductors, the Creative Economy and
Cyber & Analytics...
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With every organisation being driven in some
shape or form by technology, we’re focusing our
next feature on the stand-out digital performance
(and performers) in our priority sectors –
discovering ‘The Exceptional’, celebrating ‘The
Outstanding’ and gauging our global status as a
centre of digital excellence.
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Artificial Intelligence – the simulation of human
intelligence processes by machines – is reshaping
our understanding of how our products can be
made and our services can best be delivered.
Like the Cyber & Analytics revolution, digitallypowered AI is serving and transforming all our
sectors through expert systems, natural language
processing, speech recognition and machine
vision – with the mainstream AI tools of machine
learning and deep learning being applied across all
industries here in South East Wales.

Digitally-powered AI is serving and
transforming all our sectors across
the region
Right now, in CCR, intelligent systems handling
huge amounts of data and making complex
calculations very quickly are at play, every minute
of every day, in all our priority sectors – often in
close collaboration with the wide range of ground
breaking AI centres of excellence at Cardiff
Metropolitan University, Cardiff University and the
University of South Wales. The real-life applications
of that AI innovation can be seen everywhere, from
the world-leading bespoke product development
being conducted at The Catapult and the gamechanging healthcare innovations in diagnostics

Creating a richly diverse employer-base that offers
a wide variety of career pathways is essential to
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It’s a warming thought that much of the digital
application integral to these innovations owes its
very existence to the Compound Semiconductor
Cluster here in the Cardiff Capital Region.

and detection programmes being inspired at Life
Sciences Hub Wales – right through to the neural
modelling and Bayesian statistical techniques of
the Airbus Endeavr Wales programme, focused on
improving the current COTS Intrusion Detection and
Prevention tools at use in the world.
The research, application and continual
development of AI across CCR will come to greater
and greater fruition in the next decade. Machines
already understand verbal commands, distinguish
pictures, drive cars and play games better than we
do – and in the coming years those machines will
reach and exceed human performance on ever
more complex tasks; with CCR in the vanguard of
this crucial data-led, digitally powered intelligence.

Compound Semiconductors
Compound Semiconductor technology is both a
child and a parent of the digital age – and is at
the heart of the fourth industrial revolution. It’s
the technology that underpins most of today’s
high-tech products and services – from 5G
networks and the latest smartphones to robotics,
e-cars and autonomous vehicles – functioning at
speeds much faster than traditional silicon-based
semiconductors. Without the atomically engineered
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compound semiconductors, many of our digital
devices and applications simply would not exist
– and the good news is that CCR’s world-leading
Compound Semiconductor cluster based around
Newport (which includes the pioneering companies
of IQE, Microchip Technology Caldicot, Newport
Wafer Fab and STPS Technologies) is a catalyst for
Wales to become the leading centre of compound
semiconductor expertise in the world.

Our world-leading centre of compound
semiconductor expertise is both a child
and a parent of the digital age
CCR’s investment of £38m into the Compound
Semiconductor Foundry has helped root a worldleading industry in our region – supporting a cluster
and supply chain that employs more than 2,000
people in high-value jobs, generating more than
£600 million for the CCR economy each year. The
Catapult Innovation Labs sat in the very engine of
the Foundry also provide a state-of-the-art facility
for local companies to develop their digital and
advanced manufacturing ideas in a ‘safe’ and
supportive environment – and this spirit of expert
collaboration has brought the world to the door of
South East Wales, with North American tech-startup Rockley Photonics choose to make use of the IQE
and Newport Wafer Fab facilities, to perfect their
revolutionary “clinic-on-the-wrist” technology.
None of the above would have been possible
without the digital prowess we now possess. It’s
powering a high-potential network, translating
state-of-the-art research and innovation
capabilities into world-class Welsh manufacturing,
for new and emerging global technology markets –
enabling a “next generation” technology to shape
our lives today and improve our experiences of
tomorrow, through everything from electric vehicles
and face recognition to space applications and
ever-more-powerful smartphones.
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The Creative Economy
This is a golden age for the Creative Industries of
Cardiff Capital Region – and along with exceptional
home-grown talent, digital is very much the
alchemist of our success, helping build a world-class
sector that contributes £361 million to the Cardiff
Capital Region, employing over 5,000 people in
more than 1300 companies across our region.
Over the past few years, the Oscar, BAFTA and
Emmy award credits have been teeming with South
Walian-produced TV blockbusters and cinema
box-office hits – including Discovery of Witches,
Hinterland, His Dark Materials, Sherlock, The War of
the Worlds – and in 2021 alone the shortlist for the
93rd Academy Awards saw 22 University of South
Wales (USW) graduates nominated for their work on
some of the most successful films of the past year,
in the digitally-based Animated Feature Film and
Visual Effects categories.

Digital is part of the alchemy that’s created
the golden age for the Creative Industries
of CCR
Those graduates studied Animation, Computer
Animation and Visual Effects & Motion Graphics
at USW, working on some of Hollywood’s
highest-grossing films of recent years, including
Farmageddon, The One and Only Ivan, Over The
Moon, The Midnight Sky and Wolfwalkers. The
‘digital-element’ of the courses available at USW
(which include the increasingly important digital
discipline of gamification) places the USW Film and
TV School Wales among the most celebrated film
schools in the world – a fitting tribute to the genius
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and hard work undertaken by the inspirational Tom
Ware (Director of Production and Performance at
USW) and his team at the Cardiff, Newport and
Pontypridd campuses.
That digitally based creative ecosystem based
around the Welsh capital is home to a number of
genuinely world-class employers, such as Richard
Moss’s post-production team at Gorilla Group – or
multi-Oscar-BAFTA-and-Emmy-award-winning
RealSFX, which under the tutelage of Danny
Hargreaves has become one of the top Special
Effects providers of choice to major productions
around the world, from its state-of-the-art base in
eastern Cardiff.
It’s important to namecheck Danny, Richard, Tom
and the thousands of other exceptional creative
professionals in our region because digital,
ultimately, is an unleasher of human potential: it
enables and empowers people to achieve what they
might never have thought possible. The Creative
Economy of CCR is certainly showing what is
possible when the powers of digital are put in the
hands of outstanding talent ….

Cybersecurity & Analytics
According to government figures, the Welsh tech
sector now employs 45,000 people and contributes
more than £8.5 billion a year to the Welsh economy.
Those are incredible figures. And they couldn’t be
achieved without world-class Cybersecurity. Cyber
is the digital sector’s most important enabling
technology. It drives all our priority sectors and
wider business community (with a particularly
important place at the heart of our phenomenal
Fintech success). Without it, there is no Industry 4.0.
Comfortingly, it’s a sector where we punch heavily
above our weight, with CCR enjoying one of the
most sophisticated cyber security ecosystems in
Europe – enabling, encouraging and supporting
multinationals, SMEs, start-ups and academic
centres of excellence across our region. As a result,
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we are the engine for one of the largest
centres of cyber in the UK: bringing resilience
and reassurance to thousands of homegrown tech companies across our region,
making our capital city one of the fastestgrowing digital centres in Europe (chosen as
location for the UK’s first 5G network) and a
key motivator for companies like Airbus, Aston
Martin, BT, General Dynamics, the SANS
Institute and Thales to locate either their
European headquarters or significant cyber
operations to South East Wales.

DigitalSeries

CCR is a European centre of
excellence for the digital sector’s
most enabling technology

Digital: Driving & Transforming
Every CCR Priority Sector (Part 2)

Exceptional CCR-based cyber companies
(including Wolfberry, which in the past 12
months has been named ‘Most Innovative
Cyber Security Company in the UK’) have
seen our region acknowledged as top-tier
around the world – and become a base for
the South Wales Cyber Security Cluster, the
Cyber Resilience Centre for Wales (which
has set-up centres in the CCR to support
businesses against cyber crime) – and
the National Digital Exploitation Centre,
established in Ebbw Vale to open the eyes
and minds of schools, colleges and people of
all ages, to the opportunities being offered by
cyber. With expert resources now at hand to
grow our cyber ambassadors and broaden
the cyber horizon, we have everything
in place to build the talent pipelines we
undoubtedly need for this critical discipline.

‘Digital’ is revolutionising services and Industries across our region – and in our last feature,
we explored the key drivers of this digital transformation across Artificial Intelligence,
Compound Semiconductors, the Creative Economy and Cyber & Analytics. In this “Part 2”
feature, we discover how digital is driving fundamental change in Energy & Environment,
Fintech, Life Sciences and Transport & Engineering – completing a rounded view of the
quantum digital leaps being made across the eight CCR priority sectors…
Digital capabilities and networks are critical
components of the low-carbon technologies that
will put Fusion, Geothermal, Hydrogen, Marine,
Solar and Wind at the core of our energy supply. Just
name any green energy pilot, project or programme
in CCR and you will detect a strong digital pulse
running through it – from the Llynfi Valley minewater project that’s become a demonstrator for
the UK Government-led Smart System and Heat
Programme, to the trailblazing Gas Turbine facility
at Cardiff University.

We can’t underestimate or overstate the
advantage Cyber gives us in terms of
attracting inward investment, building back
better and shaping the inclusive, resilient
economy that we’re committed to creating
– and we’ll be exploring our Cybersecurity
credentials in much deeper detail in a
subsequent article. For now, we can rest easy
knowing that we’re establishing a worldclass cyber ecosystem that we’re continually
looking to strengthen and future-proof for the
benefit of businesses and communities across
our region.

Name any green energy pilot, project or
programme and you will detect a strong
digital pulse running through it

Energy & Environment
Digital is an integral part of our transformation to
green energy. Indeed, it’s a foundation stone of
the pathway we are about to journey on towards
a decarbonised and sustainable Cardiff Capital
Region.

In our next feature, we’ll be completing our
exploration of the digital revolution that’s
reimagining and reshaping the CCR Priority
Sectors, looking at the transformation
underway in Energy & Environment, Fintech,
MedTech and Transport & Engineering…
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Without digital, it would be simply impossible to take
the quantum leap we are about to make in the way
we power our industry, fuel our transport, heat our
homes, distribute and store our energy – and work
in a more intelligent, future-friendly way.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Digital is also at the forefront of transforming the
energy efficiency of our buildings – helping power
the fuel pumps, hydrogen boilers and solar panels
that constitute the core of the forthcoming domestic
refit – as well as joining up the many moving
parts of the game-changing active buildings that
turn homes and offices from energy consumers
to energy providers. And when the South Wales
Industrial Cluster (a partnership between Welsh
industry, energy suppliers, infrastructure providers,
academia, legal sector, service providers and public
sector organisations) was awarded £1.5million from
UKRI’s Industrial Decarbonisation programme this
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MedTech

year, to map what is needed to support South Wales
in becoming a net zero carbon region by 2050, it
was clear that digital will be a glue for the many
multi-layered collaborations that will be born in the
next few years and decades.
The heart of the SWIC project is aimed at achieving
net zero and at the same time, reversing the decline
of heavy industry and creating economic prosperity
for Wales. This will be done by developing a plan to
preserve the existing 113,000 manufacturing jobs
and potentially creating thousands of new skilled
jobs by 2050. It’s safe to say that most of those new
jobs (and a major percentage of the current roles)
will be increasingly digital in nature – creating new
digital talent pipelines as well as sustainable energy
pathways that help ensure the wellbeing of future
generations.

Fintech

That digital pedigree saw CCR invest in both FinTech
Wales and its recently launched Foundry – and
we have been delighted to see the Foundry’s first
accelerator cohort group comprise some of the
most exciting fintech ventures in the UK today, with
each of those start-ups – Laytrip, Sero, ShipShape,
Viaduct, Voltric, Wagonex, Yimba and Zing – all
securing the funding and ongoing support they
need in our region.
It’s clear that something very special is happening
in our Fintech sector – with Yoello winning
TechNation’s award for best British fintech, Delio
being selected to join the 2021 FinTech Innovation
Lab in New York; and a 20,000+ fintech talent
pipeline estimated to come ‘online’ in the next
few years. Unsurprisingly, the UK-governmentsponsored Kalifa Report has identified Wales as a
key fintech centre of the future – and that future is
built on digital.

Financial Technology is Digital Technology – and
Fintech, along with Artificial Intelligence, is a priority
sector built on the network speed, analytics, data
processing capacity, robust security and almost
endless capacity for multi-user collaboration that
defines digital.
Given the strength and depth of our digital and
cyber centres of excellence across the region,
it’s little wonder that our fintechs are flying
higher, further and faster than ever before –
with established companies such as Admiral,
GoCompare and Principality Building Society (as
well as leading SMEs like CoinCover, Sonovate and
Wealthify), being able to rely on the strong digital
infrastructure that’s so essential to any fintech
business.

This is a priority sector where we’ve focused
specifically on medical diagnostics and devices,
with key investments made in Creo Medical’s
COVID-19 Cool Plasma Sterilisation Technology
and Pharmatelligence’s Project Livingstone, a
revolutionary analytical software product which
enables pharma and medical companies to conduct
complex scientific studies in hours instead of
months.

All life science enterprises rely on digital
technology to generate, store and process
vast amounts of critical data
Our region is home to world-leading Medical
Devices and Diagnostic companies, all of which
rely on digital technology that generates, stores
and processes vast amounts of critical data – be
it the cutting-edge genomic research facilities at
Cardiff University or the many projects (such as
the revolutionary “clinic-on-the-wrist” technology)
that are shaping the very future of life science
electronics at the Compound Semiconductor
Cluster.
Our aim is to thread these strands together into
a thriving, R&D-led MedTech cluster, creating an
ecosystem where businesses can work in tandem
and deliver directly into the NHS, improving the
health and wellbeing of the region as well as driving
economic growth. Digital connectivity, processing
and analytics is enabling us to achieve our ambition
– powering the Life Sciences Hub that’s breaking
down the barriers to innovation in the NHS, helping
one of Europe’s largest organisations become more
flexible, streamlined and patient-centric.
And the results are already becoming apparent
within the NHS and healthcare sector itself, where
digital has driven a huge transformation in our

Fintech is Digital Tech – and our digital
centres of excellence are powering our
fintechs to go higher, further and faster
than ever before
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region during the pandemic: managing the data
integrity and providing digital accessibility while
migrating face-to-face GP consultations to a
remote service – with 82% of patients finding this
transition a comfortable one to use. The digital life
science transformation can increasingly be seen
in all aspects of care – from PhysioNow, the digital
musculoskeletal triage and assessment, piloted
at Cwm Taf Morgannwg Health Board to support
the digital transformation of physiotherapy, to
the pipeline of Digital Health Ecosystem Wales
innovations being backed by Welsh Government’s
Digital Solutions Fund.

The planned Patients’ platform will put CCR
and the rest of Wales ahead of the world
Moving forward, it’s digital that’s enabling the
coming together of the many different health,
research and infrastructure enterprises in our region
– with Primary Care, Digital Health and Care Wales
and Digital Inclusion Alliance for Wales being two
of the joined-up stakeholders in the planned Digital
Services for Patients programme.
This world-first single log-in platform will
democratise the flow of information between
patients and ‘the system’ – including an app that
will allow patients to see and update their own
medical records, upload information such as blood
pressure and sugar levels, as well as download
guides on anything relevant such as diabetes or
maternity. CCR and Wales is leading every country
in the world in this area, pioneering the way
patients can feedback health information into their
direct care, helping the NHS identify the patterns of
care needed. It will put our region and the rest of
Wales ahead of everyone else – and it’s all made
possible by digital.

Transport & Engineering
Creating a 21st century integrated transport system,
serving all communities and businesses across the
highly diverse geography and topography of South
East Wales, is a key goal for CCR. That network
and infrastructure will be powered by digital
processes and communications – with the latest
fibre optic and 5G networks at the core of the £50
million Metro Plus programme of schemes being
developed across our region to support the South
Wales Metro.
It’s digital power as well as the latest buses and
trains that will help connect, regenerate and
transform towns and villages throughout CCR –
through wide-ranging schemes that are digitally
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rich in features and facilities such as live
stream information and EV charging points,
embedded in programmes that include the
Abertillery Transport Hub, the Barry Docks
and Caerphilly Interchanges, the Newport
to Cardiff Bus Priority Corridor, the Merthyr
Tydfil Rail and Porth Transport Interchanges
and the Pontypool New Inn Park & Rides.
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Above and beyond these much-needed
Metro programmes, digital is also the engine
for CCR’s far-reaching Passenger Rail Vision,
aimed at transforming the rail network for
passengers, business and freight operators
by deploying the latest digital signalling and
train control technology – decarbonising
journeys, increasing capacity, reducing
delays, enhancing safety and driving
down costs.

Digital signalling, live-stream
communications and EV-charging
points will be key features of our
integrated transport infrastructure
This digitally enabled strategy will give us the
connectivity we need to drive major economic
regeneration in Aberdare, Barry, Bridgend,
Caerphilly, Cardiff Airport and St. Athan,
Cardiff City Centre and the Bay, the Ebbw
Vale Enterprise Zone, Merthyr Town Centre,
Nantgarw, Newport City Centre, Pontypridd
and Treforest – as well as improving links
between South Wales, Swansea Bay, Bristol
and London, enabling CCR to compete on
a level playing field post-HS2 and forming
a base for our region to further grow our
connectivity in the 2030’s and beyond.
In a very real sense, our digital transport
infrastructure will be driving and supporting
sustainable economic development and
social regeneration. It’s a major element in
levelling-up, scaling-up and building back
better – with the digital dimension playing a
crucial role in helping improve the economic,
health and social outcomes for everyone in
the region, as well as a critical part in helping
us achieve net zero carbon emissions.
Our Priority Sector spotlight has shown just
how vital “digital” is to so many services and
industries in our region – and in our next
article, we’ll be looking in more detail at
Cybersecurity, the great enabling technology
at the very core of our digital success.
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“The planned Patients’
platform will put CCR
and the rest of Wales
ahead of the world.”
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expertise has seen them grow a network of
offices stretching from south east Wales to Dubai
– and gauging how CCR’s Cyber capabilities
measure in comparison to the rest of the world…

Making cyber security accessible,
affordable – and understandable

The CCR Cyber
Game-changers
Opening up a
New World …
The digital world is both protected and
enabled by cybersecurity. So, when
Cardiff-based Wolfberry Cyber Limited
were named the UK’s Most Innovative
Cyber Security Company in June this
year, it was a hugely reassuring vote of
confidence in CCR’s cyber credentials –
and a fitting testimony to the trailblazing,
ground-breaking, out-of-the-box thinking
of this remarkable company.
Beating off the competition from 23,180
nominations – finishing ahead of the very best
Cyber enterprises from 32 countries across
the planet – Wolfberry were commended for
making “a huge difference to the world of cyber
security”. We caught up with Wolfberry CEO
Damon Rands to discover the drivers behind
his company’s success – exploring how their
customer care, trusted advice and technical
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“In essence we’re here to make cyber security
accessible, affordable – and understandable”,
reflected Damon.” The last couple of years
has seen cyber cease to be the harbinger
of doom, as people realise the importance
of security for their business and their
everyday life. But there’s still something of a
misperception around what we can really
do for an organisation. Yes, we’re here to
protect our customers from cyber-attacks and
improve their safety posture. But we’re also
an enabler. We help make things happen by
opening up the true potential of enterprises
and sectors. For example, we couldn’t have
such a thriving and fast-growing fintech sector
in the Cardiff Capital Region without worldclass cyber being part of that ecosystem.
Cyber companies such as Alert Logic, Awen
Collective, and Thales’, along with ourselves,
have helped build a cyber capability that
meets a world standard. Our remit now is to
continually stay ahead of that curve, helping
organisations of every size, as every sector is
impacted by ‘4.0’ and the security risks that
come with a new industrial age.

We’re a business enabler, not a business
blocker
“Because Cyber permeates everything, in
many ways our job is to decipher things for
clients” stresses Damon. “The world is full
of many different vendors, products and
services, all saying the same things. It can
be quite bewildering. So, we have become
a trusted, independent advisor to our clients.
We’re here to test and audit, not sell software
or promote a tech solution. Our role is to
safeguard the client’s business and make sure
they’re ready to optimise on any opportunities.
And we need to nurture new ways of working
too. We try to make sure that before our clients
do anything they understand their own data,
processes, systems – and how everything
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interacts. At some point that will probably involve
‘people’, so it’s clear to us that a safeguarded,
primed-for-success organisation of any size
will need a switched on and fully conscious
workforce, with people who take responsibility
for what they do and how they do it. We need
everyone in an enterprise to ‘own’ cyber – so
we’re as much an educator and culture-builder
as we are a service partner.

We help organisations understand what they
have and what they can do
“Our advice and service enables companies to
size and scale their operations in the best way
possible, because one size certainly doesn’t fit all.
An organisation can go out and buy the biggest,
brightest and most expensive firewall on the
market, but only use 5% of its capacity, leaving the
other 95% unused, unwatched – and vulnerable.
We can guide a client on their buying decisions
across their whole systems architecture, saving
money and increasing efficiencies. Very often,
clients don’t even need to make new purchases,
but simply need to rejig what they currently have.
Being able to give that objective end-to-end
view is an important aspect of what ‘good cyber
provision’ looks like. So even though we’re a
comparatively small and relatively narrow field,
we can influence and improve far and wide, both
within companies and across geographies.

We have an amazing – and unique – cyber
testbed here in the CCR
“We have an amazing testbed here in the CCR.
It’s unique – something that London, New York
and San Francisco doesn’t possess. We have a
number of universities who excel in cyber – and
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more than that, they excel in different aspects
of cyber, which gives us a real advantage. We
have the Cyber Academy in Blaenau-Gwent
and the Software Academy in Cardiff bringing
through a new generation of talent. Crucially, we
have the Welsh Government, the Cardiff Capital
Region, the Police forces and other institutions all
collaborating – giving us the perfect landscape
to develop our expertise for a future that’s
going to come under even greater cyber threat,
through developments such as connected cities.
We’re good at collaborating and sharing. We
just need to cultivate more of the entrepreneurial
spirit through incubators such as the Tramshed –
and knit it all together.”

Ever mindful of risks and potential
vulnerabilities, Damon finished in a hugely
positive vein, tempered by a note of cautious
optimism:
“We have almost endless possibilities for our
digital industries and the cyber security that
underpins it here in our region. We need to
seize every single opportunity because you can
never relax in a global world that operates 24/7.
Bringing through a constant stream of cyber
talent will be critical for us to maximise what we
do here in CCR. There’s a surprisingly wide and
diverse range of roles in Cyber – it’s a place for
people who have attention to detail, who can
spot patterns, who can solve problems and who
can work with customers and colleagues. It’s not
just the domain of the stereotypical digital geek.
Getting that message out there and engaging
with that talent in communities across our region
will be a major factor in our future success.
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He also devised a strategic delivery plan for
the Health & Social Care Data-Driven
Innovation initiative, a portfolio of £50m of
revenue funding at the Usher Institute of the
University of Edinburgh.
With an extensive portfolio of experience,
ranging from strategy production to leadership
of major innovation programmes, Colan’s
work will now underpin CCR’s interventions
in supporting digital and data innovation
capability for the region. That in turn drives
that innovation in CCR’s priority sectors for
economic growth, such as cybersecurity
and the creative economy.

Key to Mehaffey’s work is developing
digital and data innovation in ‘clusters’
related to CCR’s priority sectors.
“When we talk about a cluster, what we’re
talking about is an innovation-led group
of businesses, research organisations,
academia, and the public sector” says
the Irish-born digital leader.

CCR Appoints
Colan Mehaffey
to Head up
Digital & Data
Innovation
A delivery-focused leader and digital strategist
Colan Mehaffey recently joined the Cardiff
Capital Region as Head of Digital & Data
Innovation.

“What we want to make sure is bring in
entrepreneurs as part of the development
of our clusters, and also capital; ensuring
the finances are there to invest in our clusters
for future growth and to make
them robust.”
“Ultimately we want to generate wealth
for our citizens and that can come in many
forms – increased economic development
in the region, inward investment and in
terms of social value and social benefit.”

LISTEN NOW

Mehaffey’s record speaks for itself. In Scotland,
Colan led the delivery of the Green Book business
case to UK and Scottish governments for a stateof-the art data innovation hub in Edinburgh,
securing £67m of capital funding in 2019.
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The World-class
R&D Powering
Best-in-class
CCR Cyber
An interview with Pete
Burnap, Professor of Data
Science & Cybersecurity at
Cardiff University’s School
of Computer Science &
Informatics.
The previous article in our “Digital Drivers of CCR”
series featured the illuminating insights of Damon
Rands, Founder of Wolfberry Cybersecurity,
who shone a bright light on how businesses
throughout southeast Wales benefit from a key
enabler that’s mission-critical for any digitally
powered enterprise – namely, the 24/7/365
cybersecurity that protects the digital connectivity
and highly varied tech environments that
increasingly characterises our region.
Damon noted how close collaboration between
Business, Government and our world-class
Universities has shaped a unique ‘Cyber Test Bed’
here in CCR – and in this ‘Cyber Part 2’ feature,
we get the ‘R&D Perspective’ from Pete Burnap,
one of academia’s foremost global Cyber experts.
The breadth and depth of Pete’s pioneering
work across Cyber and the wider domains of
Data Science is simply astonishing. Beyond his
‘professorial day job’, Pete is also director of the
Cardiff Centre for Cyber Security Research, as
well as director of Airbus’ only global Centre
of Excellence in Cyber Security Analytics …
co-director of the revolutionary CCR-based
Data Innovation Accelerator … and a highly
respected member of the UK Government’s AI
Council. Happily, Pete was able to find the time
to disseminate deep science into a fascinating
overview of how CCR’s academia and industry
are working together to lead the cyber world
– and at the same time offering a compelling

vision of where these game-changing data
disciplines could be taking us in the nearfuture…
“Collaboration has seen us create advanced
malware detection algorithms and integrate
novel goal-oriented risk assessment models
into the Airbus business”
“Collaboration is at the very heart of Cyber
here in CCR. I lead AI for cybersecurity
research at Airbus Cyber Innovation on a
part time secondment – and I’m director
of Airbus’ only global Centre of Excellence
in Cyber Security Analytics – so I’ve been
able to witness at first-hand how this
spirit of partnership can create major
breakthroughs such as advanced malware
detection algorithms, as well as the novel
models for goal-oriented risk assessment
being integrated into the global Airbus
business. Since 2012 we have established an
interdisciplinary research team of technical
and social researchers, with collaborative
projects receiving significant funding from
Airbus, Endeavr Wales and UK Research
Councils – and this coming together of
industry, Welsh government and the wider
R&D community is a blueprint for the way
forward, globally and here in our region.
“Those commercial collaborations are
really beginning to bear fruit. Our new
Cyber Masters Programme is being run in
partnership with PwC and CCR and bringing
together a 15-strong cohort from across the
region. It’s partnership working in action
and a complete departure from traditional
classroom-based learning, bringing
together world-leading business advisors,
technical experts and industrialists. And
our work with Thales at the National Digital
Exploitation Centre in Ebbw Vale is equally
ground-breaking – showing the strength of
Cardiff University’s reputation for working
with industries to deliver real-world Cyber, AI
and Data Science solutions.
“All of this connected, joined-up, handson partner working is vital in a number of
ways – not just in creating much-needed
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journey is reflected in the transformation
already being seen across our region – with the
CCR appetite for collaboration, connectivity and
co-production proving to be a catalyst for oftenpioneering public sector innovation.
Tangible digital transformation, everywhere
across the CCR
Those examples of tangible digital
transformation are literally all around us.

collaborative solutions, but also beginning to build
a critical mass of sustainable cyber skills in parts
of our region that need a strong regeneration. The
Cybersecurity skillset is very practical and suited
to a logical mind that enjoys creating problems
and solving them – and we’re seeing big
recruitment campaigns being run by some our
commercial partners such as CGI in Bridgend, all
of which augurs well for a strong cyber ecosystem
employing a diverse range of people in the CCR.

“Our work with Airbus, PwC and
Thales demonstrates Cardiff
University’s growing reputation
for delivering real-world cyber
solutions”
“It’s really important to know that people sit at the
centre of all our activity in cyber, data, analytics
and AI. The safety of systems, processes and data
has a huge impact on all of us, at work and in
our everyday lives. So, yes, we have made huge
strides in machine learning over the past ten
years, to the point where we’re now really getting
to grips with the actual ‘nature’ of a dangerous
entity such as a malicious link – and building the
automated response environment that can make
the right decision in dealing with that threat.
But it’s still about people – the people we need
to protect and the people who are ultimately
creating that threat. That means we’re working
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closely with social scientists as well as data
scientists – partnering with psychologists and
criminologists as well as experts in STEM –
to build the knowledge systems that are capable
of making the right choices and taking the right
decisions.”
“The scope and scale of our work in this field
can’t be underestimated. Its importance can be
measured on a societal and even philosophical
level, as well as in terms of greater organisational,
financial and economic performance – throwing
up real-life questions such as “Why are people
creating this malware?” and “What’s their true
motivation?” These are questions we need to
fully understand if we are to provide the right
cybersecurity answers – which is why our
20-strong team has been involved in over £19m
of awards and investments focused on fusing
artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, risk and
human capital, giving us a greater understanding
of the ‘Why’ behind cyber-crime and security
threats as a whole: with cyber security analytics
allowing us to study the actual ‘modus operandi’
of the attackers. It’s an incredibly complex field
that’s entwining the data science disciplines with
thought process patterns and the nuances of
human behaviours – putting our work here in CCR
at the very forefront of a cyber industry that can
drive and safeguard our whole digital world.”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

The Digital
Transformation
of a Public
Sector Across
CCR
With a digital revolution changing the face
of enterprise in every commercial sector,
it’s easy to forget that our public sector has
been reshaping delivery of the frontline
services relied upon by a whole population
– and in the process leading a level of
digital innovation that would have been
unimaginable a short time ago.
This latest feature in our ‘State-of-CCR-Digital’
series explores how public sector organisations
across the region have embraced and continue
to champion digital change, with a focus
on improving essential services throughout
Southeast Wales….
When the Welsh Government’s ‘Digital Strategy
for Wales’ was published in March 2021, it
reflected a vision that is becoming a reality for
our public sector organisations. The government
strategy is built on pursuit of six digital missions
(Data & Collaboration, Digital Services, Digital
Inclusion, Digital Skills, Digital Economy and
Digital Connectivity) and every step of that
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Blaenau Gwent and Torfaen Councils have been
collaborating with Neath Port Talbot Council on
a ground-breaking project to improve people’s
experience of accessing adult social care
services online – with first-hand insights from
both the end user and social care staff being
used to develop better digital services, such as
a more user-friendly referral process.
Caerphilly County Borough Council has
embraced digital automation to process
applications for free school meals, resulting in
a much speedier process that ensures eligible
school children are accepted on to the free
school meals programme on the day of their
application – which means many more children
can now enjoy healthy and nutritious meals.
Across our region, digitally-driven change is
happening in all areas of our public services,
underpinned by the Superfast Cymru Public
Sector Broadband Aggregation (PSBA)
infrastructure that enables our public sector
to deliver digital services through a safe and
speedy network which supports community
engagement and public service partnerships
throughout CCR.
A five-year evolution achieved in 12 months
It’s estimated that the pandemic crammed
five years of digital evolution into 12 months’
transformation – and given the scale of the
COVID-19 health crisis, it’s perhaps little surprise
that healthcare in CCR saw some of the biggest
and most visible digital leaps made in our public
service provision.
The results have been both dramatic and
inspiring, with the health services of our region
embracing digital platforms both to manage
data integrity and provide digital accessibility
while migrating face-to-face GP consultations
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to a remote service that 82% of patients found
comfortable to use. Looking forward, a blended
approach of ‘physical’ and virtual service
remains the probable ‘best possible outcome’
but achieving 100% digital inclusion remains the
absolute goal.

DigitalSeries

Away from GP Surgeries, the digital
transformation can increasingly be seen in all
aspects of care across Southeast Wales. Pilots
such as ‘PhysioNow’, the digital musculoskeletal
triage and assessment being run at Cwm Taf
Morgannwg Health Board is just one CCR
example of a pipeline of Digital Health Ecosystem
Wales innovations being backed by Welsh
Government’s Digital Solutions Fund.
Every public sector digital pilot and project is
delivering enhanced learning and the promise of
incremental value – but the truly game-changing
Digital Services for Patients’ programme is
perhaps the most pre-eminent transformation
about to take place in our region…
A collaborative glue creating a world-leading
healthcare platform
This world-first single log-in platform will
democratise the flow of information between
patients and ‘The System’, featuring an app that
will allow patients to see and update their own
medical records, enabling individuals to upload
information such as blood pressure and sugar
levels, as well as download guides on anything
relevant (such as diabetes or maternity).
CCR and Wales is leading every country in the
world in this area, pioneering the way patients
can feed health information back into their direct
care, helping the NHS identify the patterns of care
needed. And digital is the power and enabler
underpinning this radical healthcare platform. It
has brought together the many different health,
research and infrastructure enterprises in our
region. It has joined up the knowledge and
expertise of Primary Care, Digital Health and Care
Wales and Digital Inclusion Alliance for Wales. It
is the engine of radical change – and, indeed, a
catalyst for a new culture …
A catalyst for a new way and a new culture
When the Welsh Government this year invested
£4.9m in digital public services to drive more
innovative and user-friendly approaches across
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our region and the rest of Wales, it represented
more than funding for an inclusive infrastructure.
Directed to a Centre for Digital Public Services
established in 2020, this is an investment in a
whole new way of designing and delivering digital
public services.
The investment is supporting specialised training
programmes and digital squads to work with
our public sector organisations, helping drive
up their digital knowledge and improve their
online services. The aim? For every CCR citizen to
enjoy an exceptional customer experience when
accessing public services digitally, through a ‘UX’
that’s as easy and user friendly as when shopping
or banking online.
This is true culture change. It means that the
delivery of our public services will be designed
around the needs of the customer – the citizen.
As such, it sits at the very centre of CCR’s purpose
and values, enabling our public services to evolve
to meet the changing expectations of the people
who need and use them. Empowering people to
easily access the services they want through a
few clicks of the mouse or taps of the screen will
ensure that first class digital services become the
norm in our public services – and is at the heart
of inclusion, engagement, wellbeing, connected
communities and, ultimately, economic growth
here in the Cardiff Capital Region.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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How CCR’s
Data-led
Innovations are
Being Driven
by Digital
The digital age is igniting data-led
innovations that are transforming the
private sector, the public sector and R&D
across Southeast Wales – and in this latest
feature in our ‘State-of-CCR-Digital’
campaign, we discover how and where
Southeast Wales is taking pioneering steps
to harness the power and potential of a
data-driven revolution…
‘Data’ has been with us for millennia, in the form
of facts, figures and theorems, hieroglyphics,
folk stories and even the configuration of
ancient standing stones. But the rapid growth
of our increasingly data-driven world – where
almost incalculable volumes of information
are transmitted as ‘quantities’ and ‘characters’
through an electronic signal – simply wouldn’t
be possible without ‘Digital’.
In every sense imaginable, the digitalisation of
data generation, manipulation and transmission
has changed just about every facet of our
lives. Our ability to digitally transform dry stats
into dynamic real-world solutions was at the
heart of our response to the pandemic: from
the lightning speed at which researchers,
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universities and companies mobilised data to
pivot manufacturing operations into ventilator
production, to businesses being able to map
genomic patterns and develop the wireless
sensor systems that scan for the virus – right
through to the UK’s Chief Scientific Adviser Sir
Patrick Vallance being able to appear on our
TV screens every evening, showing us the trends
that were evidencing government decisions
during the height of the crisis.

Digitally enabled data driving modelling,
operations, innovation and decisionmaking on all levels
It’s notable that Kellie Beirne, Director CCR City
Deal sits alongside Sir Patrick as a member of
the Science and Innovation Advisory Council for
Wales. To Kellie, the value of digitally enabled
data in driving forward our region can’t be
overstated, as it shapes the modelling, directs
the operations, inspires the innovation and
increasingly drives the decision-making on all
levels of most organisations across southeast
Wales:
“Data-driven science and innovation is all
around us but to date we’ve underfunded it
at UK level. We need to be at least equal to
other OECD countries; and that’s prompted
the CCR and Government commitment to 2.4%
of national spend being invested in innovation
and research in our region by 2027, and 3%
over the medium term.”
With every £1 spent in data-led R&D translating
into £7 of economic and social benefits (by
helping attract investment, boost productivity
and create new jobs) the Chancellor’s recent
Comprehensive Spending Review, which
acknowledged data-led R&D as a cornerstone
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of our future economy and wellbeing, will only bring
further investment into a CCR that holds the vision
to become a pioneer region built around a data
powerhouse.
Just imagine the value of the information held by
the Office of National Statistics in Newport, the
Royal Mint in Llantrisant and (just outside our
boundary), the DVLA in Swansea. All that data can
tell us a great deal about people, organisations,
society – and the probable future, as Pete Burnap,
Professor of Data Science & Cybersecurity revealed
in our previous article, when he showed how his
team at Cardiff University can use data to model
the future behaviours of cyber attackers.
That predictive power and ability to identify
patterns of behaviour are some of the key positives
of the digital drive towards embracing artificial
intelligence and machine learning – and CCR
has the potential to harness the full potential of
this, unlocking breakthroughs to improve our
health, create a better environment and boost our
economic performance throughout the region.

The always-on Digital Age is the era of
on-demand Data
Given the profound impact of this computing and
analytics revolution, it’s easy to make the mistake of
thinking that Data is just for the ‘Big Organisations’
or the ‘Big Questions’. In fact, it’s being used by
enterprises of all sizes to understand their markets,
hone their propositions and shape their businesses
– with the Data Innovation Accelerator at Cardiff
University working in close partnership with SMEs
of all descriptions, to open up many different
horizons.
CCR is itself exploring and investing in this data-led
transformation. For example, we are investigating
the potential for developing the concept of a
smart region operations centre for digital data:
combining the data sets from local authorities
and other key stakeholders to provide a realtime awareness of the data we hold in the region.
This data consolidation could inform our future
decision-making, help us measure the success of
our investments and interventions – and develop the
partnerships and relationships that will enable us
to continually adapt and improve. To this end, we’ve
already agreed partnerships with both Cardiff and
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Swansea universities to undertake work around
behaviour change, so we can understand what
motivates businesses and individual citizens to take
immediate action that will benefit the green energy
and decarbonisation agenda. And as part of signing
up to the Carbon Disclosure Programme and Zero
Carbon Disclosure Programme, we’re collecting a
whole raft of data to report back in 2022. So, we’re
evolving a culture of data ourselves, in every area
we can.

Digitally powered Data is opening up the
potential of new business models, new ways
of working and even new types of ‘economy’
The more we invest, the more our digitally driven
data will give us the opportunity to really optimise
on our capacity to innovate and develop our
region. Our philosophy at CCR sees data as an
enabler that can mobilise challenges and missions,
encouraging our region to take more risk for more
reward, actively supporting innovation and the
entrepreneurial state. It’s key to the success of our
priority clusters and foundational economy, critical
to connecting individuals and communities to each
other and the world; and crucial for prioritising
the investments required to seed, support and
strengthen the physical infrastructure and human
capital programmes we need for a changing
21st century.
It’s clear that the combined power of Data and
Digital is opening up the potential of a new role
for both private and public sectors in developing
new technologies, new business models, new ways
of working and even new types of ‘economy’ –
and in our next feature, we’ll be discovering how
our public sector is already undergoing a digital
transformation in the way it provides services
across the CCR.

A Foundation and Framework to
Meet Our Digital Skills Needs
Our CCR Digital Series has already shown how digital is revolutionising our priority sectors, transforming
our public sector, opening up new R&D horizons – and powering data-driven services that underpin the
whole economy of Southeast Wales.
But as the pace of automation and digitisation
seemingly outstrips the supply of digital skills in the
UK as a whole, can CCR nurture the human talent
with the right competencies for this 4.0 world?

Creating a workforce that has the digital
skills, capability and confidence to excel in
the workplace and in everyday life
With our capital city now acknowledged as one of
the fastest-growing digital hubs in Europe – and our
whole region becoming internationally recognised
powerhouses for digitally enabled sectors such as
Compound Semiconductors, the Creative Industries,
Cybersecurity, Fintech and MedTech – stakeholders
from across the CCR ecosystem are increasingly
asking: “Are we producing sufficient skills to sustain
the digital industry in our region?”
The answer to that question is being provided
across our region every day, through a fast-evolving
digital curriculum being implemented in our schools,
FE colleges and universities – as well as through
pioneering skills programmes and workplace
projects geared to making sure that CCR has a
workforce with the digital skills, capability and
confidence to excel in both the workplace and in
everyday life.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Building a strong skills foundation
for a sustainable digital economy
Our schools offer the biggest opportunity to bridge
the digital divide in all its forms – providing a
platform to deliver the skills, sustained economic
performance and social equity that’s at the heart
of CCR’s commitment to inclusive prosperity. The
need and opportunity to build that foundation is
huge, with the first ever Digital Connectivity index
published in October by Oxford Analytica (using
OECD datapoints) showing that the Cardiff Capital
Region stands to gain a £896 million economic boost
by 2026, with consistently higher GDP growth rates
(0.88%) thereafter, if sufficient investment is made
in digital connectivity and skills.

Giving digital the same emphasis as literacy
and numeracy
With transformative economic growth capable
of creating tens of thousands of new jobs and a
fairer society at stake, the learning of digital skills in
primary and secondary education is at the core of
our future talent provision: and Welsh Government’s
Digital
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Digital Competence Framework is already helping
young people across Southeast Wales become
enterprising, creative and critical thinkers by
emphasising the importance of digital from an
early age, setting out how digital competence is
integrated across the curriculum – and, crucially,
giving digital the same emphasis as literacy and
numeracy.
Similarly, the Digital 2030 Framework articulates
a shared vision for post-16 digital learning in
Wales, scoping the digital support required for
the whole learner journey, recognising that the
combined elements of leadership, business
processes, security and infrastructure need to
be in place for effective digital delivery.

A foundation built in schools and a
framework for life-long digital skills
learning
As the Brown Review concluded in 2019, with over
80% of the 2030 workforce having left compulsory
education, CCR will be a region of lifelong
learning, with our working population continually
adapting their skills to the future needs of the
economy and the strengthening of public service
delivery. Digital skills will be the engine of this,
with everyone in our region – regardless of age,
background, gender and ethnicity – becoming
‘digitally included’ through basic digital skills
that can be developed into more advanced
and employable skills, able to adapt as our
increasingly digitised economy and society
shapes and reshapes.
Since 2020, CCR has been evolving a strategic
response to this ongoing need and opportunity
to skill, reskill and continually upskill our
population in essential digital competencies –
and that region-wide skilling evolution can be
found in our Future Ready Skills Framework …

Taking the lead in Future Ready Skills
CCR’s ‘Future Ready’ Skills Framework recognises
that although the school’s curriculum will help
everybody to develop digital skills at the earliest
possible opportunity, everyone’s skills and
confidence will also need to evolve with the pace
and scale of technology change.
Working on the findings and recommendations
of Nesta (the world-acknowledged Future of Skills
experts who have produced seminal blueprints in
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both the UK and USA), our Future Ready Skills
Framework is evolving to leverage the potential
and impacts of CCR’s investments and
programmes – working towards creating an
inclusive and entrepreneurial ‘future-oriented’
system for jobs and skills, through a framework
built on eight pillars that include connecting
learners and employers, developing a CCRwide Shared Apprenticeship Scheme with
learner pathways into our priority sectors;
and delivering real-time employment market
information to understand where any skills
shortages will occur.

CCR will be a region of lifelong digital
skilling
Closely aligned with our Regional Skills
Partnership strategy, our Future Ready Skills
Framework has seen us establish the CCR
Venture Skills & Talent Hub. This major new
destination for skills development in our
region already features a revamped Graduate
Programme working closely with employers
to expertly match graduates to employment
opportunities, as well as being home to
the ground-breaking INFUSE Public Sector
skills programmes (aimed at accelerating
decarbonisation and developing supportive
communities) which includes a Data Lab to
support employees in collecting, managing,
analysing and understanding how to use data
in decision-making.

The Coworking Digital
Communities
that Spark Our
Ecosystem

Venture’s growing range of programmes
also includes our unique Cyber Masters
Programme: an advanced cyber security
programme developed by Cardiff University in
partnership with PwC, focused on preparing
best-in-class employment-ready cyber security
professionals – with CCR funding 15 places that
will build a valuable talent pipeline for one of
our most successful priority sectors.
Venture is just one example of a skills
investment that’s helping shape and satisfy
CCRs digital talent provision – and having
explored the foundation and frameworks that
underpin the digital skills pipeline in our region,
our next feature will spotlight the many other
game-changing training programmes that
are ‘making digital happen’ for employers and
potential employees across Southeast Wales …
Issue 8 | Cardiff
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Our digital series has already shown how
a voracious appetite for collaboration and
co-production has driven the growth of the
digital economy across Southeast Wales. This
capacity for sharing knowledge, resources
and opportunities can be found at many
levels throughout our region – perhaps most
remarkably in the co-working communities
that are a key characteristic of digital SME
success across CCR.
These magical digital spaces can be found in
many different places throughout the region.
Within a fifteen minute drive of Cardiff City
Centre, you’ll discover digital enterprises
enjoying the benefits of co-working at Barclays
Eagle Labs, Gloworks, Hackspace, Meanwhile
House, Rabble Studio, Tec Marina, The Arcade
Vaults, The Sustainable Studio and Welsh ICE,
to name just a few. The list of collaborative
communities in every part of CCR seems to grow
year by year – testimony to the fast-tracking of
our local digital economy – with much of the
inspiration being drawn from the national and
increasingly international success of Tramshed
Tech.

“A collaborative co-working
community of start-ups, scaleups and potential unicorns”
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It’s difficult to overestimate the success and
importance of Tramshed Tech in driving the
development and establishing the credibility of
our co-working digital ecosystem. The brainchild
of co-founders Mark John and Louise Harris, this
beautifully designed regeneration of the historic
Tramshed in Upper Grangetown is just a few
minutes walk from the centre of our capital city
and home to leading digitally-enabled businesses
such as the unicorn-in-waiting Amplyfi, the marketleading Business News Wales and the worldprotecting Wolfberry Cybersecurity – as well as 50+
other companies at their Cardiff site, ranging from
pre-revenue start-ups to scaling companies, as well
as more than 600 registered members from the
local digital and tech community.
Building that ‘Community’ is at the very heart of
the Tramshed Tech vision. When Mark and Louise
first took on the regeneration of the Tramshed in
2016, one of their first priorities was to organise a
street party and ‘open house’ for the highly diverse
local community that lived around this disused but
iconic building. That people-centred approach
has seen them nurture a digital community one
person at a time, one business at a time, building an
onsite partnership with Barclays Eagle Labs in their
Cardiff hub – developing a business model that
has seen them open their Newport hub and grow
their offering across the CCR and beyond. October
brought the much-acclaimed news of a Tramshed
Startup Hub in Swansea’s Palace Theatre as part of
a major landmark regeneration; and last week, they
went international – with Mark John travelling
to Paris to sign a pioneering tri-nation partnership
between England, France and Wales, bringing
together the combined visions of Tramshed Tech,
TechSPARK UK and Communauté d’agglomération
de Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines.

emotional courage everyone needs to pursue their
business vision in a competitive digital world.
Providing such an all-encompassing facility, service
and ‘home’ means that the Tramshed is many
different things to many different digital enterprises.
To some, it’s a whole start-up ecosystem in itself –
the fastest-growing business incubator in Wales,
featuring a recently launched Startup Academy
– with introductory workshops taking place every
Thursday. Those start-ups who secure a place
enjoy a 12-week programme that covers all aspects
of building a successful business – from idea
generation and planning to product development,
finance and team building. The final week involves
pitching to a panel of investors, with one lucky
business receiving £10,000 in equity-free cash and
mentoring support from Google for Startups to help
with future business growth.
The Tramshed has also become a stage for other
organisations to showcase what they do – hosting
Fintech Wales’ prestigious Annual Awards and
pioneering Foundry Accelerator Investor Event.
And it’s a place where people can discover and
explore, becoming a community focus for important
initiatives such as Black History Monthly.
Ultimately, Tramshed Tech and the many other
co-working spaces across our region are the
incubators, accelerators and ‘safe places’ that
give our emerging digital enterprises the home,
the testbed and the permission to Think and Do:
vital ingredients for success in any market. And in
our next features, we’ll be looking at some of those
start-ups who have grown up in our region
to become market-leaders across the world …

“Creating an environment where
digital people feel they belong”
What has been the secret to building such
collaborative digital success? It’s clear that creating
a co-working community means much more
than just providing a comfortable, well-equipped
space where people can work and collaborate.
It’s about creating an environment where people
feel safe, supported and ‘at home’. The Tramshed
is founded on this feeling of ‘togetherness’: helping
give entrepreneurs a sense of purpose and the
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The Platform
Powering
Smarter Pay
for a New
Working World
When Sonovate secured the coveted ‘Fintech
Company of the Year’ accolade at this year’s
Fintech Wales Awards, it capped an incredible
year, even by the astonishing standards of this
extraordinary company.
This latest in a long line of prestigious awards
recognised Sonovate’s achievements as one of
the UK’s most established and scalable fintechs
– but the Sonovate story runs much deeper and
even more impressively than that.
A journey that began in 2015 has seen
this Cardiff-based team grow to become
one of the most client-focused, purposeled digital solutions in the field of human
capital: providing finance and tech solutions
to recruitment agencies, consultancies and
labour marketplaces around the world –
enabling employers to engage contractors and
freelancers seamlessly in the ever-growing
global gig economy.

“£2 billion of total funding, multiple
industry awards and a widespread
expectation to become the first
Welsh ‘unicorn’”
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Having surpassed £2 billion of total funding
during September 2021, this remarkable team
is getting used to receiving widespread plaudits
(not least for keeping the contract labour market
moving despite the economic shock of the
COVID crisis), with a roll of honour that’s seen
them crowned winner of the Deloitte-sponsored
‘Talent Tech Scale Up Award’ – and being tipped
to become the first Welsh ‘unicorn’ by both the
UK government’s Digital Economy Council as
well as the industry experts at Dealroom.co.
Such phenomenal success is unlikely to go to
the heads of anyone in the Sonovate team.
Co-founded by Damon Chapple and Richard
Prime, this is a business rooted in deeply-held
values and a shared vision – and we caught up
with Welsh-born-and-bred Co-CEO Damon, to
discuss how the Sonovate philosophy of smarter
pay for the new working world has achieved
such growing global recognition in just a few
short years…

“Sonovate is a story of
superlatives and success
built on vision and values”
“Richard and I had nearly 20 years experience
between us in contingent staffing across the
UK, Europe and globally – and we came
together in 2015 to solve one big problem.
There has traditionally been a fundamental
disconnect in the contingent worker space,
causing real payment headache problems
for companies who supply contingent or
temporary workers. Our platform enables
the payment of the worker as soon as the
work is completed and allows the agency
or intermediary to make their margin – by
providing the funding, payment system
and infrastructure that deals with all the
complexities in a really easy manner. So in a
very real sense, we’re a platform that’s here to
fund the future of work.”
How does Damon explain the extraordinary
success achieved since Sonovate started its
current journey in January 2015? “It really
is down to the team”, emphasises Damon.
“Both Richard and I come from a recruitment
background and we have challenged ourselves
to bring in the right people at every stage of
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Sonovate’s development. That means investing
in people who share the values and buy into the
vision. Those people are the driving force, not
Richard and I. We have done all we can to create
the environment for those people to succeed; and
as the business has changed and matured, we
have been careful to put the right places in place –
processes that have enabled us to set and achieve
quarterly goals, which is something we believe in
strongly.

“We’re a tech platform that’s here
to fund the future of work – and
it’s all been made possible by our
people”
“Creating a transformational tech platform has
obviously enabled us to deliver and grow – and
we were conscious to invest in a CTO and tech
team that allowed us to take ownership of the
product, putting our customers front and centre.
But ultimately any achievements have been the
result of having a collective drive to succeed.
Everyone has bad days and there are always
bumps in the road – having a whole team
that believes in the vision and grows with the
processes is the underlying reason why we
have been able to continually progress.”
“We live by a Values Playbook that was created
by the whole team itself. We recruit against those
values and base our personal development
reviews on them too. Elise Lockyer, our Chief
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People Officer, has been amazing in helping
embed these key pillars to working at Sonovate.
Our four values are being able to adapt to
change, taking ownership, solving problems
and giving a s*** – because ultimately we want
people who care about what they do and how
they do it, people who value their customers, their
colleagues and the world that we’re trying to
improve through our service. We’re a 124-strong
team right now, with open opportunities that
extend across all areas of the business – and
I’m proud that we’ve been able to attract, retain
and develop most of our people because of our
value-set.”
What else makes Damon proud, beyond building
a strong and high-performing team that shares a
common vision and values? “Our service evolution
has taken us from providing a full workflow and
funding solution for small contingent agencies in
2015, to providing a novel funding solution that
attracted larger businesses from 2018 onwards.
And right now, we’re launching a unique lendingas-a-service solution that can be accessed through
five simple steps on a single platform. It’s the only
lending as a service solution providing invoicing and
funding to anyone in the contingency worker supply
chain – which represents a $4 trillion global market.
If we consolidate our position as number one in the
UK market and continue to grow our presence in the
US and worldwide, we’ll be proud of the progress
we have made.”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Delivering
Digital Futures
for 20 Years
and More
Every ecosystem is driven by pioneering service
providers capable of delivering the expertise
needed to continually develop – and frequently
transform – customer organisations in an everchanging world.

Each Box UK customer trusts this extraordinary
team to execute their digital strategies,
develop their enterprise-level custom software
platforms and deliver their award-winning
multi-channel experiences – through services
that extend across Digital Transformation,
Ecommerce Development, User Experience
Services, Bespoke Software Consultancy and
Development, and Platform Management. It’s
a tremendous success story, and testimony to
the Box UK client-partnership ethos that helps
businesses reimagine the possible through a
pragmatic approach centred on delivering the
right digital solutions at the right time – enabling
organisations to adapt and grow at pace.

Box UK is one such catalyst: an enterprise
software development company that’s been
meeting the digital requirements of CCR (and
the wider world) for 23 years – and as our Digital
Series begins to draw to a close, we explore how
Box UK Managing Director Benno Wassersein is
leading a multidisciplinary team in evolving its
own services to power countless customer digital
evolutions …

The growth of Box UK itself has been both a
reflection of the maturing CCR digital sector
and a key driver of it – with this Cardiff-based
operation now ranked 14th in The Drum’s list of
Top 50 Client Rated Digital Agencies in Britain,
in recognition of exceptional client satisfaction
scores across a range of criteria including
value for money, quality of work, teamwork
and collaboration.

The incremental growth and sustained success
of this enterprise software development
company is truly inspirational, with Box
UK’s client base now including blue chip
organisations on many continents – from global
retailers to manufacturing giants, public sector
bodies to leading healthcare providers.

“Trusted worldwide to execute
digital strategies, develop
software platforms and deliver
multi-channel experiences”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“Multi-award-winning industry
recognition, including gold
award for the world-first
GPWales platform”
The knowledge and wisdom accrued over two
decades is driving innovation and shaping
transformation like never before, to much
industry acclaim. Last week saw Box UK win
“SME of the Year” at the Cardiff Business
Awards and over the past 18 months the team
has attained ‘Highly Commended’ status in the
‘Development Team of the Year’ category at
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the prestigious Digital Technology Leaders Awards,
been named winner in the ‘Technology & Innovation’
category of the Cardiff Life Awards, honoured in
four categories by the international Communicator
Awards for its work with Cymru Wales, OKdo,
Sodexo and RS Components – and celebrated by
Clutch as one of the best service providers in the
UK’s development scene (as well as one of the UK’s
top Drupal development companies) in recognition
of its portfolio of work, online presence, brand
reputation and customer reviews.
The GPWales platform created by Box UK has
secured perhaps the most poignant piece of
silverware. It was named a Gold Winner in the
“Best Use of Digital” category at the International
Digital Experience Awards and also received a
Silver Award for “Best Digital Response to the
Crisis – SME”, in recognition of the significant
positive difference made to Wales’ COVID-19
pandemic response. This critical online jobs and
shifts database for the healthcare sector is in effect
a template for the digitalisation of our healthcare
service. It’s been shortlisted in the ‘Healthcare Tech
of the Year’ category at the iNational Technology
Awards – celebrating the cutting edge ingenuity
shown by Box UK, but more importantly playing a
‘world-first’ role in protecting healthcare delivery
across our region throughout the most serious
health crisis in living memory.

“Over two decades at the digital
coalface, informing the debate and
delivering against customer needs”
Each of those awards showcases the Box UK
penchant for bringing digital ideas to life,
demonstrating state-of-the-art development
practices and processes, a creative approach
to overcoming technical challenges – and a
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commitment to going above and beyond for their
clients. With an enterprise pedigree and a passion
for technology that brings an unrivalled depth and
breadth of experience in creating scalable and
resilient solutions, what’s next for a team that’s
built an enviable track record of success spanning
hundreds of high-priority and mission-critical
projects?
“We’re informing the digital debate as well as
delivering against customer needs – and that
won’t change” says Box UK’s Managing Director
Benno Wasserstein. “We’ve been part of the fast
digital evolution of CCR for over twenty years,
but wherever the fourth industrial age takes us,
certain principles will always remain. Quality
sits at the heart of everything we do – from our
best-practice agile and lean working, to toptier coding standards, user-centric design and
build, the highest levels of customer support,
and in-built continuous improvement that drives
ongoing innovation and optimisation at technical,
operational and strategic levels. Our team lives
and breathes that philosophy; and that’s why
we’re able to sustain our delivery of high-quality,
high-performance solutions.”
It’s rare to find a company that’s been delivering
at the digital coalface for more than two decades
– a team of brilliant thinkers, trusted consultants
and expert developers, able to mastermind worldclass solutions to the toughest web and software
projects. To have such exceptional capabilities in our
region augurs well for a CCR Digital sector which,
as we have already seen, leads in many fields and
drives game-changing innovation throughout the
Southeast Wales economy.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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The Courses
& Programmes
Igniting Our
Digital Talent
Our previous feature focused on the
educational foundation and framework
that underpins digital skilling across
our region – as well as looking at CCRs
very own Venture Skills & Talent Hub,
which has started its journey to provide
a wide range of learning experiences for
the fourth industrial age. There are of
course many other digital courses and
programmes being run across Southeast
Wales, offering lifelong opportunities
to skill, upskill or reskill for a role in the
digital economy, as we discover below…
We have seen how cybersecurity is a critical
component in any successful digital ecosystem –
so it’s incredibly encouraging to know that CCRs
schools and colleges are leading practitioners of
the UK’s national NCSC CyberFirst programmes,
which are designed to identify and nurture
the talent of 11-17 years olds from diverse
backgrounds for the ever-growing number of
cyber security opportunities available.
September this year saw CyberFirst announce 11
‘Gold’ awards for delivering excellence in cyber
security education, with four of those schools
and colleges – Bridgend College, Cardiff High
School, Cardiff & Vale College and Coleg Gwent
– all located in our region.

Four of the UK’s 11 ‘Gold’ CyberFirst
providers are schools and colleges
in our region
Being home to four of the UK’s eleven Goldstandard cyber schools is a phenomenal
achievement in itself – and with CyberFirst
offering comprehensive bursaries to
financially support students through degree
apprenticeship and undergraduate schemes,
it bodes well for developing our region’s next
generation of cyber professionals, in tandem
with the sterling results being achieved
in higher education, most notably at the
University of South Wales (USW), which has
been voted Cyber Security University of the
Year 2019-2021 for its range of undergraduate
and postgraduate cyber courses.
Collaboration between our educational
establishments, as well as with the employers
of our region, is proving a key factor in growing
our skills. Cyber College Cymru, for example,
is a partnership between Bridgend College,
Coleg Gwent and USW (as well as big-hitting
industry partners such as Admiral, Fujitsu and
Thales) – creating new routes into tech careers
for a new generation of digital learners.
That native appetite for co-production has also
given birth to the National Digital Exploitation
Centre (NDEC) in Ebbw Vale. Delivering a
joint education and outreach project between
the Welsh Government, the multinational
tech company Thales and USW, the NDEC
aims to catalyse economic regeneration and
digital expansion across the region through
technology and cyber support – helping
meet the skill requirements of digital growth
by working with schools and communities
to develop outreach projects and resources,
supporting people from all backgrounds into
both cyber security and wider digital industries.

A wide range of digital skills
development right across the region
Across the region, FE and HE offer the widest
range of digital skill development – from
the digital tutorial badges offered while
studying at Coleg y Cymoedd, to the Welsh
Valleys Engineering Project established
by the Royal Academy of Engineering to
deliver STEM education support – right

DigitalSeries

through to the National Software Academy,
part of Cardiff University’s School of Computer
Science and Informatics: a centre of excellence for
software engineering, working closely with Welsh
Government and industry on real-world projects
that are helping address the shortage of skilled
programming and software engineers.
The prowess of Cardiff University’s digital
technology courses is well-chronicled – with
industry-leading graduate and postgraduate
courses in disciplines such as Artificial Intelligence
and Fintech – and our region is fortunate to have
two other distinguished universities in Cardiff
Metropolitan and USW, both of whom enjoy
global repute for their digitally based courses and
programmes.
Cardiff Met has a distinct philosophy towards digital
that puts ‘people at the centre’ – starting with the
problem and then leveraging digital as part of the
toolbox to tackle the challenge. Rather than viewing
‘digital’ as a standalone subject, Cardiff Met view
it as an ‘enabler’ – bringing a cross disciplinary,
problem-solving, outcomes-focused approach that
develops digital skills as part of a broader solution,
through their Global Academy for Health & Human
Performance and Global Academy for Human
Centred Design.

A digital philosophy that puts people at the
centre
This human-centred approach has produced some
incredible breakthroughs, including educating
medical professionals in using virtual surgical
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planning techniques in a key area of digital –
Maxillofacial Prosthetics and Surgery – as well as
leading the field in UV disinfection service robotics
and the treatment of Glue Ear in third world
children.
Cardiff Met have also used their advanced
digital skills to produce the high-profile Creative
Industries Clwstrs funding app – and it wouldn’t be
an exaggeration to say that those same Creative
Industries are fuelled by the digital talent nurtured
at the University of South Wales under the tutelage
of Tom Ware and his team at USWs Faculty of
Creative Industries. Tom and his cohorts have in
many ways built on the pioneering work of Allison
Dowzell at Screen Alliance Wales: designing the
world-class courses and producing a star-dusted
stream of digital creative talent, winning dozens of
Oscars, BAFTAS and Emmy awards – creating some
of the most notable box-office smashes of recent
years and putting Southeast Wales on the world
stage as a leading global destination for Film and
TV production.
It’s somehow apt to finish this feature on the
magical interaction between technology and the
human experience – because that is the critical
dimension delivered by digitally skilled professionals
working in so many industries across our region.
We’ll look closer at that human and digital
interaction in our next article, where we’ll explore
the importance of digital minds coming together in
the collaborative communities of CCRs co-working
spaces, exemplified by the pioneering facilities and
services provided by Tramshed Tech …

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

The Intelligent Platform
Unlocking Value from Deep Data
When Chris Ganje and Ian Jones left senior strategic roles at BP plc to establish AMPLYFI in 2015, they
sparked a trailblazing journey that’s seen them develop a pioneering tech platform which empowers
everyone in an organisation to create value from vast quantities of structured and unstructured data.
Headquartered in Cardiff, this comprehensive
business intelligence and research platform
incorporates a series of artificial intelligence
algorithms that unlock both the deep web and
clients’ internal datasets, delivering unique
machine-driven insights. As part of our Digital Series
celebrating the very best in CCR innovation, we
spoke with Chris, the American Co-founder of this
remarkable enterprise, discovering the dynamics of
success that has seen AMPLYFI rise to become one
of the most talked about tech companies in the UK…
“Delivering clear, market-changing insights that
have enabled measurably better decision making
for some of the world’s largest organisations”

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales

“Our technology reads content faster and more
accurately than any human can” explains Chris
“so we’re able to deliver clear, unbiased, marketchanging insights that lead to measurably
better decision making.”
The AMPLYFI platform is capable of revealing
previously hidden links, trends and opportunities
– enabling this transformational tech and
extraordinary team to change the game for some
of the largest organisations around the world, with
the company’s current product suite including two
platforms, DeepResearch and DeepInsight.
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“Our DeepResearch product is an enterprisegrade search engine that helps knowledge
workers find relevant information faster using
federated search across a multitude of internal
and external sources” says Chris. “It then
analyses those results in real-time using Machine
Learning models, so users become what we call
‘five-minute masters’, able to drill down to find
very specific and otherwise impossible-to-find
information.

“AMPLYFI’s ‘DeepInsight’ is the world’s first
Insights Automation Platform”
“Beyond that, we have also developed
DeepInsight, the world’s first Insights Automation
Platform (IAP), which helps organisations
research, analyse and generate insights from vast
quantities of both structured and unstructured
textual content. Using several AI techniques, it
outperforms the largest of human research teams
by analysing hundreds of thousands – or even
millions – of documents in near real-time, at
unprecedented speed and levels of accuracy.
“That means users can very quickly understand
global trends – and identify the leading nations,
organisations and individuals behind them –
getting profound insight into levels of risk through
functionality that flags up early warning signals
for both supply chain and customer assessments.
It’s a real game-changer in an increasingly
uncertain and ever-changing world.”
Pioneering the development of Machine
Learning and data science across structured
and unstructured data sets allows AMPLYFI to
address many different pain points for many
different industries. “We work with some of the
largest organisations from around the world and
their use cases vary significantly” emphasises
Chris. “For Financial Services, it’s primarily about
gaining a better understanding of customer risk,
especially as we plan to eventually emerge from
the COVID-19 crisis. For industry incumbents, it’s
about horizon scanning and pinpointing sources
of future disruption before it’s too late. While for
governments, defence organisations and security
agencies, it’s about making sense of the sheer
volume of content generated globally on the
internet – allowing them to create actionable
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intelligence that preserves or enhances national
security. Our platform is capable of performing
its analysis across multi-languages – and we’re
conscious that this is a time when budgets are
under increasing pressure, so our self-service
business model is designed to keep costs down,
offering clients the option to choose SaaS or
direct API access.”

“Addressing many different pain points
for many different industries”
As a fellow alumnus at Cambridge University’s
Centre for Science and Policy (and a non-exec
member of Innovate UK) Chris naturally takes a
diverse and wide-ranging world view of emerging
trends – and shared some of those identified by the
AMPLYFI Insights Automation Platform: “ESG – or
Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance –
is increasingly becoming an important performance
metric for investors to assess and build their
portfolios, but the current scoring methodologies
for measuring and benchmarking companies’
performance lack transparency and have significant
limitations. We’re developing new AI-driven
methodologies to create a range of global ESG
indices that will overcome these shortcomings.

DigitalSeries
“Three significant product upgrades about
to be released”
“This is linked to a further option to build
dedicated data lakes, which is particularly
useful for specialist or niche analysis such as
pharmaceutical drug discovery or peer-reviewed
literature in medicine where users demand
repositories constructed from gold standard,
trusted sources. Beyond that, we’re also readying
a new search automation feature that empowers
users to construct complex search strings to focus
on areas such as specific geographies or content
types, raising the quality of analysis even further.”
Given the pedigree of clients, breadth of use and
increasingly business-critical nature of the services
delivered, the future for AMPLYFI holds almost

endless possibilities – and for Chris, the ongoing
development of the platform is intertwined with a
mission to ‘build trust in the machine’.
“Within our sector of business intelligence, AI is
more about probability and confidence scores
than providing precise answers”, reflects Chris. “So
we’re always striving to engineer transparency
into our platforms’ analysis, allowing users to
dive deeply into the results to build the necessary
confidence and trust needed to act upon its
insights. That’s why we’re an industry partner
in the EINST4INE pan-European initiative which
is seeking to address the challenges of future
industrial systems – and we’re working closely
with the University of Cambridge to progress our
understanding of how to better integrate digitally
and socially-driven decision-making approaches
in contemporary industries. We have come a long
way in the last six or seven years, but in many
ways, our journey has just begun.”

“The Environmental element of ESG currently
attracts the most attention, particularly around
sustainability and climate change – with our
analysis revealing some emerging, very earlystage technologies such as nanodiamond
batteries and glucose biofuel cells that could
disrupt future global energy systems. This could
potentially remove the need for large electricity
grids and even render smart grids obsolete
before they are deployed at scale.”
Given this capacity to deliver astonishingly prescient
insights into new and emerging markets, it’s no
surprise to hear that AMPLYFI themselves are
continually developing their capabilities – with some
significant upcoming product upgrades about to be
unveiled: “We currently have three enhancements
in Beta testing and scheduled for release. We’ve
always given users the ability to customise their
internet searches and we’ll soon launch an ‘autobuild’ facility that enables them to create their own
connectors, whether it’s to their preferred websites
or internal data repositories.

www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales
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Powering our Priority Sectors
From our Compound Semiconductor cluster to
the Artificial Intelligence that’s transforming
every enterprise across the region, we
have discovered how digital is powering
our Priority Sectors. The results are already
quite astonishing, with digital unleashing
game-changers that include major MedTech
breakthroughs such as Creo Medical’s
COVID-19 Cool Plasma Sterilisation Technology,
as well as winning the financial technology
industry plaudits currently being received by
Yoello and their fellow Fintech Wales cohort –
and making possible the South Wales Industrial
Cluster’s Decarbonisation programme that will
lead our race to zero.

Key Takeouts
on the Role
that Digital
is Playing in
Shaping the
Future of the
CCR
Our Digital Series has shone a searching
light across the multiple dimensions
that make up CCR’s highly diverse
digital domain. Many successes have
been illuminated, many challenges
have been revealed – and one thing is
clear. Southeast Wales possesses the
foundation, framework, potential and
prowess to build a digital economy
equipped to excel nationally and
compete globally …
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Creating a Cyber centre of excellence
Amongst our campaign features, we have
celebrated CCR’s world-class credentials in
the digital-enabling discipline of Cybersecurity,
where Wolfberry (voted the UK’s most
innovative Cybersecurity company), Alert
Logic, Awen Collective and Thales stand tall
– and where key figures such as Professor
Pete Burnap of Cardiff University are
developing world standard R&D-led Cyber & AI
collaborations such as Airbus’ global Centre of
Excellence in Cyber Security Analytics, based
in the CCR. It’s a kaleidoscope that’s created
a unique cyber testbed – something that even
London, New York and San Francisco doesn’t
possess – right here in our region.

Driving the data revolution
In every sense imaginable, the digitalisation
of data generation, manipulation and
transmission has changed just about every
facet of our lives, not least in the public sector
– with our series showcasing innovations
that include Blaenau Gwent and Torfaen
Councils’ collaboration with Neath Port Talbot
Council on a pioneering project to improve
people’s experience of accessing adult social
care services online, as well as celebrating
Caerphilly County Borough Council’s digital
automation of applications for free school

DigitalSeries
meals, resulting in school children being able
to enjoy a nutritious meal on the day of their
application.
On a more macro level, we also scoped NHS Wales’
truly revolutionary Digital Services for Patients
programme – the world-first single log-in platform
that will democratise the flow of information
between patients and ‘The System’. Developed
here in Southeast Wales, such ground breaking
innovation is inspiring CCR to investigate the
concept of a ‘smart region’ operations centre for
digital data – consolidating key data from across
CCR, to inform better decision-making, measure the
success of our interventions; and continually enable
us to adapt and improve.

The foundation is already strong. We have seen
how four of the UK’s 11 ‘Gold’ CyberFirst providers
are schools and colleges in our region, how
collaborations such as the Cyber College Cymru
partnership between Bridgend College, Coleg
Gwent and the University of South Wales are
creating new routes into tech careers for a new
generation of digital learners – and how radically
innovative new learning initiatives such as the
National Digital Exploitation Centre, the National
Software Academy and the people-centric digital
philosophy practised at Cardiff Metropolitan
University are all nurturing employable skills:
key competencies that will enable our working
population to adapt as our increasingly digitised
economy and society shapes and reshapes.

A catalyst for collaboration

Framing our future success

Our digital series has also shown how a voracious
appetite for collaboration and co-production has
driven the growth of the digital economy across
Southeast Wales – evidencing a phenomenal
capacity for sharing knowledge, resources and
opportunities throughout our region, perhaps most
tellingly in the co-working communities that are a
key characteristic of digital SME success throughout
the CCR. From the remarkable community built
by Tramshed Tech, to the inspirational digital
‘homes’ provided by Barclays Eagle Labs, Gloworks,
Hackspace, Meanwhile House, Rabble Studio, Tec
Marina, The Arcade Vaults, The Sustainable Studio
and Welsh ICE, it’s incredibly encouraging to see
CCR’s collaborative communities growing year by
year, across the region.

Ultimately, of course, this series has shown how
our digital ecosystem is already producing stellar
performing enterprises: from the potential unicorns
of AMPLYFI and Sonovate, to the digital evolution
services of Box UK – and the Oscar-winning post
production houses that have put CCR’s creative
industries centre stage as a global leader in Film &
TV.

Transforming our talent pool

Let’s make sure we grasp those opportunities –
and realise those ambitions.

Perhaps most pertinently of all, we have detailed
how our educational framework gives us great hope
for nurturing the human capital that’s so essential
for a digitalised future. We live in a region that is
giving ‘digital’ the same emphasis as literacy and
numeracy – through the Welsh Government’s Digital
Competence Framework (which sets out how digital
competence is integrated into the curriculum) and
CCR’s ‘Future Ready’ Skills Framework that will help
everyone develop their digital skills at the earliest
possible opportunity, building a foundation for lifelong digital skills learning.
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As 2021 draws to a close and we take our next steps
in this fourth industrial age, we’re quietly confident
that CCR stands on the cusp of something special
– a digitally driven era that promises sustainable
prosperity and great opportunity to those who can
continually innovate and consistently deliver on their
digital-enabled visions and ambitions.
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